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WATER SUPPLY STATUS REPORTS
You who are told your water supply is
NOW SAFE had better watchit! Nothing
has changed except perhaps the turbidity
The viruses are still
and E-coli count.
present and it only takes ONE of the little
crystalline forms to make you very ill and
live with you the rest of your bodily experience awaiting revival under stress and
physical debilitation-just
like the ‘fever
blister/cold sore” herpes virus. Most areas have just asinept management asdoes
this local ‘Golden Hills” operation near
Tehachapi, CA. The manager is not an
engineer nor even educated to manage
such an operation. This is not an insult to
the man-it is simply that he does not
know that for which to demand testing.
Does it matter? Indeed, like the safety 6f

the entire area for it is NOT JUST GOLDEN
IT IS KEENE/
HILLS/TEHACHAPI,
TEHACHAPI, TEHACHAPI/TEHACHAPI,
MOJAVE, ROSAMOND, ETC.
1 am bombarded with, ‘You usually
don’t give us these bits of news without
telling uswhat to do about it-what can we
do?* Oh boy, a hard one. What is available
is being ripped off the shelves as quickly as
possible. Food grade hydrogen peroxide
properly used will knock these viruses out
of the cells. Crystal life-forms with DNA
structure for cellular whole recovery will do
it over “time”. All of this was purposely
attacked and removed from easy access
before the introduction of contamination
so that you can’t do much to defend selves.
As long as the bodies are fairly healthy the
bugs won’t show up too heavily in impact,
so you sit as ducks on the iced-over pond
with feet stuck-until
circumstances fit
the need to strike you.
To clean up the- rater supplies is going

Randy Weaver
and
Kevin Harris
Updates
SeePages26,33

to require combinations of “Light waven
purification with, probably, the ozone
method as follow-on. You must hit the
virus structures with resonance at least
matching that of the contaminant,
or
-- higher, in order to burst the cellular structures. The intent, as with AIDS, is to
reduce immune systems and produce organ malfunctions to the point wherein the
“regular” microorganisms can bring down
the host. People do not die from HlV-they
die from accompanying diseases that the
body cannot handle.
The Elite would-be rulers are depopulating-so get off the kick about “research~
There is NO
into ‘saving and curing’.
intent to cure anything! If you don’t face
this monster soon, there won’t be enough
of you left to matter.
BAPTISM OF DEATH IN FRANCE
Do you not realize that major, major
incidents about your globe wherein your
loved ones ended up in battles of destruction, i.e., Vietnam-were originally stirred
up prior to your hopping into the free-forall? You are simply seeing the master
puppeteer pulling some unmistakable
strings. Mitterand is in serious health
failure, the southern portion of the nation
wherein the worst financial poverty was at
Please see LOOK, page 36
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THE PHOENIX. LIBERA TOR

The ~Ulthate firZd Order
Zionist Domination

.Plan

(Editor’s note: We begin here where we left PLANNED FOR THE ULTIMATE WORLD wicked Edom. n
ORDER (A STEP BEYOND THE NEW
The author minces no words ‘here.
WORLD ORDER!).
Israel and her allies are to be the victors;
‘Israel is to become the center of “the KingQUOTING:
dom of God”-implying that the world is to
look on Israel as holy and worship its
PLANS FOR ARMAGEDDON
leader, =a descendant of the house of
David”. Webster’s dictionary defines an
It is Israel and associated nations, Edomite as “one of the descendants of
the Israelitic group, those nations which Esau, or Edom, the brother of Jacob”. You
help build the new social (or Socialist) remember the account in the Old Testaorder, which are to dominate the world; the ment, the Jewish Bible, which glorifies
others must perish,
Jacob’s tricking and deceiving his halfNotice that the &sin” specifically
brother, Esau, out of his birthright. Esau
identified is that of idolatry. .But Mr. Higger is always pictured in Jewish literature
makes clear that all those who are spared as the gentile, and the name is used as
must worship the Torah and the Israelitic theCODEWORDforTHEGENTILB,
Jacob
god, in Jerusalem. Hence idolatry MEANS the CODE WORD for the JEW.’
g/21/92 #2
HATONN
ANY OTHER RELIGIOUS
FAITH!
[H:
*An example. of the use of the Jewish
Please go back and reread the NOW code words Esau and Jacob is found in a
CONTINUED:
ENACTED PUU,IC!LAW 102-14 onpage
sermon preached by Rabbi Leon Spitz durULTIMATE WORLD ORDER
15 of last week’s LIBERATOR. THIS ing the Purim observances in 1946 (quoted
FROM: THE JEWISH UlDPiM
&lWlS NOW THEWIWOF YOUR LAND, here from the American Hebrew of March 1,
PASSED ONMARCHZO, 1991,105 STAT. 1946)“.
From material compiled from The Jew- 44, PUBLIC LAW 102-14, 102nd CON*LetEsau whine and wail andprotest to
ish Utopia, Encyclopedia Judaica, Torah, GRESS (OF THE UNITED STATES OF the civilized world, and ietJacob raise his
Babylonian Talmudand Jerusalem Talmud. AMERICA)-BY VOICE VOTE (didn~even
hand to fight the good fight.
The antiThis larger ‘body” of information is corn- quftrc a rvZZ-coZ~.]
Semite...understands but one language, and
piled by Robert H. Williams and indepenHigger and his fellow Zionists are not he must be dealt with on his own level. The
dently researched for accuracy. This is talking in figurative terms. They are deal- Purim Jews stood up for their lives. Amerimaterial presented “by the ‘Jews’ as ing in human blood, oceans of it:
can Jews, too, must come to grips with our

offattheendofwriting9/20/92#2onpage
29 of last week’s LIBERATOR. Onpage 24
last week CommanderHatonn
reintroduced
this issue of the Zionist Plan for World
Domination - sick as it is - because so
many Americans are obliuious to its existence and daily operation in our world. On
page 15 last week Commander Hatonn
outlayed PubZic Law 102-24, passed by
our crooked Congress in March of 1991,
which covered the related C(minornmatter of
a legislated Zionist religious domination over
America - slipped in under theguise of a socalled Education Bill. R’s way past time to
wakeupandunderstand
what’s behind the
ruination ofthis once great land of America.)

their own plan of World conquest by year

2000”. Since it is projected and placed into
librariesalthough in selected departments wherein the “public” will not have
easy access-it is both valid and of “their”
own presentation, not that of so-called
bigots or biased persons. Remember, the
“JEWS” are a selected term from the mid
to late 1700s as given by those who also
call themselves “Zionists”. These are not
necessarily Judeans, Hebrews or any other
“race” or “creed--they
are just as would
be a “political” party who thieves the traditions, names and redefines (secretly as in
“coding”) words in languages which mislead the populace. I shall effort to repeat
this opening statement frequently so that
there is no misunderstanding about that
which we offer herein. THIS IS INFORMATION FROM THEIR OWN BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION-NOT SOMETHING WE CONJURE TO MAKE ANOTHER LOOK BAD,
FEEL BAD, OR SINGLE THEM “OUT”.
THIS IS THE u JEWISH
UTOPIA” AS

“Hence, Israel and the other righteous nations willcombat thecombinedforces
of the wicked, unrighteous nations under
the leadership of Gog and Magog.
Assembled for an attack upon the righteous
nations in Palestine near Jerusalem, the
unrighteous will suffer a crushing defeat
and Zion will thenceforth remain the center
of the Kingdom of God. The defeat of the
unrighteous will mark the annihilationof the
power of the wicked who oppose the Kingdom of God and establishment of the new
ideal era.
“This struggle will not be merely the
struggle of Israel against her national enemies but the climax of the struggle between
the two genera2 opposing camps of the righteous and unrighteous.
A saying in the
name of Rab states that the descendant of
the house of David wiI1 appear as the head
of the ideal era only after the whole world
will have suffered, for a continuous period
of nine months, from a wicked, corrupt govemment, like the historical, traditionally

contempora y anti-Semites. We mustfill our
jails with an&Semitic gangsters. We must
fill our insane asylums with anti-Semitic
lunatics. We must combat eve y alien Jewhater. We must harass and prosecute our
Jew-baiters to the extreme limits of the laws.
We must humble and shame our ant&Semitic
hoodlums to such an extent that none will
wish or dare to become (their) ‘fellow-travelers’. B

There are of course no laws against
“anti-Semitism” except in the Communist
Anti-Semitism, anti-Catholicountries.
cism, anti-Protestantism, anti-Irish, etc.,
are not crimes by our laws, though Jewish
and “liberal” members of Congress have
introduced such Communist-type laws
every year and are coming closer and closer
to getting them enacted as Congress has
less and less understanding of or concern
for principles, interfering more and more
with social attitudes and relationships of
individuals, one to another.
I , Notice that, Higger uses a capital G for
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no mom for the unrighteous, whether Jewish or non-Jewish, in the King&m of God.
All of them will have disappeared before the
advent of the ideal era on this earth.
Unrighteous Israelites will be punished
equally with the wicked of other nations. All
the rigtieous, on the other hand, whether
Hebrew or Gentile, will share equally in the
happiness and abundance of the ideal era. p

It is the Jewish power which is to
decide which of us, is ‘bad”. It is hardly
likely that anyone who opposes the Zionist-utopian program would be found ‘righteous” by the Jewish judgment; he would,
without doubt, be called “anti-Semitic”
and condemned to the non-Israelitic camp.
“Second, one’s external religious observances will not necessarilyput one in the
category of the righteous. . . Only those who
will be observant as a result of their conviction and faithjklness
will be welcome into
the Kingdom of God.
aThird,people who maliciously cause
mischief and suffering to the upright and
just, will be tenned wicked, and the Kingdom of God will not have them”
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Rabbinical and political organizers
have often maneuvered to get some of the
flock punished so as to intensifl their cry
of persecution.
And no doubt Professor
Higger was unusually persecution conscious in the year 1932 when his book was
published for Hitler was rising and the war
between Hitler and the Jews already was
joined.

‘%ourth, speculators, dishonest in&.4strialists,
and all those who accumulate
quichenr
the tribal
pride
01 the Jews to keep them from
blending.
The statue
resembles
the
“art”
of. and evidently
YOI done by. the Jewish
revolutionary,
Bernord
Rosenthal
who oho
wealth at the expense of the suffering of
did
the tomous
or infamous
trio.
the Foccltsr
Family.
“Mr.
and Mrs.
Faceleas
ond little
their-fellow-men, will be unknown entities in
Focelest”,
showing
porents
ond o child
just
like the obovc.
reprewntinq
the iuturt
iamilyl
the rabbinic utopia.. . . [H: This of course
refers to the suffering “Jew”-not
mu
other segment. The Jew will aid in any
gentile, which is the biblical use of the of the Jews to keep them from blending. possible way the usurpation of the rights
word, whereas the modern use rarely capi- The statue resembles the %.rt” of, and and property of all non-Jews.]
*fifth, those who are thwarting the
talized it, letting the word stand as a com- evidently was done by, the Jewish revomon noun. According to the Bible and also lutionary, Bernard Rosenthal who also purposes of God in this era, and do not help
Webster’s LIictionury, the word meant: “as did the famous or infamous trio, the to build up and bring about the new era, will
Faceless Family, “Mr. and Mrs. Faceless
consequently not enter the Kingdom of God.
used by the Jews, one of a non-Jewish
and Eittle Faceless”, showing parents [H: Again, this refers to a god of the
nation or of non-Jewish faith, n
GOD OF CREYou must attend the fact of the and a child just like the picture in point specific Zionists-NOT
in other words, this
representing the future family! [End ATION/LIGHT.
“UNESCO Brown Mann, as you may call
states that any one NOT FOLLOWING
him or it, which was photographed from iootnote.)
Just as it is the nations who op- THE DIRECTIVES AND PURPOSES OF
page 70 of the book United Nations: Blueprint for Peace. [See picture above.] The pose, or even fail to support the Zionist THE ZIONISTS (JEWS) WILL NOTEhVZR
Zionist

“master

race”

-

which.

while

producing

author of the book says the picture is an
official UN photograph. The cutline under
the picture says it “represents all of us,
everyone
on earth”.
Obviously,
this
raceless, characterless “man”, standing
on the world, is the UNESCO ideal toward
which all of us must work, the blending of
all the races of mankind into one composite raceless, nationless, homeless, characterless, faceless brown slob-utterly
lost
from all heritage and completely subject to
the will of the Zionist *master race”which, while producing the propaganda to
cause us to blend, Quickens the tribal pride

the

propaganda

to

cause

us

to

blend,

ambitions, who are to be destroyed; so is THE KINGDOMOF GOD AND WILL THUS
it the individuals failing or refusing to PERISH.]
Those who “do not help to build up
cooperate, who must disappear:
“who are the wicked? What consti- and bring about the new era” will be
tutes wickedness, whichis an obstnztion to branded wicked on their foreheads and
the establishment of the Kingdom of God? shall perish! As in the Communist states,
No exact definition of the terms can be you will not be permitted to be neutral; you
formulated. A few rabbinic passages deal- will be given bloody assignments to liquiingwith the subject, however, give a general date friends or loved ones as a test of your
idea of the meaning of wicked and wicked- loyalty to the Israelitic group and proness, so far as a Jewish Utopia is con- gram-if
they win. It already is in the
cerned.
testing period.
a13rst,no line will be drawn between
And so:
bad Jews and bad non-Jews.

There will be
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HERE IS THE PROGRAM

from anywhere) but rather, from the
East in physical location and is the
What is their program? descendent of a MAN, David. This can
It callsfor a king, an all-powerful one only mean, chelas, a physical man and
(descended from the house of David): (H: not a returned Christed being.]
There are a couple of things to look for
This ruler, described as the dispenser
in this statement:
1) It might be “as- of justice, obviously is the “Holy One”:
sumed” by the UChristian” who recog“EM in thej%&re, the Holy One will
nizes the Christed Emmanuel (Jesus) to summon the rich to judgment for having
return in his second coming as this robbed and oppressed the poor. ’
lineage from the house of David. No.
The economic system will be quite
“Jesus” was NOT from the house of socialistic: There shall be “new conditions
David as recognized by the Zionists. and radical changes”, “when human indiThis, again, is to fool the world, a cre- viduals in general, will each enjoy the work
ated illusion to make the masses believe of his hands.” The Communists set out to
one thing while you are strickenby quite build such asystem, but ofcourse built the
another. As with the Israeli flag and the most privileged “ruling class” in history.
so-called “star of David”, this started as
The radical change will wipe our
the “national
symbol” with the crusade
inheritances.
There shall be a hundred
of DAV&D ACROP. Recall that David al- percent inheritance tax;
Roy began his teachings and rise to
“For, at present, when man dies he
power as the anticipated Umessiah” in leaves all for others. But in thefiture
“they
Baghdad (Babylonia).
The six pointed shall not build, and another inhabit. ‘#
star was actually referred to as the
You will have to help bring about this
“shield of David”. CM you see how easy state confiscation.
it is to fool some of the people ALL of the
TheUnited Statesgovernment has
time-and
then after stating and restat- adopted a substantial inheritance tax,
ing and then making “laws” regarding a plus the graduated income tax recomthing-it
is accepted as FACT when it is mended by Karl Marx, which takes as
a lie at onset?]
high as 91 percent of a man’s annual
“I will raise unto David a righteous
earnings-am ounting already almost to
shoot, and he shall reign as king andprosthe total confiscation of property which
per and shall executejustice and righteous- Israel will require of all nations in the
ness in the land. m
Utopia to come, after the great war.

people before you realize what the truth
is or how you got trapped into something you don’t even understand.]

President Harry Truman would be
among the righteous, for he helped the
state of Israel get its independence in 1948
(against the urgent appeals of the then
Secretary of War Forrestal, who foresaw
danger to American interests if a Communist-Zionist center of intrigue blossomed
in the strategic geographic and oil center,
the Near East). [H: For his outspoken
truth-bringing Mr. Forrestal got sucked
by force into a mental institution and
murdered by being pushed from an upper level window (after he was already
strangled). These one-worlders of Wghteousness” will stop at NOTHING to
accomplish their aims.] In a sense, the

United States would be among the chosen,
for it has officially helped Israel subjugate
and drive back the Arabs, it makes loans to
Israel, and it has allowed American citizens
(in violation of the United States Criminal
Code) to send hundreds of millions of dollars to help Israel make war on nations
friendly to us.
Our government also little by little
adopts the measures of the socialistic Utopian order of ‘the righteous*.
U.N. IS PART OF THE PLAN

But to go on with the requirements of
That the “Holy OneA whom all the
The new order will be an interna- the program:
world must worship is to
The nations and peoples will have to
tional order; Israel will be the seat and
center of all activities; you will have to help accept some form of United Nations, which
BE A -seems
evident:
“In thefiture
the Holy One, blessed promote Israeland subordinateyourcounwill embrace Israel’s God:
“The nations would first unite for the
be He, will amnge
a chorus for the righ- try-

“The nations will gradually come to
the
realization
that godliness is identical
The Paradise referred to throughout
with righteousness, that God cleaves to Isthe Utopia is:
I#
. . . a universal
paradise
of rael, the ideal righteous nation Thepeoples
of the earth will then proclaim to Israel: We
mankind....establishedinlHISworld-with
will go with you, for we have heard that God
no reference to the future world whatever.”
@Ir. Higger’s emphasis on ‘this”.)
is tith you. m@. 3 1)
“The people of Israel will conquer,
The author further identifies the Holy
spiritually, the nations of the earth, so that
One:
“He will sit in the center and each of Israel will be made high above all n.utionsin
the righteous will be able to point to Him with praise, in name and in glory. b
Thus, the eternal drive of the Jews to
hisJnger, as it is said: ‘And it shall.be said
in that day: Lo, this is our God.“’ r)I: Not induce or force the rest of us-primitive
%niversally” but only of uTHIS” world.
slave people-to worship the Jews. By now
If each of the righteous as defined by the it must be evident to the reader that in
Zionist Ultimate Planners can point to using the word “righteous” the author has
the “man” it indicates a Uplacen and ua no reference whatsoever to morality or
man” and therefore this “God” Wing”
godliness; the righteous, by this usage,
cannot be of ALL but only the specific simply means those whojoin in the Israelitic
program to reorganize and dominate the
FEW.]
Numerous references in the Utopia world. You are moral and godly only if you
indicate that this man-god is to be the help promote the Israelitic movement. [H:
same as the Jewish world ruler, of the This is why ones like Jerry Falwell and
Pat Robertson can stand forth and say
house of David. For instance:
*Messiah, the ideal righteous one, they are Christians, not Jews, and yet
will come from the East, where the sun rises. are Zionists and “proud of it-. The fact
He will be a descendant of the house of of the matter remains that the Zionists
David.”
w: Everything in that state- are working THROUGH THE JEWISH
ment indicates a MAN (not returned coyer in order to suck in the nations and
teous in Paradise.”

purpose of calling upon the name of the
Lord, to serve Him.”
[H: Please don’t
wiggle around and try to make this fit a
Christian concept-the
JEWS and ZIONISTS rehcted that Christ as claimed
through Esu Emmanuel (Jesus), remember? This is why there is NO uJudeoChristian”
anything, there cannot be,
for each is mutually exclusive in meaning. The Jews did not accept the Christ
UJesusnasmessiah!(ll),noway,nohow!
and 2000 years doesn’t do a thing except get you closertotheir planofglobal
take-over by year 2OWA.D.-in
8 years*]
[H: You might further wish to argue that the uU.S. was birthed one nation under God . . . u and consider the
possibility of a messiah either Jewish or
nonJewish. Nope, won’t work-for you
w-e given “unalienable rights” by %reatorw. Creator MEANS God of LIGHT
AND SPIRITUAL DIVINITY-NOT
SOME
MANCHOSENANDPUT
ONANEARTHLY
THRONE TO RULE ALL OTHER PHYSICAL THINGS AND PEOPLE PRESENT
WITH SPECIAL GOOD THINGS TO HIS
PUPPETS AND ENFORCERS.]

Jewish writers have traditionally
claimed the United Nations idea as a Jew-

SEPTEMBER29, 1992
ish invention, and the evidence supports
their claims. Israel’s Premier Ben Gurion
told a Time magazine correspondent (see
Time, August 16,1948, “I consider that the
United Nations ideal is a Jewish ideal.” w:
Right from the uhorse’s mouth” and not
one of our sly little t?asers. You cannot
get more blunt than is that, chelas.]
The California Jewish Voice, Febru-

ary 23, 195 1, stated that the Jewish Professor Lemkin of Yale University.originated
the Genocide Pact, and famous Jewish
organizations have more recently presented
him awards for his invention. The American Jewish Year Book for 1952, Vol. 53
(Probably in your public library) states that
both the Genocide Pact and the Covenant
of Human Rights were the work of the
American Jewish Committee:

“Our work in behalf of international
safeguards for human rights has progressed
steadily ever since we were instrumental in
having the Human Rights provisions incorpomted in the United Nations Charterat San
Fmncisco in 1945. In 1950, after years of
intensive activity, we were able to see the
first great step in the mtification of the
United Nations Covenant against Genocide
by the requisite number of member states.
To date, however, we must report the failure
of the United States to associate itself with
that mtificuztion, although we have every
hope that the United States will ratify.
*We should like here to briefly describe our activities in connection with the
campaign to put across the Genocide Convention because in so doing we would be
offenng an excellent illustmtion of the way
our specialized staff departments, our lay
people andourchapterspool
theirskills and
dovetail their efforts whenever the agency
sets itself a goal on national or intemational
levels.... *

Like the UNESCO propaganda, which
is preparing the way for world “law” and
United Nations power, to supersede the
U.S. Constitution and our principles of
government, the Genocide Pact and the
Covenant of Human Rights contrive for
special privileged status for racial “minorities” at the expense of principles of law and
justice, and of course at the expense of the
‘non-minority”-all
at the expense of the
freedom and rights of the white non-Jew.
[H: Please note that the “Jew” despises
the UBlaclss” with a near hatred and yet
uses them as a typical “minority” group
to cause them to rise up and strike out.
This is another thing typical of the
Zionist so-called Jews-THEY
ALWAYS
GET SOMEONE ELSE TO FIGHT AND
DIE IN THEIR STEAD-EVERY
TIME
WITHOUT FAIL. THEY ONLY ACTIVELY
ENTER THE FRAY IF IT IS THE ONLY
WAY TO GET THE JOB DONE AND THEN
IT WILL BE THROUGH SECRET MEASURES AND NEVER OPENLY AS IF TAKING A STAND FOR “RIGHT”.]

Genocide is defined as the killing or
harming of anyone because of his race, or
the killing or harming of a race or any part
of it; and the harming included mental
injury-that is, criticism or even opposition, perhaps, which hampers the fanatical ambitions of some racial fragment to
whom a revolutionary cause becomes holy.
[H: Recall that we have already stated
that an Israeli murder is done as Ureprisal” but against a given group which
usually has no connection with the original act. By any other language interpretation that is GENOCIDE. Further, ifan
Israeli is then slain for ANY reason-he
becomes a umartyr”. You had best be
carefully looking at these historic facts
for they are about to eat you alive.]

All nations have laws against killing
anybody for any or no cause, and you can
sue anyone who unjustly injures you. But
the Genocide Pact would throw the defendant before a court in whatever country the
self-appointed Genocide administrators
might decide, for trial!
It seems probable that the Jewish
Utopia will require a single language for all
mankind.
Professor Higger quotes the
prophecy of Zephaniah:

Page 5
.
may and move to the audio equipment for
I believe it necessary to put this information to tape for the larger audience of
weekly listeners. My intent is to wake up
the sleeping so-called “Jews” as well as all
others of God’s creation. I single out no
creed, color or race. IfYOU ARE NOT in the
Zionist-conformed listings of who is suitable-you are set to the list to perish, Jew
or non-Jew. Not only is “goodness” NOT a
required attribute, but is very definitely to
be used against those who act in goodness.
Any evil which breaks the laws of Creator
to gain the physical means to the end of
global domination and Ultimate World Order is preferred and demanded. This IS the
battle of ‘good” vs. “evil” in full-blown
effect. The point being that if you can gain
all that is physical man-he
will simply
give you his soul and you will have achieved
Hell on Earth for you will have EXCLUDED
Creator God of Light and THAT is the
definition of “Hell”.
To you who would take exception to this
information-go seek and find for self-it is
there for the taking. Your nation is all but
lost at the date of this writing, already
passed by are your Constitution and your
freedoms. It is in pure refusal that man will
not look at that which surrounds him and
question those ones and things that take
that which is his heritage and right. All and
each is created in equality in the eyes of
God of Light-there is NO EQUALITYin the
perceptions of these would-be destroyers
of MAN. Have you not been ignorant quite
long enough?

“For then will I turn to the peoples a
pure language, that they may all call upon
the name of the Lord, to serve Him with one
consent. I IcH:Again you have a relationship in only a physical experience for
this presents a upure language, that
they may all call upon the name of the
Lord, to serve Him with one consent”.
No, Creator already has ONE universal
language and needs no other for any Hatonn to clear.
ldndofcommuuicationeithertoorfkom.]

Inasmuch as the prophet used the
plural, “peoples”, he obviously referred to
more than just the Jewish people; the
world supposedly would have to embrace
the Jewish language. In our time, the
Communists and the Zionists have been in
disagreement as to whether Yiddish (created to go along with the Khazarian selfproclamation of being Judaists. Remember, the language was “Hebrew” or Aramaic) or Hebrew shall be the Jewish language. Communist countries have traditionally used Yiddish as one of their official
languages (the other being the language of
the country to which the broadcast is
beamed). The Zionists have held out for
Hebrew as the official language, and they
have the advantage that some of their
ancient literature was in Hebrew. But in
the past 20 years, the Yiddish language (a
composite of German, Polish, Russian and
Hebrew, using the Hebrew alphabet) seems
to have outstripped Hebrew in popular
demand in Jewish schools in America.
[END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT.]
***
~
Dharma, I would like to leave this now if we
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We will continue with the discussion of
the Ultimate New World Orderas presented
through The Jewish Utopia. This, so that
there will be no misunderstanding
wherefrom comes this information. It flows
DIRECTLY from the “JEWS”, who do indeed call themselves “Jews” and ‘Zionists” -whichever
is suitable at any given
presentment. Both of these terms were
‘created* from non-existent language terminology for this Ultimate New World Order.
This information comes from compiled
data and research of one Robert Williams,
whose security I shall keep in mind.
QUOTING CONTINUED:
MUST BE TOTALLY JUDAIZED
You will have to embrace the Jewish
religion, Jewish culture, Jewish thought:
“The basis of that culture and wisdom, through which Cod’s glory ~‘11 be
manifest upon Israel, and by light of which
nations will walk, will be the Torah, Israel’s
traditional inhen’tance.
For the source of
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Israel’s new life of righteousness and of important edicts had to be confirmed by
Of the Anglo-Saxons, the Angles are
divine glory will be rooted in the Torah”,
the people of their representatives.
known to have occupied a position which is
This confirms our earlier statement
“With their wives, children and cattle, approximately Southern Denmark, the
that the unpardonable sin of idolatry will the Lombards brought from their Baltic Saxons just to the South of them, for
consist of adhering to any religious faith home--RHW) also something with them that centuries before the birth of Christ-durotherthan the JewishTorah,withits“holy”
was not to survive against the memory of ing the centuries in which the 12 tribes of
head in Jerusalem.
Rome. And this was the Teutonic laws. The Israel were a pastoral, sheep herding people.
We have already pointed out that the liberties ofthe Lombards, if not their inher- The Lombards and the great Goth tribe,
Torah consists of the first five books of the ent creativeness, were later destroyed by which split into Ostro-GothsandVisi-Goths
OZd Testament, the Books of Moses, the the Latin clergy, but for a while they sur- were their brothers and near neighbors.
Pentateuch.
[H: That term alone should vived, and a study of them isprofitable as a The Celts apparently had lived somewhere
scare the living daylights out of you fair specimen of the laws of any Teutonic near the upper Rhine river ‘a thousand
perceptive
and insightful truth-seekpeople. You may compare themprofitubly
years before Christ. These tribes, both the
ers.] While the entire Old Testament is with old Gothic. Burgundian, Frunco-s&c,
Teutonic and the Celtic branch of the NorJewish, it is specifically the Torah which Anglo-Saxon und Scandinavian laws, a22 die (or northern) race, were of fair complexmost religious Jews acclaim as their Bible. formed from the same parent model, agree- ion, tall and (as described by Caesar 60
It is the basis of much of the Talmudic ing often in minute details, and betokening years before the birth of Christ and by the
interpretation of how Jews should conduct one primeval origin of awe-inspiring u&q- historian Tacitus about 100 years after)
themselves, in their dealings with other uity. By studying them you can gain some blond or red headed.
Jews and with non-Jews.
[H: We re- idea of that primeval individual liberty and
printed some of the Talmudic instruc- self-government, common at first to all the
HISTORY REVEALS RACIAL
tions and we were blasted as being vul- ruces, but preserved only by the English..
DIFFERENCES
gar and evil. No, it is the set of instruc“The laws of the Lombards were coltions which are vulgar and reproachlected and published for the f?rst time by
Herodotus visited them and wrote
ablt+being
totally against the laws as their King Rothur, in A.D. 643, two generu- about their generous nature, their orderly
given by God Creator.]
tions after the Lomburds came to Italy. They living and their kindliness toward their
The “righteous” nations and indi- were ‘the laws of our fathers, us fur us we children and kinsmen, nearly 500 years
viduals will have to glorify the Mosaic tri- have learnt themfrom ancient men, and ure before Christ. It is obvious that they had
umphs, conquests, deceptions, theft and published with the counsel and consent of occupied Northern Europe for thousands
slaughter of unsuspecting (gentile) villag- ourprinces, judges, and all our most pros- of years-before
the 12 Tribes of Israel-a
ers, as the basis of their religion and cul- perous army...und are confirmed according Semitic, Eastern Mediterranean or Middle
nation
by Eastern people-existed
as such.
ture. Even so, your grandson could not to the custom
of our
It was these Nordic tribes who origibecome the grand exalted ruler, not being guruthings’(***as
quoted)...it is clear from
the publication that the law wus in tti nated the concept of freedom of the indidescended from the house of David.
Our grandchildren must not be per- nature of social wntruct, a distind compact vidual and constitutional government; they
mitted to know that their ancestors came between lang and people, from which you had parliamentary government and courts
from Europe or anywhere but the #holy will immediately
perceive
that these of justice, and elected tribal chiefs, at the
land”. Our grandchildren must be denied Lomburds, like all Teutonicpeoptes, were a earliest stages of their known history.*
*Will Durant’s Caesarand Christ ( 1944)
any knowledge of the history, struggles free nation under a form of wnstiMionu2
and triumphs of our own people. They monarchy. They would have greeted with says the northern tribes pioneered the iron
must assume that we all came from the laughter-the Romunideuof uGod Emperor. )) industry and taught it to the pre-Romans

tribes led by the scheming, bloody Moses of
the Torah
They must never know that
their ancestors once enjoyed, throughout
untold ages, in their tribal life, sacrosanct
individual freedom under a fair and just
code of laws, an elected king or chief and a
representative government (out of which
sprang the U.S. constitution and much of
the English Common Law, and modern
parliamentary government) .*
*Dr. Charles Kingsley, lecturing at
Oxford in the 187Os, told of L”rheLaws of
the Lombards” and other Teutonic tribes
quoting not only from a Lombard compilation of the seventh century, but also from
the historian Tacitus, six hundred years
earlier. (This series of lectures, titled The
Teuton and the Roman, have just been
republished
by Northern World, 24
Highgate, West Hill, London N. 6, Eng.)
Dr. Kingsley said the Teutonic tribes
had the essentials of the modern AngloSaxon constitution, originated the jury trial
by twelve men, guaranteed property rights
and the freedom of the individual. They
elected their kings or tribal chiefs, who
were usually their military leaders, and

Dr. Kingsley obviously was not talking
about the original Romans, the founders of
the republic, a thousand years earlier, but
of the degenerate empire, a motley mixture
of more than 20 racial elements, predominantly negroid elements mixed with
Mediterraneans. Little Celtic and Teutonic
blood remained in Southern Italy. “The
Lombards saw the evil of degenerate Rome,
and despised it. They despised the cosmopolitan ‘Roman’ population which they
had conquered.”
The “Roman” idea of a God Emperor, in
fact, was largely bequeathed to the later
Romans through centuries of Jewish influence. (End footnote.)
So vast has been the movement of
“liberalism” and progressive education that
even most individuals of the present generation have lost the golden thread of history. Sovaluableisit especially in showing
how far our people have been perverted
against their native temperament and their
once-great heritage of freedom and justice,
that our history r)uLsf be destroyed; the
Israelitic group must see that it is entirely
lost.

of Italy 1000 years before Christ: “In the
valley of the PO the descendants of these
terramaricoli (the early inhabitants of the
Italian peninsula-RHW) about 1000 B.C.,
learned from Germany the use of iron...”
[End footnote.]
As long as the northern tribes rendered their loyalty to the tribe and race,
they were indestructible. The only way the
crafty Romans could make a dent in their
armor was to propagandize among those
tribes (notably the Franks) which had moved
out of the north and settled among
Mediterraneans, and had begun the process of outbreeding. Some of these could
be recruited for warfare against the remaining northern tribes.
The race was powerful until it came
into contact with other racial elements,
and especially with the Jewish propaganda
movements which always, in Greece and
Rome, incited one religious cult against
another, one political or military faction
against another, and which “brotherly love”
propaganda, perverting early Christianity,
made the Whites greatly speed their blending with the black and brown.
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The great Roman republic apparently was built by men of Nordic ideals,
probably the early Celts but possibly also
some of the Teutonic Nordics.*
“rhe textbook The Ladder Of History,
says “Probably most of the early people of
Italy came down from the north... They
were a fair-haired, blue-eyed people like
the early Greeks.” [End footnote.]
But there were not many of them, and
under the Jewish propaganda before the
time of Christ, and especially later under
the guise of the Christian movement, the
Jewish subversion induced the big, sturdy,
honest-if
gullible-Nordics
virtually to
breed themselves out of existence, leaving
an utterly unmoral, unambitious, carefree
swarthy mixture content to live on handouts from a Socialist government, and let
the great Roman order crumble round them.
When the men of vision and character
dwindled to too few in numbers, they could
no longer maintain a high level of public
character among the masses and Rome fell
in a cesspool of degeneracy. The Goths,
and later the Lombards, revived Rome but
only till they, too, (always few in number)
softened under the degenerate, easy living
of the racially chaotic Mediterranean. They
made the suicidal mistake of taking slaves.
The tribes were indestructible till
they came into contact with other races,
and turned their loyalty to a geographic
area and political unit rather than to tribe
and race.
By contrast with the freedom of the
individual among the Teutonic tribes, the
Jews-despite
their fierce individualism
and admirable skill in looking after their
own interests-always
managed (and still
manage) to bind themselves in webs of
private power organizations and coercive
laws. They are constantly today inventing
some sort of organization to bring pressure
on somebody, or some governmental body,
to get something for nothing or to divide
gentiles (and perhaps to provide highly
paid jobs at the same time). In Jerusalem
at the time of the birth of Christ all labor
and commerce was organized to the minu test detail. Every Jew was a ‘sea lawyer”,
gifted in interpreting his own rights. Labor
unions, a Jewish invention, dictated wages
and hours and other “unions” fixed prices
and conditions of business conduct, and
laws and the rabbis stood above these
Laws even regulated charity; the owner of
a fig tree could not completely strip the
tree, but (by law) must leave some for the
poor.*
r‘he students of ancient civilizations
know a great deal about earlier races and
peoples. Not all is guesswork.
It was a
white race, or element of a white race-the
brunette Mediterranean branch-which
built the great Egyptian civilization and
which maintained it for three thousand
years, letting it lapse into retrograde only
_
<.
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after the Egyptians began interbreeding
with imported Negro soldiers and slaves
Some of the men who
(farm workers).
engineered the building of the pyramids
evidently were red headed, kinsmen of the
northern European tribes.
One of the leading authorities of this
century on ancient Egypt, Prof. G. Elliott
Smith of the University of Manchester,
Eng., wrote in 1911:

environment. I would be the last to say that
for this he is any better than the Negro; but
if you like civilization and if you like your
freedom you had better start waking up the
blind citizens to the importance of preserving the white race. [H: Again, chelas, this

note.]

telling about a movement within a movement, a Jewish world power movement
hidden inside the Communist movement:

has no reference to “preference”
or
WHY conditions came upon you through
the eons of time. The white-men destroy just as much as possible to “civi“The hot, dry sands of Egypt have pre- lize” the environment whether or not
served through u spun of more than sixty anyone wants it that way--but,
these
centuries the remains of countless multi- attributes or disadvantages are utilized
tudes of the earliest peoples known to have to their full potential in the hands of the
dwelt in the Nile Valley; and not the mere clever adversary who would have ultibones only, but also their skin, and hair and mate control of the globe and all upon
the muscles and orguns of the body; and it.1
even suchdelicate tissues as the nerves and
It is the Anglo-Saxon who must be
the bruin, and most marvelous of all, the lens undermined if the Zionists are to win. It is
of the eye, are available for examination
the Anglo-Saxon who must be softened,
today. We are able to form u very precise brainwashed, made to outbreed with dark
idea of the structure of the body of the Proto- races and leave the field to the Zionist
Egyptian.. . .no resemblance whatever to the strategists. This is not news to students of
Our own Army
so-called ‘wooly ’ uppeurunce arid pepper- subversive movements.
corn-like arrangement of the Negro’s hair. B Intelligence tried to warn us as early as
(The Ancient Egyptians And Their Injluence
1920. The Chiago Tribune of June 19 of
Upon European Civilization).
[End foot- that year carried the Intelligence release,

I
The vast difference in Jewish law
and systems on the one hand and our
Constitutional government, our live-andlet-live attitude and the freedom of the
individual on the other, is due to a deep,
abiding difference in racial temperament,
attitude and ambition, and this difference
is the key to the entire world situation and
to much of the history of the West for the
past 2,500 years. The history of the world
is a racial history. The difference in the
temperament and racial, or tribal, ambitions of the Jews and persons of”Westernn
or Northern racial stock is still evident for
all but the blind. Yet, strange to say, our
people fail to see it, fail even to suspect itand now, under decades of indoctrination
by the “utopian” *Jewish” nationalists,
many of our professors in high school and
college even ridicule the idea that there is
any difference in the temperament, intelligence and native endowments of the different races. Their blindness is beyond belief.
They might as well say there is no difference in the temperament, intelligence and
disposition of the big, dignified St. Bernard
dogs and the nervous barking terriers. No
amount of education, no amount of good
food and housing will make one out of the
other. The black Africans, however happy
and admirable in their own environment,
do not have the disposition and capabilities to build what we might call civilization;
they have been free to do so for thousands
ofyears, but still live in huts in their native
lands. On the other hand, set a colony of
white men down in any wilderness and
they will strike out hell bent to make over
the wilderness into the burden we call
civilization. The white man creates his own

“This second movement aims for
the establishment of a new trrcial domination of the world...the moving spirits
in the second scheme am Jewish rudicals. Within the nanks of Communism
is a group of this party but it does not
stop them. To its leaders Communism
is only an incident. They are ready to
use the Islamic revolt, hatid
by the
Centrrzl Empi=
of Engla~
Japan’s
designs on India and commercial rivalries between America and &pan.
%s any movement of world rwolution must be, this is primarily anti
AngliMaron....
The organization of the
world &wish rrrdical movement has
been peflected in almost every land.,,

In studying the subversive movements of our time it is impossible to make
headway without taking into account race,
temperament and racial ambitions and
disposition. Shintoism was Japanese. It
grew out of a religious belief, but it just
suited the Japanese temperament. Communism sprang out of Jewish cabalism,
Jewish secretive organizing. We of open,

lie-detector faces, of European stock, more
or less honest and much more gullible, we
could never invent a county-wide secret
movement, let alone a world wide one. We

are not especially interested in trying to
regiment people, in trying to undermine, deceive and destroy other races,
nations and religions. We do not want to
be bothered with the tensions necessary
to conduct secretive, murderous underground activities. While we do not do
too good a job of practicing the Golden
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Rule, even when not under alien infIuence, stilI we do idealize the live-andlet-live philosophy. And because we are
more or less honest,.and generally incapable of secretive cunning and scheming on a sustained and organized scale,
we are sitting ducks for those who do
conduct such operations. Our strength
is in our temperament.
Nordic6 in their
own environment,
can get along with
hardly any laws and law enforcement
bodies. But our temperament also is our
weakness; for we can be snared into wars
and suicidal movements without ever
suspecting the existence of a trap.

to deceive; and naturally he is inclined to Councils and comparable organizations, all
make use of the talents and facilities with of which are alert to local, state and federal
which Nature equipped him.
n’vil rights problems, bn’ng theirproblems to
We, of thin, fair skin and light,
wide-open eyes, rarely can deceive or for
long; our faces are Be detectors. We are
so smug, so accustomed to security,
success and frankness, that we do not
perceive that certain aliens moving in
among us are utterly different. We are
thus at a tragic disadvantage
in the
psychological war directed against us
from behind the alien masks. The big,
dignified Nordic, of generous. nature,
courage, energy and resourcefulness,
the man who has brought freedom to so
much of the world, the natural leader
who blazed trails and built much of the
New World-this
remarkable man is fast
disappearing.
His race is degenerating
under the impact of perperse propaganda and is steadily breeding downward, not only within itselfbut with the
less gifted, less ambitious races.
[Hz

The native honesty and suicidal naivete of our ancestors was such that they
considered it mean and low to use surprise
or stratagems, or to win by unfair or cunning devices. In li)2 B.C., when 300,000
Teutons met Roman legion and naively
asked them to state the time and place to
do battle, the crafty Romans set a trap and
destroyed them, men, women and children-many of the women committing sui- These am the ones who kept their word
cide rather than fall into the hands of the and stood by agrwements at all coststhese am n43tthe slimy, puny little
Romans.
[H: Do you begin to see how you cheats and liars who did-inthe natives
function? Part of you who hold out for and stole their lands.1

us for advice, guidance and expert assistance. Needs are presented by organizations, such as the NAACP (National Associationfor the Advancement of Colored PeopleRHW), on a national level, and by mayors’
councils, and other city and state organizations on a local level. Special-purpose organizations whose solefinction
it is to work in
suchfields as housing or employment, and
over-all civil rights organizations whichserve
entire communities or racial and religious
groups, senn’ce us and are serviced by us.
“In the field of employment, much effective work is done through such organizations as the 1952Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights, which coordinates the activities
of all agencies interested in n’vil rights and
which coordinates the varied efforts of approximately fiI?y other organizations.. .
“The civil Rights Department maintains
a particularly close liaison with certain generalpurpose agencies working in the field of
civil rights. An example of this is our relationship with the NAACP, whichcomes to us
for assistance in certain matters where we
have special competence, and we look to
them for aid in solving what we consider to
be mutualproblems.
The same is true of our
relationship with the ACLU (American civil
Liberties Union, a legal staff defendingpn’ncipally Communists and fellow travelers in
court actions-RHW).
Thus, the American Jewish Committee is
really behind the Communist revolution in
our country. [End footnote.]

demonstrations
and timed statements
of happenings, etc., from even we of the
Command, do so as openly as did the
Teutons tell their deadly enemy exactly
where to be and what to do. The opposition and ones who would destroy
THE WORD and gain the world use this
naive honesty (“suicidal honesty”) to
thwart you and pull you down and you
blunder into the same trap time after
time after time.
It goes beyond the
inherent tendency tobelieve in the goodness of aII men-it
moves right into
stupid mkdiscernment
of those sent to
destroy you. Even ones who come into
your house and eat at your table and,
while there, poison your food-you
simply turn around and eat the poisoned
food and ask them in again and again.
You do not need go into battle and
utilize Uforce”-simply
do not offer them
entry after they have proven their intent to USE you for their own gainful
purposes-even
if they, themselves, do
not recognize their own purpose.]

The entire white race is doomed,
in fact, unless very soon its ministers,
teachers and political officials quit trying to give it away and begin fighting for
its sdval.*

make him “less equal” in spirit?
Of
course not but it DOES make him “DIFFERENT” in heritage.1 ‘It is easv for him

outside agencies whopresent theirissues to persecution-but
in TRUTH, not within
the lies foisted off on you by would-beus.
*Local Jewish Communitu
Relations
rulers-OF
YOU.1

*Edwin A. Embree,
head of the
$30,000,000 Julius Rosenwald Foundation (all of which was spent in Communist
propaganda inciting the Negroes against
the white race) was reported in the AfroWhile there remains millions of NorAmericanof June 10, 1944, as having told dic families in our country and we are
the National Conference of Social Work in perhaps 65 percent Nordic as a whole,
Cleveland:
nevertheless we are no longer Nordic tribes;
“For 300 years white men of Western our problem now is the problem of the
Europe and North America have nrled the whole white race. The Nordics are rapidly
world . . . but the white man of the Western mixing with the other two often charming
world is being offered his ‘last chance for but softer branches of the white race. Our
equal status in world society’.”
problem is now white unity for common
For this violence by certain incited Ne- survival. It is the white race which invents
groes against their white benefactors, we and makes the weapons of mass destruccan thank the American Jewish Commit- tion; even Russia under Communism has
tee, which told its members in its annual to depend on white scientists, industrialreport, titled “American Jewish Commit- ists and generals. It is the white race which
tee Budget, 1953” that the AJC was virtu- will commit suicide with its own weapons
ally the source and the over-all guiding unless its leaders change their course. If
authority behind the race agitation, the so- the white race will wake up to its situation
WE MUST BE BRAINWASHED
called “civil rights” revolution, and all and realize its power, if it will develop a
related activities:
common bond of understanding, the world
[H: Cross understatement of the cen“The Civil Rights Division (of the AJCwars cannot recur; the whole world will
RHW)
plans
its
over-all
program
in
terms
of
have peace. [H: This is certainly in no
-Yll
The same Nature which prescribed community and organizational needs as they way a ‘Tut-down” to any other races, it
the temperament of each separate race, arepresented to the Departmentfroma wide is simply a matter of FACT. You ceralso provided a physiognomy to match. source of groups and individuals.
Any tainly do no favor to the lesser treated
The Oriental has heavy lids, with slits for realistic attempt toplanprogram
as well as brother to join him in his slavery-you
his dark, opaque eyes; his skin is dark and to implement it, must depend on the efficacy both wilI gain from the gathering into
heavy; he is poker faced. (H: Does this with which we work in cooperation with unity and lifting BOTH up from the
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We need to understand only a few Zionist Utopians demand, then it is necesbasic, simple fundamentals: (1) that the sary that all other history disappear from
world revolution in both its Communist
the schools and libraries of this earth. [H:
and its Zionist phases, is destroying the This is WHY there is all-out effort at all
white race; (2) that each member of any costs to ban this information, and espeand every race has a right and a duty to cially the information on your God conlove and protect his own, not because nections, from the face of the earth.]
his race is better than any other but
This explains why the Jewish revobecause it is his, just as he loves his lutionary organizations, and their “libmother because she is his.**
eral” dupes are so ardent in promoting

” Evidently the white non-Jew ever has
been a gullible fellow, easily herded by a
crafty herdsman. When the Phoenicians
were competing for domination of the commerce of the Mediterranean and other
known sea lanes before the time of Christ,
they used propaganda to scare off competition. Being double first cousins of the socalled “Jews”, they were great propagandists. They circulated stories along
the Mediterranean that some seas beyond
the Gates of Hercules (the Strait of Gibraltar)
were boiling hot, that others harbored
deadly monsters. So well did they circulate
the fable that the earth was flat that ships
sailing out too far would fall off the edge,
that the fable persisted for a thousand
years, among the masses. [H: And YOU
think there couldn’t be a little “rnis-

The author emphasizes the exalted
position which Israel is to hold after the
holocaust:

“Isaiah’s prophecy will then be realized: ‘And theirseed shall be known among
the nations, arui their offspring among the
peoples; all that see them shall acknowledge them, that they are the seed which the
Lord hath blessed. ’ Israel will thus become
a light, a symbol of the ideal life for the
nations, so that, in the words of Isaiah, ‘the
nations shall walk at Israel’s light, and
kings at the brightness of Israel’s rising.’
“...Thepeople of Israel will thus conguer, spiritually, the nations of the earth, so
that Israel will be made high above all nations in praise, in name and in glory. B

“progressive education”, the race-mixing
teachers’ “workshops”, etc. (The AntiDefamation League of B’nai B’rith in its
bulletins has claimed authorship of the
teachers’ summer workshops, which are
indoctrination courses in progressive education, racial integration and Socialist and
Internationalist concepts-the
landmarks
of the world Jewish revolution, which one
must promote to be “righteous”. These
summer workshops, now in scores or hundreds of public school systems, de patEND OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGterned after the Communist %orkshops”and use the same name-of the revolution MENT
***
of 1848.)
Does it now begin to make sense as to
While Jewish nationalists, or ZiWHAT
happened and how it came to be
onists, launched Communism as a temporrrm, destructive Vent”.
its ohiec- that suddenly “Communism” simply was
tiue was not exact& the same as that of pronounced ‘DEAD”? It was time to move
Communism
mixes all the on to the next more terrifying step in the
Zionism
races, whereas the Zionists wouzd de- overall plan of world domination.
Well,
strov orJudaize onl-u the reZt-&on of the there are still some die-hard “Communist
non-Jews, and destrolr the nutions and believers” and free Russians who don’t like
rCLces of non-Jews, whiZe buildirw a the Israeli plan for Zionist domination.
seven-struta
racia2 hferrzrrchu among You liked it in America and let your governtheir own peopZe..firitr?qthem with such ment be swallowed hook, line, and pay for
fanaticism that theu wiZ2 not substan- your incarceration by yourself, to take

counting” of the numbers of “Jews” in
Europe andwithintheprisoncompounds
of World War II prisons? Why do you
think laws are made to prevent the
stating of correct outlay and numbers?
If you can enforce a law for three generations, it becomes accepted fact and truth
is hidden until some daring historian
uncovers something like the PHOENIX
tiaZ2uaccept thetrown race-mixirwp
.
JOURNALS some centuries later.] These paganda, driving them to burld a Jez- s
tales discouraged the Mediterraneans of ish nation which is to be the seat of
Western stock, and no doubt the Negroid power.
elements, too, from following the sea.
The Communists want a ComA Greek scientist and mathematician munist world; the Zionists, a Jewish
named Pytheas (a Nordic, by the way) world. As the Zionists -gain power,
sailed out the Gates of Hercules, north to the-fact that the Communists are
the British Isles and on to Iceland, develop- suckers becomes increasim& evident
ing and proving some navigation formulas. for theu dethe resistance sf the
He wrote a book about his voyage, incorpo- nations and races whiZe Zionism
rating the formulas to their sea captains, takes ouer. If Zionism wins it must
and their potential value to competitors; so dew
its Communist Me-qitimate
they launched a campaign of ridicule child.
which made Pytheas and his book the
[H: The abovetwopoints
are about as
laughing stock of his Pime. So successful
important as you wilI ever find in sorting
was the smear campaign that the book out WHATIS GOINGONINYOURWORED
completely
disappeared,
but
the TODAY!]

Phoenicians used the formulas, and these
formulas became the basis of modern navigation. Within the past century the facts
have been established-not
however from
Pytheas’ book, which is still missing, but
ironically enough, from fragments quoted
from it by his detractors for purposes of
ridicule. (End.footn0te.j
If we are to accept the Torah as our
own ancestral history and our religion
(PUBLIC LAW 102- 14, MARCH 20,199 1 see page 15 of last week’s LIBERATOR AS IS NOW THE LAW OFTHE LAND), as the

of the human race, may well be said of the
ideal Israel: ‘We are the Ancients of the
earth, and in the morning of the times’. . . .
The Kingdom of God will come only through
an ideal Israel.”

The author says (page 29) for the
“ideal civilization to take root”:

“One nation would have to establish
its life on a Utopian foundation, thereby
leading the way for the rest of the world to
follow its example.
A model, ideal state
comprising a group of righteous individuals
andlivinganideal
life, willgradually spread
its teachings and influence from nation to
nation, throughout the world. The Kingdom
of God will then become a fact.
“Israel is the only nation that is suited
for thatpurpose...
What Tennyson has said

‘lace*
This is WHY everywhere in the world
where you would find “Communism” taking hold (as in Central and South America,
as example), you would also find Israeli
instructors and the ever-present Mossad
at work. These Zionists stole Communism
the same way that they have stolen your
Constitution, freedom and Democracy.
Well, the Russians don’t like it and if you
are a freedom-loving American or freeworld citizen-you don’t like it either. This
is WHY, however, the seats of your vermininfested places of cities, banksters and
power will be taken out by the humans
with the most powerful capability in weapons and technical ability. So, a bunch of
you goodly brothers get hurt? It is the way
it is for you ‘have slept too long. Your
friends, if you are of God’s intent, will be
spared to the best of the ability of the
brothers in the Cosmospheres with the
capability as projected through human
physical-and,
on the surface you who
hold to the “Phoenix” Truth will be sparedif possible-but
the would-be rulers have
no brother out in the cosmos and they have
infiltrated your numbers so greatly that iu
get them-most of the ones of your globe
will perish also. The intended and pur
poseful depopulation of the globe is under
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way-the infections injected and now you
will experience until you die of either disease or war-IF YOU FAIL TO SEE THE
MONSTER FOR WHAT IT IS. GOD WILL
DO NOTHING TO SAVE YOU FOR YOU
HAVE RIGHT OF CHOICES AND CERTAINLY HE WILL DO NOTHING TO SAVE
HIS VERY ADVERSARY-SO,
YOU HAD
BEST FACE FACTS AND STOP THE LA-LA
LAND FANTASY FARCE.
We are NOTgoing to produce light shows
and “miracles” to impress you-that is the
game of the adversary. You are going to
come unto us and unto God Creator in
TRUTH and not through B.S. about “being”. It is through ‘actions in intent” that
you are “judged” and witnessed.
IT IS
TIME YOU STARTED MAKING A LITTLE
MAGIC, PERHAPS. I am exactly who I say
I am and the adversary knows it well-If

destroys itself. It drags the world down
with it, like a fire which bums itself out but
leaves only dead embers.
By what steps will Israel become the
dominant power and how will the Jews in
Israel enjoy the “happy era”?
The author already has told us there
would be a bloody Armageddon which would
break the strength of the “unrighteous”
nations [H: You and others like you],
those who resist the Jewish revolution.
But after that: the Jews themselves
must accept the most exacting regimentation if they are to make the surviving nonJews look on them as holy:

“Before the nations of the world recognize Ismel as the ideal people, Ismel will
have to undergo a spiritual development, the
Jew will have to be prepared to lead the
world to righteousness.
For, it will be a
you know not who you are, then you are serious and daring challenge to Israel, a
in real, real trouble. If you can’t seem to challenge in which thefate of humanity will
make up your mind about me and my be involved.
mission-you
are in even greater trouble
aThefirst step will be the adjustment
because you obviously are not “one of of Ismel’s every day life to the principles of
them” with a ticket to security shelter and tmth, justice and righteousness, as underare obviously marked by the beast to per- stood in the ideology of a living universal
ish in that la-la land dream-state. If you God. These principles will not be merely
perceive this as my being ‘hard”, so be itblank and empty phmses as employed by
hard as carbide-steel nailsf I don’t even modern pmfessional preachers. They will
‘bend” wherein the ‘laws” are concemedactually fktction
in the relationships beneither shah I ‘break”--nor shall my crew.
tween Jew and Jew. ‘Thenshall the n&ions
It is time you stopped playing at believ- bless themselves by God, and in God shall
ing the stories of the adversary about ev- they glory. ‘w

erything from ritual to what is actually
God. You don’t have the slightest idea yet,
about God, and if you think you have a
wimp for a Commander-I
trust you will
surely ‘think again”.
Let us close this segment, please, at this
point. Thank you.
Hatonn to clear.
g/22/92
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Now to continue with the subject under
discussion, from The ultimate World Order
from The Jewish utopia.
QUOTING CONTINUED:
SIX STEPS TO POWER
The “spiritual” conquest of the world
(by psychological warfare, at which the.
Jews are past masters) ought to be comparatively easy after the Communist monster has ground up the races and nations,
leaving only a dull, characterless, morally
weak homogenized
mixture-a
%horn
alike, bleating alike human flock”-shorn
of traditions and moral standards to anchor to, shorn of the memory of a better life
which was once an ancestral heritage, and
shorn of the courage and character to fight
for freedom and economic well being. Communism, by its very nature, hating the
capable, successful individuals, is selfdestructive. But it destroys the races as it

Here we must suppose that the words
truth and justice mean truth and justice;
for here the author is talking about relationship “between Jew and Jew”. This is
precisely what the Talmud teaches: a Jew

must play fair with his fellow Jew.

As for the non-Jews, by Talmudic
standards anything goes that will not bring
reprisals on the Jews. To be fair with the
author, I searched his Utopia from cover to
cover trying to find any requirements that
the righteous Jews also exercise truth and
justice toward non-Jews. Nowhere in the
book did I find a hint of any such requirement. Throughout, the book calls for ‘righteousness’” on the part of all peopleconformity by all of us to the Jewish program; but nowhere is the obligation of
Yrighteousnessw or fair play reciprocal.
Obviously, then, we must conclude
that the strict regimentation which the
Jews in the future Israel must undergo is
for the sake of appearances among the rest
of us-+r any of our offspring who survive.
They must put on the appearance of ‘a
holy people”.
The second step:
S..an ideal Ismel will have to be a
holypeople. Their holiness will be so apparent that every one will call them the holy
ones. w
The author adds:
. *The mainconcernof the idealpeople
will be how to utilize God’s goodness which

is stomd up for them
As a result of the
abundance which God will have bestowed
upon the people, it will be possible for them
to devote themselues exclusively to their
~mpldestmomlandspirihtaldeuelopment.”
*Third, Ismel will become a nation of
prophets... Nature itself will cooperate with
the nation of pmphets, in prophesying an
optimisticfitture
for mankind; it will be an
optimismsymbolizedbysweetwinedmpped
down by mountains.”
By comparison with this tribal
fanaticism, the late Hitler’s efforts to
remive Nordic race pride looks like a
kindergarten game.
“Fourth, Ismel will become a nation of
scholars... Ismel will experience a spiritual
and cultuml renaissance, resembling the
revelation they experienced in nxeiving the
Tomhon Mount Sinai. Wisdomand learning
willinstill newlifeinto thepeople. The basis
of that culture and wisdom, through which
God’s glory will be manifest upon Ismel,
and by light of which nations will walk, will
be the Tomb, Ismel’s tmditional inheritante. For the source of Ismel’s new life of
righteousness and of divine glory will be
rooted in the Tomh w

Years ago I came to realize that the
Jews place on human intelligence the very
highest vatuation. For thisgood sense they
should have the admiration of all of us.
They are a gifted people in many respects,
partly because they cultivate mental activity. They say their religion itself stimulates
logical processes and challenges them intellectually, presumably because it challenges and incites them to put forth strenuous effort on their own behalf. Christianity
unfortunately does not fire our people with
the necessity of self-preservation or success but, as often interpreted, seems to
imply that we should humble and humiliate and debase ourselves before other races.
It implies that we should be satisfied
with our lot, regardless. As often interpreted, Christianity does not stimulate us
to learn the great principles of nature and
the universe and to strive for accomplishment. Naturally, a thoughtful, honest person can not accept this mis-interpretation
of Christianity, this false emphasis.
It
would hardly be in the spirit of Christianity
or the worship of God to promote the
deterioration or suicide of any one of the
several divinely created races, which races
represent the highest order of God’s handiwork. A faithful interpretation of the Christian spirit on the other hand requires that
we encourage every race to preserve itself
and that we help ourselves to prosper in
our own environment that our children
may enjoy the same freedom and culture
which our ancestors fought to preserve for
us. It will take a powerful, vigorous and
proud white race to stand united in suffrcient strength to resist the Jewish movement, which still has the inspiration and
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power of tribal unity.
p: Further, in
order for the. other races to preserve
themselves they are going to have to
join with the “white” race or in the
division of this clever master-puppeteer-all
will perish. The “Zionists” do
not, for instance, intend that the Blacks
survive at all. Nor do they intend that
any other actually survive as “races”.
However, as you note what is happening
in Germany this day with the introduction of the volatile factor of Asians into
that society, a new scam political extreme element is again rearing its head.
This will only get rid of more of the Jews,
Asians and unwanted other people in
favor of the Zionists One Worlders.]

The Jewish planners have only to
keep on preaching “righteousness”-that
is, brotherhood and equality-among
us;
unless we wake up and reverse our field we
will presently so debase ourselves, so degenerate mentally and morally as practically to give them the victory by default.

a13fR, in the ideal em, Israel will be
peacejidly united and noenmity of any kind
will exist among them.... Similarly, the leaders in Israel will bepeacefilly
united in their
responsible task of directing the fate of the
histotic people.
Ismel will consequently
become the instrument of peace among the
~tions
of the world. w

others.
4.. the main justification for Israel’s
distinctiveness andseparation, fmmall other
nations,
will be that she ident$es herself
with the living and everlasting God, the Holy
one of Israel; that she preserves the memory
of historic experience of receiving the Torah.,
and that she gives the Tomb’s ethical teachings to mankind. w [H: Again, look at what
it says: Torah It does not say Holy Bible,
New Testament and/or Old Testament or

those teachings of ANY OTHER RELIGION
OR DOCTRINE-ITSAYS EXACTLYWHAT
IT MEANS: TORAH!]
From earlier passages, notably the
obligation of Jew to deal justly with Jew,
but the absence of any such requirement
in the Utopia that the Jew deal in like
manner with the non-Jew, we must suppose that though Israel will give us the
Tomh, Israel will not also give us the Talmud, which apparently is to remain the
rule and guide of the Jews. Thus there will
continue to be the double standard of
ethics and morality which has caused kings
and priests and masses of aroused Christians at various times for the past thousand years to burn all available copies of
the Talmud, trying to stamp out Jewish
subversion .

“Such will then be the perfect ideal
..the spiritual fire of Israel will dePeace, that is, among the nations vour the wicked nations.
[H: That means
which embrace the Jewish religion [H: alI nations who remain patriotic and
Which now has foundation by Public Law nationalist in any way whatsoever-i.e.,
in your very own U.S. of Ai] and order and the Randy Weavers of the world incluacknowledge the ruler from the house of sive.] The following biblical verse will then
David. But in fact, the fanatical dreamers be fulfilled:
may find that the only way they can hold
*‘And all the peoples of the earth
their grip on the world, their balance of shall see that the name of the Lord is called
power, is to keep factions constantly at war upon thee, and they shall be afmid of thee. ‘w
one with another.
Will the Jews and their allies destroy

ALL OTHERS MUST PERISH
“sixth, Ismel will be a living testimony to the absolute unity of God. Consequently, in the ideal em, there will be no
people who will believe in the division of the
Godhead into two or more parts, orpersons.
Only those people who believe in one God
will survive in the ideal world. w [H: Ah, it
gets harder doesn’t it? This is the very
sleight of hand and speech of which I
warn you. Remember THIS god to whom
they refer will be a physical god who
shares none of self with you low-life
humanoids of his realm. There is only
ONE ultimate Creator--but
this is NOT
THE WAY IT “IS”!]

This repetition of the intent or desire
to destroy everyone who fails or refuses.to
accept the Jewish religion and new world
order emphasizes the incredible bloodthirstiness of the Jewish revolutionaries.
It is simply beyond the temperament of the
peace-loving, live-and-let-live gentile to
comprehend such craving for power over

~tion.

The Jews came into our midst of
their own volition; we opened our gates
to them. Certain of their numbers set
about to destroy us. We who resist are
unrighteous and wicked. We must not
defend ourselves. If we do we are UantiSemitic” and the revolutionaries,
or
their agents, wilI take Urevengen.
[H: I believe one of the very hardest things for me to watch and surely, for
you to understand, is how these “Zionists” have usurped that which is beautiful in the experiencers of truth. Ones
who entered into the doctrines of, say,
the Mormon religion will soon find that
they are ‘Zionists” of a kind they had
not anticipated being.
In ignorance,
dear ones, you signed into the UJewishn
Talmudic experience and are recognized
as urealm Zionists or “fa&e” Zionists.
False Zionists are ones who belong to
that portion of the Church called “The
Church of Jesus Christ...”
You will
ultimately find that there is no connection with Christ or uJesus” in fact. The
TRUTH of these circumstances will be
finally recognized in every Uaccepted”
religious “order” on your globe.
My
point herein is not to break down various doctrinekjust
KNOW that you will
find the flies in the ointment.]

Do our Jewish .neighbors and the
Jews who seem happy to do business with
us, join Mr. Higger in this vicious design
toward us? I can’t believe it. It is hard to
believe the rank and nte among the Jews
know that, in supporting Zionism and
its “liberal” program, they are supportInc. against their
ing this Murder,
unoffending neighbors.

ZIONISTS TO POLICE WORLD
the non-Israeli peoples, the ‘unrighteous”
Jerusalem is IO be the source of the
by violence? Or will the destruction be by
indirect methods? [H: I suggest you pay law, and that meam, of course, the headvery close attention to this next.]
quarters of the world1 police:
al%e pmphecg of Isaiah will thus be
TUhentheydbcourseaboutthe
victotyof the righteous-the
wicked, jWfilled... For out of Zion shall go forth the
the Jewish soumes rarely imply the Law and the word oj the Lord from Jemsalem The city of Jeru:;alem will thus become
ideaofrwwgeonthepartoftheupright and thejust. The wicked are to be the metropolis of the whole world, and the
eZiminated fern the scene menzly be- ~tions will walk at her spiritual light. w
causethedestinyofhum&t@stobe
Thus is the political world-power
guided and ct+rul&d by a new awny, state draped in robes of religion. This is not
thearmyoftherighteouswi2ltzsume
religion at all; religion is the worship of
the rvspmswlities of the new stute of God. This is self-worship.
the affairs of mankituLs
The nations as political powers must
The use of the word revenge above disappear, leaving ONLY“culturalgroups*,
reminds us that the aunrighteousw, the possibly somewhat along the geographical
“wicked” and ‘unjust” are so judged
be- lines of the politically and racially extinct
cause they refuse to embrace
the nations:
4..with the advent of the Messiah,
Israelitic order; they are judged righteous
or wicked by this standard only. Revenge who will usher in the ideal era, all the
for what? For not accepting the Jewish national ensigns and laws, which are barn’movement? Here again is the implication ers to genuine international peace, brotherthat we do them injury, at least mental hood and the happiness of mankind, will
injury, we persecute them, if we resist the gradually disappear. n
Notice the word gmdually.
It will
revolution.
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take time, even AFTER Armageddon.
U.S.

FLAG ~0

DISAPPEAR

light will be a symbol of life for the upright
and just in the world. The vew name of
Messiah is, therefore, light. Cor&equen.tl@,
all the beloved of God, the righteous, will
shine forth as the light of His glory.. . n

Will there be a flag of any kind, any
symbol of independence, nationalism or
And we see elsewhere that the nonpatriotism, other than Jewish national- Jews are to be made to believe that the
ism?
inner chosen group of Israel will be a holy
“Only the Messianicflag, the symbol people.”
a. . ..an ideal Ismel will have to be a
of knowledge, peace, tranquility of the individual mind, will remain, and all the nations
will center round that emblem. In the present
era one recognizes his own standard, or
flag, and through that standard the individual identi~es himself with the subdivisions of mankind. But in the ideal era, all
these castes, divisions and subdivisions
will not exist.
“All will recognize one flag or standard, bearing the name of God-There
will
no longer be a problem of militarism, preparedness, fortifications, barracks, armies,
navies, immigration, tariffs, and their like.
The problem will be a pure matter of past
history and intellectual curiosity. Nations,
with their respect&
cultures, will not only
tolerate each other but will appreciate each
other’s cultuml andintellectual backgrounds
and traditions. The world will be one open
city, free for intercourse of tmde, migmtion,
and education.
Genuine liberty and freedom will be the watchwords of the new
social order in the world. The whole earth
will be for the whole human mce. n

That is, of course, for those who do
not defend their own nation, race, culture,
family, religion and independence.

Here, plainly enough, is the Zionist plan for the United Nations world.

Christianity (already Judaized) will
be suppressed, forgotten or so infiltrated
and changed as to remain only a name, its
adherents actually worshipping the Torah
For
S..Ismel will be a living testimony to
the absolute unity of God. Consequently, in
the ideal em, there will be no people who will
believe in the division of the Godhead into
two or more parts, or persons. Only those
peoples who believe in one God will survive
in the ideal world. D

This is a slap at the Trinity concept
traditionally held by Christians; it advances
the Unitarian idea by contrast. There can
be no worship of Christ as the Son of God.
This hints that the “Messiah” to
come, the son of the house of David, and
God will be one and the same, a human
being the exalted ruler, in Jerusalem-and
we see much additional evidence leading to
this supposition, throughout the Utopia.
We have discussed this already, but because of its importance, let us glance again
at it:
“Messiah, the ideal righteous one,
will comefrom the East, where the sun rises.
He will be a descendant of the house of
David, who was bright ns the sun; and his

holy people. n

There is abundant evidence that both
the Communists and the Zionists are deliberately selecting smart young revolutionaries and sending them to Protestant
theological schools, whence, being far above
the average ministerial students in intelligence, and being skillfully trained and no
doubt aided by their fellow infiltrators,
might be expected to rise rapidly to positions of power in the hierarchy of the
various denominations. This is, of course
the very plan laid down in the instruction
within the Protocols. Evidently agents also
are infiltrating the Catholic Church. The
prominent Zionist leader of Australia, A.L.
Patkin, a native of Russia, who helped
build the Red revolution in his Origins Of
7’h.eRussian Jewish Labor Movement (F.W.
Cheshire Pty., Ltd., Melbourne, 1947) not
only showed that all the foremost leadership of the Bolshevik revolution was Jewish, but also that many young Jews worked
into the Christian churches in Russia to
promote the subversion:
“The Jewish youth...some formally converted to Christianity.. .
worked underyrvund under assumed
names, now as teachers, now as wlga
bondprt?achers...n
In Spain in the 14th and 15th centuries, Jews so thoroughly infiltrated the
Catholic church as to take it over almost
completely. Isabella, during her 20-yearstruggle against subversion, had Jewish
father-confessors, (as well as finance ministers) and even the Cardinal was Jewish.
In the past forty years the Communists (by sworn testimony of ex-Communists) have made great headway inflltrating the Protestant pulpits; and now we see
many ministers who look Jewish and who
preach the ‘social gospel” of racial suicide, and the Kingdom of God on Earth. So
powerful are they, and so cowardly most of
our leaders, that the investigating committees have been unable to conduct a successful exposure of this near-fatal subversion.
There is nothing on earth, not even a
barbed wire fence, to keep Communist and
Zionist agents from invading our churches
and preaching racial integration in the
name of Christianity.
Now, evidently these agents have
risen to the top in the National Council
(formerly Federal Council) of Churches of
Christ, for that body, which claims to rep-

resent about three-fourths of all Protestants in America, including the “old line”
denominations, has reached an agreement
with the American Jewish Committee
whereby that Jewish nationalist power machine supplies a stream of “educational”
films and literature to these Christian denominations, works with the National
Council staff in preparing Sunday School
and church literature, and has the privilege of censoring any other NCCC ‘Christian” literature. This is not hearsay; the
American Jewish Committee told about it
in detail in its thick American Jewish Committee Budget, I 953. And in its publication
called the Committee Reporter, in the summer of 1956, the American Jewish Committee outlined to its agents the methods
its propaganda and strategy board had
developed for destroying Christmas observances in American schools. The Jewish
anti-Christians
recommended
to their
agents “a quiet reconnaissance.. .before
any forays are launched” against Christmas observances in any school system,
“And it should never be a one-man foray.
Once the reconnais.sance has been made,
the necessary information obtained, the
time is right for intensive discussions among
representative local Jewish leaders and
rabbis. ..m p: Anyone care to deny.that
the latter is taking place?]

If the American Jewish Committee
and associates can wipe out any knowledge of Christianity they will find it easier
to impose the Tomh on our grandchildren.
[END 0~ QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT.]
l

**

It has been long this day but I hope that you
are beginning to see the happenings meshing with the writings. As you come upon
another “Christmas Holiday Season” keep
open your eyes and ears and just watch
and listen. The entire Season is one of
commercial interests under the pressures
of a depression. You will be drawn farther
away from your emotional balancing resources and more and more into the Jewish traditional celebration. Just watch and
experience and you will have your own
conclusions.
There is one thing which I believe you
should think about: God is allowing-HE is
not stupid. When you lay your sensitivities
and “Well, my God is gentle and kind and
never raises his voice-even in irritation,”
then I know that you are but a baby and
ready for the trip to the slaughter house for
lambs. God simply does not utilize ways of
the flesh to gain HIS ends for He has no
interest of growth in the human physical
flesh-HIS is the Kingdom of infmity. These
human idols and the idol’s instructions are
not of God of Creation-they are the tools
of enslavement of a human species. You
will learn the difference or there is little
hope for your individual passage at this

.
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time of cycle change. Of course it is hard
to face Truth after eons of lies but you find
that the ‘earth is not flat” and that the
“solar system does not revolve around
your planet” and, and. . . . You have even
found that leeches only bleed a person to
death and that AIDS can be spread through
kissing--what is the matterwithyou sleepyheads? You should by now even guess that
the Federal Reserve is NOT “governmental” at all and that the IRS is a collection
agency for the private banksters.
Is
perishment worthy of thine ignorance? So
be it.
sahl,
Hatonn to stand aside. Thank you.
._
g/23/92
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REVISIONISTS?
(AN ASIDE TO THE MAIN TOPIC)
Most ofyou will read the precedingheading and know of that to which it refers. I take
exception to the term in general use other
than as it confirms what I give to you regarding the ‘taking of words” and changing
meanings to suit the need. The Zionists
Ultimate World Order groups proclaim any
and all who question the numbers, facts and
possible distortions of truth in the World War
II prison camps are labeled “revisionist?.
This cannot be correct because uRevision”
means: to consider or look over something
written to correct or improve. Revisionist
thereforemeansonewhodoesthesethings.

Certainly it can only indicate that a “thing”
as written is simply being looked into as to
factual or incorrect information as possibility. Certainly”facts” should present truth
in any such investigation so in any instance
where researchersam looking into that which
is presented as historical truth they are
simply doing that which should be done for
correct outlay of history.
Next, let us again identify “holocaust?
Thoroughdestruction especially by fre. Now,
from this definition, how did the actions in,
especially, Soviet-run prison camps, labeled
“Hitler’s death camps,” become “rHE HOLOCAUSl”‘?
Let us ureason” together. Firstly, the
prisoncampswerenotdeathcamps-through
fire. Nor did the intenders even come close to
“tho~~gh destruction” of anythineif
indeed that was the intent. So you have ones
writing history to suit a need or CAUSE.
THAT is what I would loosely refer to as
“revision”. That would be a fabrication of
truth to suit needs and would, by its obvious intent, represent revision of facts.
Therefore, ones now looking into factual
history and documentation of what did
occur, CANNOT be revisionists but returners of truth into the equation after
the %visionistsn
rewrote the history
to suit their de&es and needs.

THE HOLOCAUST was not THE” only

one ever known to man, even if it were
correct in presentation, but only dead hodies were burned-and
they were not even
burned in open fires. So you have a full
facade of misstated information. Simply
by this account you have neither “I’HE
HOLOCAUST” as stated to have occurred
nor do you now have “REVISIONISTS”
efforting to find the original truth.
Next, you have a Constitutional right to
speak about these things regarding ANY
subject AND YET, THE ZIONISTS HAVE
INSULTED THE PEOPLE WHO SEEK TO
FIND TRUTH AND CALL THEM PRACTITIONERS OF “HATE CRIMES”, ANTISEMITES, REVISIONISTS AND MAKE
LAWS AGAINST YOUR OWN CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS TO SILENCE YOU WHO
WOULD QUESTION. I did not say “deny,
I said “questior?.
Along with this surge of constraint on
historical research comes the abuse of
such ones as John Demjanjuk who was
accused of being #Ivan the Terrible” from a
‘death camp”. This man was denied his
U.S. citizenship rights, shipped off to Israel
and is innocent of all wrong doing, the
victim of total lack of Constitutional protection from his own nation, the United
States of America, sentenced to death by
false and ‘no# documentation (now being
accepted as.incorrectly accused-by
information presented by ones in the U.S. who
have risked their own necks to keep defending this innocent man) in a Tel Aviv,
Israel court of injustice.
Then comes the thrust for “laws” pushed
through by ‘voice vote” to label “questioning” of events as “hate crimes”, a felony
offense subject to imprisonment or even
death if violence ensues from issues-with
only ‘?ircumstantial” or false testimony
as the only convicting elements.
Please bearwith me for this has EVERYTHING to do with the subject in point of
THE ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER FROM
THE JEWISH mPZ4
and PUBLIC LAW
104-14 WHICH PLACES AMERICA (THE
U.S.) UNDER ENFORCEABLE LAW FOR
ALL CITIZENS TO COME UNDER THE
“LAWS” OF THE JEWISH TALMUD/To-
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thousand words so please just look at the
following and see if you can see WHY
historical events need such remarkable
effort into the finding of Truth. If there is
NOTHING TO HIDE then the only thing
found will be that the ORTHODOX VERSION AS THE JEWS PRESENTIT-IS TRUE
AS IT STANDS, and perhapseven WORSE.
To cover .research under threat of =laws
levied against such research” is obvious in
intent to HIDE THE TRUTH for THEY know
that the story will NOT STAND as thrust
upon the world.
Some ones now feel enough pressure,
as in the Southeast Asian POW situation,
to call a gathering to look into the matter.
I use an article chosen, actua.Ily, at random
(for there are so many) from SPOTLIGHT,
Sept. 2 1, 1992 as example of both misuse
of terms and which represents an announcement of such a meeting-to which
all of you should attend.
QUOTE:
Revisionists Set 1 lth Conference.
The foUozdng.is a press &ease issued

by the Institute for Historical Review, detailing the upcomfng Eleventh Revisionist Conference. [H: By the way, a prior

conference was interrupted by a bomb
set by the ADL and so, too, was the
building belonging to the Institute for
Historical Review, which experienced a
“holocaust”.
In other words, “thoroughly destroyed by’ fire”, claimed to
have been done by the B’nai B’rith ADL.
What would happen if it had been the
NIu Klux Klan? The White Supremists?
The BlackPanthers?
But, becauseit was
done by a “Jewish” league it was “justifled” as defense against hate-crimes
being thrust against them for men were
questioning the truth as presented by
that group and the lies and liars protected by cover of ZAW.]

A stellar line-up of historians an<
activists from near and far promises to
make the Institute f,jr Historical Review’s
(IHR) forthcoming Eleventh Revisionist
Conference one of the most memorable
RAH. THIS TOTALLY DOES AWAY WITH revisionist conferences ever.
On the weekend of October lo- 12 in
THE PORTION OFYOUR CONSTITUTION
WHICH SAYS “FREEDOM OF RELIGIOUS
Southern California, IHR friends and supCHOICE” AND UTHERE SHALL BE NO porters will see, hear, and meet with the
most prominent figures in the internaNATIONAL RELIGION”.
If you believe these are simply little tional revisionist movement, which dis“Jews” at work, then you had best open putes the generally accepted *holocaust”
your eyes-for
there are damned few extermination story and focuses attention
uJews” among them who would pull on other suppressed aspects of 20th cendown your nation. Those “little Jews” tury history.
are planned to be the fast exterminated
by the Zionist Elite.

MAKING HISTORY

Founded in 1978, the IHR is a serious, non-partisan, educational enterprise
that continues the tradition of revisionism
I believe an example is better than a pioneeredbydistinguishedhistorians
such
INSTITUTE

FOR HISTORICAL
REVIEW
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as Harry Elmer Barnes, A.J.P. Taylor,
Charles Tansill and William H. Chamberlain. The purpose of the IHR is, in the
.words of Barnes, to “bring his;ory into
accord with facts”.
The IHR promotes the cause.of international peace by encouraging greater
understanding of the root causes of war. It
firmly supports the First Amendment right
to free inquiry and free speech.

on the vital evidence that knocked the
props from under Mermelstein’s $11 million suit for libel, malicious prosecution,
conspiracy and intentional infliction of
emotional distress against the institute.

There simply were not 6 million Jews
available to have been slain and, after

[H: Not to be outdone, think about the
fact that there is over $215 million set
aside by the University of Science and
Philosophy with a member of the %ommittee of 300” on their Board, to bury
the PLElADES CONNECTION SERIES of
MAIN SPEAKERS
JOURNALS on the important topics of
Light and God. Everything about the
Dr. Robert Faurisson, who has sur- “case” is being handled by Zionist lawvived murderous physical attacks as well yers and judges.
Where there is this
as legal and economic assault, will report much “fire” chelas, there must be a
on the latest developments in revisionist holocaust brewing-against
the WORD
scholarship.
of Truth so that it never reaches youProf. Arthur Butz of Northwestern the-sheeple.]
University, whose path-breaking book Hoax
IHR Media Project Director Bradley

cuIIIpIp--pow, people, that means someone has made errors-intentionally
or
As a matter of fact,
unintentionally.
this past year the number of 6 million
was increased by 500,000 (half a million). Since you don’t hear much about
the “new” counting number then it must
have been “better thought of’ not to
overload the mentality of those about to
wake up and smell the stench of the
dead fish broiling in the sun3

OfThe tintieth
Century remains the standard revisionist text, will explain how the
evidence looks today, 17 years after he
finished the book.
David Irving, the intrepid, worldrenowned British historian, will give conference-goers an inside look into his work
on the memoir of Adolf Eichmann.
Fred Leuchter, the American gas
chamber expert and execution engineer
whose forensic tests at the camps at
Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek shattered the holocaust story, will return to tell
the inside story of the international holocaust lobby’s campaign of economic, professional and legal harassment to punish
and silence him.
Jerome Brentar has done more to
unearth evidence and eyewitnesses to clear
Ukrainian-American John Demjanjuk than
anyone else outside of Demjanjuk’s own
Now that the case against
family.
Demjanjuk is falling apart, Brentar will
update attendees on the behind-the-scenes
fight to clear Demjanjuk and his prospects
for injustice in Israel and a safe return to
America.
OTHER SPEAKERS

Historian Mark Weber, editor of the
Review, will once again
serve as master of ceremonies, keynoting
the event with a look back at the recent
accomplishments of the IHR and revisionism, and a look ahead at the bright prospects for the future.
Dr. James J. Martin, historian, author and educator, will dedicate this conference
to the memory
of George
Morgenstern, the longtime Cticugo Tribune
editor whose Pearl Harbor: The Story of the
Secret Warremains an unsurpassed study
of Franklin Roosevelt’s treacherous role in
the December 7,194 1 ‘day of infamy” and
America’s entry into World War II.
IHReditor Ted O’Keefe will speak on
the second Mel Mermelstein trial, focusinn

Journal ofHistorical

Smith, who is also head of the independent
Committee on Open Debate on the Holocaust, will speak about his headline-making Campus Project, which has published
full-page ads challenging aspects of the
holocaust story. He will describe the controversy that erupted at the universities
where the ad appeared.
This conference’s mystery speaker
has been for many years a tireless crusader
for justice and historical truth. On the
basis of his own intimate relationship to
the case, he will tell the captivating story of
one of the great enigmas of World War II.
[END OF QUOTING.]
***

w: No, I am NOT that “mystery guest”.
I bring truth to awaken you to your need
for correct information-I
do not have
political interests except as to bring
God’s people home and that requires
that you of the people get the truth in
information.
I am accused of denouncing the holocaust (by tlM) magazine’s
Don Ecker as euample; see page 8 of last
week’s LIBERATOR) and claiming that it
did not happen. No, this is typical black
information and disinformation iu full
blown force with intent to destroy.
I
have repeatedly said that there were
great horrors done unto ones in that war
and in those camps. No worse, however,
thanwas done in the camps AFTER the
war unto-civilians at the hands of your
own military machine. Moreover, I have
objected to the lies because they, in
themselves, lessen the respect and reverence unto the ones who WEREvictims
in death and torture in those terrible
places. If it be ONE, it be too many! Six
billion is no more than the ONE in intent
for the ONE it is 100%. Can you see?
Moreover, one child-or kitten down a
well-core is more heart-rending than 6
million down a well-core for the mind
cannot comprehend the numbers and
the h&&t ‘.is hardened by the assault
(w&h
is the exact intent wai.nst you)..

all, there am mom %kwSn mcetving
neu annualluf~m Genna~~ in mtriEon
than wem listed as bei- in the

Indeed this has EVERYTHING to do
with the subject in point and that to which
we will again now turn.
Continuation of The Ultimate World Order as Pictured in The Jewish Utopia.
AGAIN QUOTING:
SEVEN-STRATA ARISTOCRACY
While the Utopia cherished by the
Talmudic Jews is to be to a considerable
degree Socialist in economy, some private
ownership will be allowed for the author
makes reference to it. He says property
cannot be bequeathed to heirs. The confiscation of property from the heirs is socialistic.
Though the Jewish revolutionary
leaders proclaim to their people that Socialism (as also their concept of democracy-the kind found in Soviet Russia) is a
Jewish invention.*

*Jewish encyclopedias and other authoritative writings present Socialism in a
friendly light, or make outright claims to
the Jewish authorship of the movement.
For example, the small book Jew And IVonJew, which rabbis handed to the Jewish
soldiers in the U.S. Armed Forces during
the Second World War (published jointly
by the Union ofAmerican Hebrew Congregations and the Central Conference of American Rabbis) states:
“It cannot be without its meaning that the
Jew has played a leading role in the great
modern industrial movements which have
an ethical basis. Socialism was originated
by Jews; and today Jewsplay a leading role
in its spread and interpretation
And under
the leadership of a Jew, trade-unionism has
been brought to its highest point of efficiency and been given an increasingly ethical bearing. The Jew has thrown himself
into the vortex of modern life with a most
commendable zeal.. . n [End footnote.]

. . . . and though every sizeable Socialist
organization and movement today is of
Jewish origin and/or under Jewish management, evidently Socialism, like its twin
Communism, is largely to be a temporary
vehicle, a vehicle for destruction of $he,

.
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races and nations and conquest of private
property.
For in the Utopia, after the
Jewish machine gets the power, its leaders
will scorn the doctrine of equality which
they now so diligently spread among us.
“There will be seven groups of righteous, classified according to seven grades
of light, namely, the light of the sun, moon,
heaven, stars, lightnings, lilies and of the
candlestick in the Sanctuary. n

Here again we see the Jewish revolutionaries playing a double game with us,
secretly planning for an ultimate sevenstrata aristocracy while spreading Socialism among us evidently to induce us to let
the government take all our property away
and own us outright-because
if Jews are
the missionaries of any new movement,
such as Socialism, naturally they may
expect to dominate it, if it takes over the
government. They then will use the Socialist government as their vehicle for conquest of men and materials.
Similarly, in preaching brotherhood
and equality among us, their purpose must
be that of making us forsake the pride
which preserved our ancestors for ages, so
that we will accept and soon breed downward among the indolent dark races and
the lazy, unambitious, stupid elements of
our own race. Why not, since all of us are
‘equal”?
This indoctrination is pure Communism. It is spread by both the Communists
and the Zionists. It is offered as a Christian
doctrine! The difference is that the Communists believe it; while the Zionists show
that they are spreading it only for nonJewish consumption.
They quicken the
“race” pride of their own people to a fanatical degree by their own propaganda attackingallopponentsasanti-Semites!
And
by this clever double-faced propaganda
device, they keep most of the Jews scared
and herded into their camp for “protection”-protection
which would not at all be
needed in a world of tolerant unsuspecting
gentiles, but for the fact that the Jewish
revolution becomes so violent its leaders
finally become identified, thus frightening
and angering the alert gentiles and causing
“anti-Semitism”.
Western people can hardly conceive
of such racial and cultist fanaticism. If a
group of Germans or Spanish or AngloSaxons or Swedes said such egotistical
things about their own kind or hinted that
God was going to .make their people the
ideal or holy people of the earth, the Jewish
propagandists would flood America with
movies from Hollywood, broadcasts by radio and television ‘and newspaper stories
about the racial bigots, inciting us to make
war on them as “fascists”.
We have already seen glimpses of
“the ideal Israel”, in all its holiness: its
bayoneting of helpless Arab women and
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sion over neighbors in the Near East.
The ideal and holy nature of Jewish
power mongers likewise has been demonstrated in revolution after revolution among
our ancestors for over 2,000 years. The
Jewish-inspired, socialistic, international
revolutions, such as the French Revolution, and in our time, the Communist, or
Bolshevik, revolutions have reddened much
soil with the blood of Christians (gentiles) .*
*Jewish literature is replete with reports showing how their leaders inspired
revolutions which undermined the stability and character of Western nations and
racial elements, from Rome down to the
current climactic world revolution. The
Jewish author Marcus Eli Ravage, in two
articles in the January and February, 1928,
issues of the Century magazine, summarized the Jewish revolutionary role in nonJewish countries:

[H: And I ask you, if it can be done NOW
then why not THEN?]

MOST SURVIVORS TO BECOME
FARMERS
We have already stated that all the
wealth of the world is to be at the disposal
of the rulers of Israel.
“The great majority of the people will
be farmers engaged in agriculture, and will
obtain, w&hout difficulty, their livelihood
from the products of the land.” Ip. 55)

Think what such a development
would mean for America: Today over threefourths of the people of our country live in
towns and cities. Evidently all or most of
the metropolitan areas are to be wiped
out. And if “the majority of the people” are
to be farmers, then the world’s population
must be drastically reduced, and it will
*You have not begun to appreciate the have to be kept down, in order to provide
real depth of our guilt. We ARE intruders. farms for “the great majoriw. (The French
We ARE disturbers.
We ARE subverters.
Revolution, which had Jewish fingerprints
We have taken your natural world, your all over it, was going to reduce the populaideals, yourdestiny, andplayed havoc with tion and send the remnants back to primithem. We have been at the bottom not merely tive life.)

of the latest great war but of nearly all your
wars, not only of the Russian but of every
other major revolution in your history. We
have brought discord and confusion and
frustration into your personal and public
life. We are still doing it. No one can tell how
long we shall go on doing it.”

Ravage relates how his ancestors, hating the Roman government and soldiers,
which had burned Jerusalem in an effort to
stop Jewish subversive activities, infiltrated
the early Christian movement emphasizing the doctrine which said “turn the other
cheek” to an enemy, and the hate-the-rich
doctrine (that a rich man could not enter
the Kingdom of Heaven) to soften the Roman armies and undermine the great Roman civilization. RAVAGE DOES NOT SAP
THE aWISH

“Everyonewi2lacquiredi_f;feerentlcinds
of land so that the product of the fields will
satisfy
the
various
needs
of the
individual...in the new social order, every
member of the ideal community of the righteous, will receive without great effort whutever necessary sustenance he may desire. 1)
*...in the ideal era no one will lead a
luxurious and spendthrift life because of
inhetited fortunes. One will-enjoy and use
only those things which he himself has
earned through his own laborand efforts.. .No
time will be spent by apart of the population
in supplying useless luxuties. The laws and
regulations of the new Universal State will,
therefore, be few in number and seldom
violated... There will always be steady employment, sinceprodl&ion
and distribution
will be scientr~cally and universally regulated... Production will be organized internationally and not nationally. Raw materials likewise will be controlled by a central
authority so that the present waste will
disappear. n

REVOLUTIONARIES
MINFILTRATED” CHRISTIANITY;
IT IS HIS
THESIS
THAT THEY DELIBERATELY
INVENTED IT AND SPREAD IT AMONG
THE GEN72ZESTOMAKE THEMSOFTEN
AND HUMBLE
AND DEBASE
THEMSELVES AND THUS, IN EFFECT, COM
MIT NATIONAL [AND RACLAU SUICIDE.
ISRAEL TO CONTROL EDUCATION
Ravage boasted that the Book Of Revelation (which is considered one of the
Control by a central authority is the
apocryphal books, those of disputed or essence of this plan!
doubtful origin) WAS WRITTENBPJEW*Gold will be of secondary imporISH REVOLUTIONARIES.
INSPIRING
tance in the new social and economic order... The city of Jerusalem will possess
most of the gold and precious stones of the
world... The depreciation of the importance
of gold and its like, does not necessarily
imply the introduction of the system of common ownership ofproperty. The secondary
TO BE COUCHED IN CABALISTIC
LAN- importance gwen to gold in the new social
GUAGE, HE CONTENDS, BECAUSE THE order will be due to two main reasons. First,
the equal distribution of private property
JEWISHAND
CHRISTUlN REVOLVTIONwxkotkr. necessities of life will automat%.
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tally depreciate the importance of gold and
other luxuti~s... The second reason is that
the people will be trained and educated to
differentiate between real, spiritual values
and material values.”

Who is to divide up the property?
Who is to train and educate the people to a
specific purpose and ideal? Obviously that
authority will be all-powerful, ruling every
life. In Western countries, the ideal always
obtained that the parent was responsible
for the education of his children; it was the
parent’s right and responsibility to say
whether or not his children should be
educated and in what way, and in what the
education should consist.
The influence of Jewish Socialism,
which swept Germany in the 19th and
20th centuries, threw the control of education into the hands of the state, largely
replacing parentally controlled private education with state controlled public education. The same Jewish Socialism took root
in America and has now all but completed
the transfer of authority and responsibility
for education from the parent to the state.
This transfer is throwing power into the
hands of the Jewish machine, since the
Jewish inspired “liberal,, movement dominates it. And this “liberal,,-dominated
public education system is wiping out any
knowledge of our traditions, the struggles
of our fathers and their fathers to regain
freedom of the individual, sweeping away
our anchorage, leaving our children prime
for indoctrination with Jewish “liberalism,, and racial integration.
The author makes clear that it is the
Jewish power seated in Jerusalem, headed
by a descendant of the house of David (“the
Holy One,,) jH: Does it not begin to appear that this House of David could well
be the House of David-Rockefeller
3
Note, please, that all the great Ubuddies” of the New World Order are slaves
to that David Rockefeller empire, from
Kissinger through the ranks.], an abso-

lute dictator, which is to divide up the
property, ceding it only to favorites.

“For to the righteous and upright will
belong all the wealth, treasure, industrial
gains, and all the other resources of the
world; to the unrighteous will belong rwthing. I

While property is not to be passed on
from father to son, still there will be some
private property-as
stated heretofore
and since various kinds of land are to be
included, so as to produce avariety of farm
products, and since only “the righteous,,
are to hold property, we may hazard a
guess that this points toward something
like Jewish-owned feudal estates.
The
Jewish machine made “war” on the feudal
estates of Europe and later on the landed
aristocracy, precipitating the bloody French
Revolution and subsequent Communist-
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the last vestiges of the landed estates and GEDDON PREDICTION OF DESTRUCmany of the people who had built them. TION.
PONDER IT-BUT
PONDER IT

The landed estates had been founded by
the finest of the Teutonic and Celtic
tribesmen, the leaders of the red-headed
Celts, Gothr and Norse Vikings, the Fair
Angles andSaxons...giant men, described
by historians as men of great stature,
personal dignity, dogged honesty and
general leadership.
It was this mighty
racial leadership, the foundation of this
age of civilization,
which had to be
wiped out if the nationalistic Jews were
to march on.

The propagandists of Jewish revolutions ever have disguised their real aims;
they shape their revolutions along class
and religious lines, but the result is race
warfare, since it is by and large the remnants of the old northern blood and character, even though mixed with other white
elements, which constitute the %pper
class”. The men of ability and ambition
naturally become the upper class, and in
Europe and the Americas, these men were
for the most part of Anglo-Saxon and closely
related stock.
And as for the war on
religion, both the Communists and the
Zionists hate Christianity, attack it from
without and infiltrate and change it from
within-and in killing millions of Christian
leaders, the Communists destroy the gentile leadership.
[H: Something may slip by you in
reading this material which I must cause
you to stop and consider: This continaally refers to uChristianity~ but the
facts are that Christianity
is only a
PART of the annihilation plan. ALL who
believe in Creator-God as lighted Creator are on the list. This is why on this
very day there is such hatred and intent
to annihilate the Muslims and thus and
so. The intent is to also destroy the
native populations
of all nations because they believe in the Great Spirit
Creator and sovereigne
of Mother as in
Nature. These are all things which the
adversary cannot abide and will not
abide. Do not sit smugly if you are in
“another” indoctrined group (even Jewish) believing in the goodness of God and
Man as units of being-because
you are
first on the list. The white Christians
are the largest group to be offensively
taken out in this plan 2000-the
rest of
you are already intended to be depleted.
Can you see, however, that when you
realize that these things are TRUE as
presented by “their” own projectionsthen indeed, the story does not NEED
TO END ACCORDING TO THEIR PROJECTIONS!
YOU WILL HAVE TO SEE
THAT “THEY” WROTE THE INSTRUCTIONS WITH INTENT TO DECEIVE YOU
AND HAVE DONE SO-WHICH
IN TURN,
MEANS THAT.YOU DON’T HAVE TO END

QUICKLY FOR YOU ARE RUNNING OUT
OF TIME HAVING BOGGED DOWN IN
THEIR PLAN AS PRESENTED FORYOUR
DEMISE.]

The war is against Us, but the Jewish strategists, apparently considering
themselves to be a racial unit, have always
been too smart to use the word FQC~(except in writing strictly for their own kind;
Mr. Higger, for instance, speaks of his
people as a race). Their appeal, analyzed,
is exactly a racial appeal, but outnumbered a hundred to one by people of other
races, they would be foolish to launch out
openly on a race war. Rather they must
condemn as bigotry any thought of race
while, paradoxically, quickening the ‘race”
or tribal pride of their own people by constant talk of race bigotry and “antiSemitism,, among people who oppose their
program.
Notice how this cunning propaganda
works: it makes the gentiles (the Whites)
ashamed to stand up for the survival of
their race, fearing to be called a scare
name. But it makes the Jews feel that they
are being attacked racially, and thus it
quickens their ‘races pride.
[END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT.]
***
I ask that you carefully ponder these
points for you as a mass of mankind are
about to march into doom at the drummer’s
beat into oblivion.
So, what are we here for? To tell you
about it and point out that IT DOES NOT
HAVE TO END THIS WAY! YOU CAN
CHANGETHIS IFYOU WANTTO. I am here
to gather God’s children if that be the end
result of your deciding-that
of giving up
and moving into the plan of your own
destruction.. We will take up our brothers
into the safety of the God realms-indeed,
in form.
I am continually barraged with ‘what
canIdo “, “what can we do?“, and ‘how in
the world can I make people see?,, Chelas,
I don’t have any magic wand-myself and
my people are under constant attack on
lives, not just denial by sleeping people.
Families are tom asunder as denial becomes hard and fast and refusal to see is
taken as a “Berlin Wall,, of separation. We
are called lunatics, subversives, cultists,
anti-Semites and literally have property
damaged and bodies shot at. I don’t KNOW
how you get people to listen and act so I
rather “cop out,, by saying that mine is to
bring this information, my crew is to print
the information and prepare for a remnant
in survival, act always low-profile and stay
-out of controversy to the best of ability for
our work must-be completed and it is not of
public warfare of any kind. I weary of ones
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US!~and ‘God wouldn’t do this or that”.
You do not KNOW what God will or won’t
do-HE WILL DO ANYTHING HE WANTS
TO DO FORHE IS WITHOUT LIMIT-I, AND
YOU, ARE BOUND BY LIMITS. I hear all
the petitions and my heart reaches out
unto you-1 can even give you peace if your
intent is pure and works are honorable-I
CANNOT DO IT FOR YOU! I AND MINE
COME
FORTH
AS MESSENGERS
(HOSTS)-NOT CAVALRY OR RIFLEMAN,
SUPERMAN OR BATMAN-MESSENGER.
I, AS HOST, CAN ALSO RECEIVE YOU
WHEN THE TIME IS APPROPRIATE-UNTIL THEN, WE ARE IN PEACE AND OFFER
THAT WHICH WE CAN-SPIRITUAL
TRUTH, GUIDANCEANDALAMPTO LIGHT
YOUR PATH. JUST AS ALL GREAT MASTERTEACHERSCOMEBEFORE-WEARE
WAYSHOWERS TO A DARK PLANET AND
A CMLIZATION OF MAN (BROTHERS) IN
TROUBLE. WE HAVE NO “MAGIC” POTIONS TO OFFER AND NO “ZAP YOUR
INDIVIDUAL ENEMY FOR YOU,,. WE
SHALL WALK IN THE LIGHT OF HOLY
GOD CREATOR AND WITHIN HIS LAWSOR, ‘WE” SHALL NOT WALK ANYWHERE!
SO BE IT.
Thank you for your attention.
9124192

#3

HATONN

Continuation: The Ultimate World Order
as outlayed in The Jewish utopia.
QUOTING:
JEWISH-DOMINATED FEUDAL
ESTATES?
The hint that land will be apportioned to ‘the righteous” in sizable estates
and the all-powerful position of the Jewish
leaders in the Utopian eraapparently means
that the Jewish planners hope to completely supplant the masters of the old
feudal estates. Thus will they at last (if they
succeed) bring the revolution full circle.
We find some support for this belief,
or surmise, in the economic process in the
Communist countries: the property was
taken away from the gentiles (only a few
rich Jews owned property, especially land,
in Old Russia and Poland) by the JewishCommunist dictatorship; and by the 1930s
and 194Os, certain favored Jews had been
granted fabulous state franchises in the
Red empire. Miss Karpovskaya, the wife of
Molotov (sister of the Jewish importer,
Sam ‘Karp” of Bridgeport, Conn.) was
given the perfume and cosmetics concession, supposedly for the entire Soviet Union;
the (then) Jewish Deputy Premier Lazar
Kaganovich, was put in charge of all the
great industrial centers (of gentile slave
labor)-quite a sizeable feudal estate. The
Jewish financier, Jacob Ashberg, former
af5iliate ‘of the’ Rothschild and Warburg

banking houses, operating at the Nia
Banken in Sweden, handled the finances
for the Reds, went to Russia a few weeks
after the Bolshevik seizure of power in
1917 and, ever since, has been the dictator
of Soviet finance.*
+THE LONDON EVENING STAR. Sept.
6, 1948, reported a visit by Ashberg to
Switzerland, “for secret meetingswith Swiss
government officials and banking executives”. Diplomatic circles describe Mr.
Ashberg as “the Soviet Banker” who advanced large sums to Lenin andTrotsky in
1917. At the time of the revolution, Mr.
Ashberg gave Trotsky money to form and
equip the first unit of the Red Army. A
spokesman of the Soviet Legation in Beme
said, ‘Mr. Ashberg’s visit will be private.
He has property in Switzerland.“.... The
financial attache of the Soviet Legation
described Mr. Ashberg as “the most unusual man the Kremlin has ever sent to the
West. He bears no official title, is attached
to no government department, is not in the
Soviet Foreign Service and is not a member
of the Corninform.”
Note that Ashberg, banker for the Cornmunist empire, was a private capitalist,
Major
owning property in Switzerland.
George Racey Jordan in his book, From
Major Jordan’s Diaries (Harcourt, Brace b
Co., BewTirjm 1952) revealed that Ashberg,
during the second world war, sent a secret
message by an extremely secret and important messenger, to ‘the very big boss” of
t.herevolutioninAmeric~SenatorHerbert
H. Lehman, Jewish banker (for half a tentury one of the ring leaders of the American
Jewish Committee and also of the AntiDefamation league of B’nai B’rith). We may
well believe that Banker Ashberg was for a
long time, and may still be, the ‘very big
boss,, of the Communist revolution in the
USSR. He is without doubt one of the
foremost policy shapers of the highly secret
self-constituted committee called the Cornmunist Security System (CSS) which runs
all Communist governments and all Cornmunist Parties. [End footnote.]
The Secret police, which actually
constituted the power of, or over, the govemment, at all times was headed by a Jew,
up to the death or liquidation or disappearante ofBeria. We have no knowledge of the
racial identity of Beria’s successor but the
‘Sheehan Document,, (entered into the
Congressional Record by Rep. Timothy P.
Sheehan, August 5, 1957) indicates that
there probably has been no change in
power; the secret, hidden self-constituted
committee called the Communist Security
System (CSS) still runs the government
and the Communist Party from behind the
scenes and the officials seen by the public
are only puppets,
We know that the power of Bolshevism, or Communism, originally was completely Jewish. #The*Jewish inner clique

could do as they pleased with the regime.
During the second world war the regime
had to make compromises to keep the
whole populace of White Russia and the
Ukraine from going over to the invading
Germans, and now anti-Communism and
anti-Semitism are forcing compromises,
and forcing the hidden committee to keep
Jews out of conspicuous positions.
Almost immediately after the Communist conquest of Romania and Hungary, it became evident that a few Jewish
Reds had divided up the spoils among
themselves. Even theinternationalist ?%ne
magazine (Sept. 20, 1948) carried an artitle describing Bucharest as a city with
the air of a pawn shop and told of the
complete triumph of the dictator-Jewess
Ana Pauker:
“(Ana Pauker) lives in three great
houses, moving almost every night because
One of her houses
she fears assassins.
belonged to Prince Brancoveanu.
One belonged to Nicolae Malaxa, big industrialist
and speculator. And one belonged to redheaded Magda Lupescu, ex-King Carol’s
mistress and now his wife.
*Anu replaced them all. The power . . .
haspassed into her hands. She PUTISRomania . .. She is the leading Communist in the
band of states runningfrom the Balticto the
Adriatic . . . Ana Paulcer was born (I 903) in
Bucharest, whereherfather, ZviRabinsohn,
was a shohet, i.e., the man who kills animals
in accordance with Jetirish rubs . . . AM
went to the Jauish school on Anton Pan

S?re&...

aThrvugh seven huge Sovroms PO-

viet-Romanian combines) theRussians [H:
good grief, sic, sic] aZrnos2completely control tmnsport, oil, timber, banking and everything else they can lay their hands on,
even including Romania’s tiny motion picture industry.
[H:. If nothing else, this
gives away the lie. The Jews have always
run the motion picture interests in all
nations wherein they have any status at

all.]

a

described
. . . A recent visitor
Bucharest as ‘a city with the air of apawnshop’.”

Romania was Ana Pauker’s feudal
estate. Accusations in America that the
Jews were the authors of Communism
seemed to have forced the revolutionaries
to withdraw Ana and other Jewish dictators from public view and replace them
with nondescript characters.
TO BREED TALL,
HANDSOME “RACE,,
If the plans of the Zionists for conquest of property and people seem fantastic, you haven’t seen anything yet. They
plan to up-breed and out-breed their race
or tribe into one quite different from the
presentJewish’stra,ii: ,(H: #3w&inl wd
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suggest you who call yourselves “Jews”
pay particular attention for it is uyou”
who are intended to “be bred out*.]
a A sturdy race of ting,
healthy,

TALL, youthful und handsome people
Km be ntfsed.Jb (p. 58)
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that became so unpopular as ‘%urncoat” chiefly settled in North Africa, Greece, the
Jews in the German society and co- Balkans, the Levant, Holland, England and
workers with the Nazi party. The facts America.
are that it has simply come FULL CIRCLE
For many generations the Sephardic
within and toward the ultimate world Jews considered themselves so far supeorder.
You will note that the racial rior to the Ashkenazim that they would
“outcome” is identical in intent.] and rarely intermarry. They traced their cul-

“The Holy One thus said: ‘In this era,
some people are healthy and handsome, the Zionist political and banking machin- ture (and some blood) to Spain of and
and others are not. But in the ideal era to ery went into high gear to induce Nordic preceding Isabella’s time (before Isabella

come, all people will be handsome and Christian anti-Communists ofAmericaand
pruiseworthy.~ This will be in accordance Britain to destroy Nordic, Christian antiwith the prophecy of Isaiah ‘All that see Communists of Germany-the
best blood
them shall acknowledge them, that they are of the Anglo-Saxons sacrificed to destroy
the seed which the Lord hath blessed.’ .. . the best blood of our first cousins, the
Physical defects, like dumbness, blindness,
Germans-the
Western world committing
deafness, lameness, stammering, barren- suicide, for the benefit of the Communistness in women and similar bodily imperfec- Zionist monster.
tions, will likewise, not exist.”
The one thing above all else which
The quotation from Isaiah indicates the Zionists could not tolerate was the
that the “people” here referred to means
upbreeding of the race-now much diluted
the Jewish people, or rather the chosen, and cowardly-which
for over 2000 years
“righteousR elements among the Jews.
had stood between them and world domiThe most beautiful thing on earth is nation.
human beauty.
And the Jewish tribal
But notice a striking difference in
fanatics are not the only people who have the gentile and the Jewish advocates of
wished their kind more beautiful. Such a race improvement: the former group idealwish is normal. Any who does not, either ized the best types of their own race,
consciously or unconsciously and instinc- whereas the latter group want to build a
tively, hope each generation of his race and new Jewish race! For atall....handsome”
kin will be more beautiful, physically and people are not Jewish, except as the Jews
spiritually, more vigorous and gifted, than have taken in blood from other racial elethe preceding generation must be some ments. [H: Don’t be “thrown-off by the
sort of pervert. I believe it is generally term “handsome” for it does not mean
accepted that the Creator planted in the in this context that which you perceive.
breast of every man the ideal of his own All, and each, race is beautiful or handrace and hence the natural urge to see it some in its own right-what
is present
improve and prosper.
here is that the intent is to become
But to set out to make ALL the handsome and/or beautiful according
descendants of present day Jews beautiful to uNordic” or Anglo-Saxon appearance
and healthy requires quite a lot of author- while breeding out the short, dark haired
ity over the Jews. Any breeder of good and complexioned Middle Eastern aplivestock knows the processes by which pearance. Theoriginalonescallingthemstrains are improved: kill off all the ugly selves “Jews” are the Rhazarian Zionand unhealthy individuals and breed up ists coming from Nordic, Rus (Russian)
only the carefully selected strains. The and Mongol stock. The point is to NOW
Jewish planner will have to liquidate un- throw off the remnants of the “stolen”
told millions of their own people to stop the %acial” features that they used for
breeding of defective individuals and indi- “cover” and come again into the perviduals not “tall and handsome”.
fection in perception of that which they
band of hoodlums
All thinking persons doubtless would originally WERE-a
directly
from
the
lineage
of Lucifer. You
be sympathetic to a sane and humane upbreeding process for the Jews as well as for didn’t really think that “old boy” wo.uld
each and every race, if the process could be just go away somewhere did you?
done voluntarily and intelligently among
The Jews traditionally are short in
the people themselves-according
to the stature and never, so far as I have oblaws of nature.
served, have been described as a handHundreds of writers, speakers and some people. Jews of recent centuries
scientists of our time have deplored the class themselves in two ethnic and linguisprogressive degeneracy of the American tic groups, the Ashkenazim
and the
stock and some governments in the past Sephardim. Webster’s Unabridged Dictiohave undertaken to improve the stock of nary defines the Ashkenazim as “the Jews
their people.
Augustus Caesar tried it of middle and northern Europe, as op(with little success) a few years before the posed to the Sephardim, or Jews of Spain
birth of Christ, by organizing colonies of and Portugal.” Of Sephardim the dictiosettlementsof selected families; Adolf Hitler nary says “Jews who are descendants of
tried it (after his strange fashion) fH: Ah, the former Jews of Spain and Portugal.
but the Adolf Hitler enterprise was thrust They are as a rule darker than the

expelled most of the Jews to save Spain).
But in the past two centuries they have
virtually wiped out the lines of distinction.
The Ashkenazim in Northern Europe had
taken in much German blood; while in
Eastern Europe and Asia they had for
centuries absorbed blood from the Khazars
and other dark, coarse Asiatic, Mongol
elements. Thus there are in realty two
divisions of Ashkenazim-though
both
speak Yiddish, a composite of German,
Polish, Russian and Hebrew, using Hebrew characters.
It might be said that the Mediterranean Jews, also, are divided into two almost distinct groups, the elements from
Ethiopia and the Eastern Mediterranean,
with dark skin, thick lips, noses curled
downward, heavy lids and kinky negroid
hair, and those interbred with southern
and western European stock. (There are, of
course, in small numbers, Chinese Jews,
Japanese Jews, Philippine Jews, and so
on.)
The Mediterranean Jews generally
have lost leadership during the past century, while the more virile %erman” Jews
have risen in finance, in science, in commerce and in political influence. But towering above these in fanaticism, coldblooded brutality, cunning and political
organizing are the “Russian-Polish” Jews.
Anna Rosenberg (And there is abundant
evidence that Mrs. Rosenberg was a Communist. The former Communist, Ralph de
Sola (himself Jewish) swore before a Senate committee that he had known her as
such, and the December 8, 1942, issue of
the then official Communist organ, New
Masses, carried a pen drawing of her, fully
identifying her as “NY Regional Director,
War Manpower CommissionA, with an article contributed by her to that Red paper,
copies of which still are to be found in some
public libraries), Harry Truman’s appointee as Assistant Secretary of Defense, has
some of the features and characteristics of
both the Ethiopian and the Russian-Polish
Jews: heavy skin, coarse black hair, hooked
noz&~black or dark brown eyes with heavy,
G%&r$tallids, coarse, -crude, vulgar features and a fierce fanaticism which knows
no conscience but is utterly brutal. (Generals who suffered humiliation under this
small strumpet’s tongue-lashing say she
was as foul mouthed as any sailor.)
Bernard Baruch might be cited as
one example of the uGerman” Jews. Standinas~feet; foerr~~hes~be,obviou~y*~asat
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great deal of ‘European” blood in his
veins. He has the Jewish nose and a type
of Jewish mouth; but by comparison with
so many of the crude, almost hideous
Mongol and Semitic-Negroid Jews, he may
well have been described as handsome in
his younger days.
Strange to say, his Nordic blood has
not eliminated the Jewish temperament,
entirely, for his life has been steeped in
secrecy, cunning and intrigue. It was he
who maneuvered to get Truman to appoint
Anna Rosenberg; it was he who, with Communist-friend Dean Acheson, drew up the
plan to give all our atomic defenses over
into a United Nations world police force or
dictatorship, as soon as the Soviets would
agree to inspection of their war,plantsinspection not by Americans, mind you,
but by persons appointed by the Jewish
inspired United Nations! Mr. Baruch’s
trap may be sprung on us at any time, for
ourgovernment haspubliclycommitted
us
to the plan.
During the past two centuries thousands of Jews have inter-married with the
British aristocracy. For the most part, they
retain the names of the once great AngloSaxon families; they hold the estates; they
speak English with a British accent. They
had developed a great deal of loyalty to
Britain and almost forgot they were Jews
until the war with Hitler subjugated them
for Zionism. Many of these English Jews
are fine individuals, physically and intellectually; many are three-fourths or more
Anglo-Saxon.
There are also many handsome
French and Spanish Jews, though not very
tall as a rule; and some of their women, like
some of the English and German Jewesses,
are very attractive.
Only by such interbreeding with
other racial elements-with
tall and
handsome people--can the Zionists raise
up a breed of “tall and handsome” Jews
for Israel.
For like begets like; you
cannot breed up a lhie of race horses
from plow horses or mules. The genes of
your ancestors determine whether or
not you are to be tall and handsome.
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fathers, are blonds, even with northern
European features. An article by Adrian
Crawley in the London Daily Telegraph of
May 25,. 1938 said:

parents “homogeneous
for dark hair
and eyes” could acquire blond children:
by adoption or by artificial insemination. If the newspaper reports of fair
*Fair hair and blue eyes are so eom- Jewish children in Israel are true, (and I
man in Zionists that not even the most bla- have seen numerous such reports) then
tant Anglo-Saxon can prove his identity. B these children are adopted-or are from
Anne Sharpley in the LondonEvening
artificialinsemination (unless therewere
Standard of November 6, 1956 says of a blond fathers who are not the supposed
Jewish couple in Israel:
fathers}.
“She and her. husband are dark
It is not uncommon practice in our
haired, but by the same strange alchemy time for a mother to bear a child from male
that affects all Israel-born children, their sperm artificially planted in the womb. It
baby son is fair haired. Israel-born Israelis now appears that both the male sperm
(called Subras) can be immediately spotted and the female egg probably can be
all over the country. They are bewilderingly
successfully planted in the womb. If so,
blond and big.
If you saw them in a Jewess or a Negro woman could give
Whitechapel you would swear they were birth to a blond “pure Aryan” child,
Swede& *I [H: So, chelas, use a bit of which would not be related to her and
“deduction”; what think ye that might have not a drop of her “blood” in its
be going on here? The most modern veins.
genetic DNA alterations are done by the
We can only wonder about this pro:
Zionists in Israel. The first life-form was cess, which seems related to Mr. Higger’s
“created” in Israel in the form of a book of wonders.
crystalline virus! I think you may begin
w: PLEASE, PLEASE; YOU “JEWS”
to see the picture if.you give attention OF ISRAEL AND ELSEWHERE,
PAY
ATTENTION TO THE NEXT SEGMENT!]
to it.1

Blue eyes and light hair come from
the genes of only one race in the world, the
northern or Nordic, from mostly around
the Baltic. There are light brunette Nordic
strains (with fair skin) but no other race
produces a strain with blue or grey or light
hazel eyes and red, blond or light brown
hair. Wherever you see these characteristics you see evidence of Nordic ancestry.
Whether Jew or African, Chinese or American, Italian or Spanish, the individual with
these features is at least part Nordic.
Whence comes the “blond blood” in
Israel of this generation? A brief item in the
California Jewish Voice of June 28, 1957,
may be related to this question:
TELAVIV(JTA) (for Jewish Telegraph
Agency). . . Many children and teen-agers

Ij ISRAEL JEWS FOR
CANNON FODDER?
It is significant that Mr. Higger says
the inhabitants of Israel eventually will be
“selected”:

%ince the city (of Jerusalem) will

be the capital of the land of the righteous, its inhabitants will be a selected
group of upright and just. In the terminology of R. Johanan, in the Jerusalem
of the present era, anyone may enter;
but in the Jerusalem of the ideal era,
only those who will be invited will be
permitted to enter.”
Mr. Higger says the Jews will have
many children. This craving is emphasized frequently in his Utopia. (A recent

brought to Israel recently have developed
deep personal problems as a result of the news dispatch says the birth rate of Israel
sudden awareness that they are Jews, now is higher than that of India.)
Moshe Kol, head of the Youth Aliyah moveHigger analyzes the dictates of the
ment reported here.
various rabbinical and other Talmudic
“Mr. Kol declared that sonic of the authorities on the subject of proselytes
This strange adoption of the racial youngsters who did not know they were and concludes that the consensus of opinideals of another race is a tantalizing phe- Jews, until brought to Israel by the child ion is that “multitudes of proselytes will be
nomenon. It reminds me of the theory of rescue mvemti,
suffered psychological
absorbed and assimilated” by the Jews.
some students of ethnology that the rea- shock. For those who cannot cope with this
But only proselytes, of course, who
son the Jewish propagandists hate and shock, the Youth Aliyah leader continued, accept the Utopian program. We would not
ridicule the “pure Aryan” Anglo-Saxons
individualized attentionisprovided
in Youth suppose that these will be invited to Jerusaand other northern Europeans is that Aliyah centers.a
lem.
they are jealous of the fair compm
While this racial plan for the Jews is
Who are these children? Could they
and the refined features..
have-been German and Scandinavian, and of importance to us,-in view of the Zionist
&wish Utopia tends to
perhaps British war orphans, taken over strength and the fanatical intent to’accomtheory.
by Jewish agents during and immediately plish the Zionist aims, the plan is even

after the war? Could some of them have
been ‘rescued” from Dresden while we,
under Jewish incitation, were bombing the
Reports almost incredible are com- women and children of that open center of
Israel to the effect that many of culture during the Second World War?
;~-run?like.,~~~~~msth~~~,,~d~::‘c-. ~.~%k~~9~;lkrR
wmfw*w~Y~s*~ P?w*~

BLOND JEWISH CHILDREN?

more important to most of the Jews of this
and other countries, including Israel, for
apparently few of them will be chosen.
Certainly, if we analyze this plan corredly, the dllions of Jews who are not

wl;4yyi! 4w&Y3~~ R!y ~~.~~~~~~~~.,

~
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and well formed, or who do not otherwise measure up to the master-race
requirements, will have no place in the
Zionist world. They will not be invited
to Israel. They will not be permitted to
have children, or at least not grandchildren. They will be eliminated no less
than those gentiles who prefer to retain
their independence,
their culture and
their race. The Jews now in Israel-or
most of them-evidently
are not to be
the chosen ones. We must suppbse, in
fact, that they are to be used as cannon
fodder; that they are to be slaughtered
so the Zionist tiachine can cry persecution and rally us stupid Anglo-Saxons to
fight the enemies of the Zionistcur
Arab &ienddearing
the land for Jewish conquest.
Ifthe Zionist plan were one to help
upbreed all the races, to improve thek
intellectual and physical beauty in each
generation, the whole world could enter
into it with pride and the Me&
cooperation.
Unfortunately
it is quite the
opposite; it is a plan to subjugate or
eliminate all but the umaster race”.

ISRAEL TO EXPAND
It is not uncommon to hear the ques-

tion: Is Israel bent on territorial expansion?
The answer can be found in many
places. ?%ne magazine, August 16, 1948,
page 25, quoted David Ben-Gurion, Israeli
premier, as saying to a Time correspondent:
“We would not have taken on this
(Arab) war merely for the purpose of enjoying this tiny state... There huue been only
two great peoples: the ancient Greelcs and
the Jews... Maybe, when the presentprocess isfinished we too will degenerate, but
I see rw sign of degeneracy at present. I)

Time’s correspondent
as Ben-Gurion spoke:

reported that

‘The laborpolitician was replaced by
the prophet. A dreamer’s stare veiled his
blue cues.*
The room was small but his
voice throbbed loudly, as if speaking to
multitudes against the winds on Mount
Gunnel. m
‘*The Ladder of History, a high school
textbook (MacMillan Co., 1945) says of the

origin of Greece:
a
Observe the contradictory position
. . . .a golden-haired
race called the
in which the propaganda machine has put Greeks began @&ably
about 1000 years
the Anglo-Saxon or Negro or Japanese who B.C.) to settle in the big midway island of
loves his own race, and wants it to survive Crete, and on the north si& of the Mediterand do well: this racial loyalist is logically ranean Sea around the straits connecting
bound to be a friend and ally of every other withthe BlackSea. They were muchlike the
race, anxious for it, too, to survive and Aryans who were invading India... They
prosper. Yet the Zionists, who want to were a delightjirlpeople,
indeed, who condestroy all but their own, have managed
ttibuted so much topoetry, art, sp&ts, tide
to pxit the onus of scare names on the and liberty thattheirmemory
hi-is beenkept
man who loves the separate races. He is fresh by all peoples since, in gm.Mude and
a bigot, a race hater, a white supremaadmirationThese nomads from the north
cist, a white chauvinist, an anti-Semite
were not the swarthy people of today’s
and so on.
Greece, but a tall, muscular, blue-eyed
@ND OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- racx.... They never numbered more than a
MENTJ
few millions, and they reallyflourished for
l t*
about five hundred years only @rn 600
There is no way to stress strongly enough B.C. to 100B.C)...Bu~toustheyarethemost
the importance of these writings. You are important people of ancient times for they
meeting your enemy head-on now and becametheteachersof
all Ewvpeansand
there are intended for perishing of some 6 all Americans of European o@n, [End of

BILLION (or more) people from your globe.
I suggest you check your ticket and see
wherein is your destination. The facilities
on Earth place are limited and selective
indeed. The other possibility is on craft
such as mine, in service to God Creator.
You had better, indeed, be about your
“c,hecking”.
Hatonn to clear.
g/25/92
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footnote.]
Ben-Gurion further indulged himself in his vision of a Jewish master-race:
“We, had a message to &ve the world
but the message was cut off in the middle. In

time there will be millions of us-bewming
stronger and stronger-and
we will cornplete the message. J9
Professor,Higger told us even more

specifically that Israel would expand:

“‘I will open tivers on the high hills
and fountains in the midst of the valleys; I
Let tis move on now with some of the will make the wilderness a pool of water,
written word on the subject under discus- and the dry land spn’ngs of water.’ The
sion.
boundaries of the land will be enlarged and
Continuation: The ultimate World Order widened and its immediate spiritual, ethical
ds pictured in The Jewish mo*
andmoralin$luen.czontheneighbon’ngoountries will be evident and very great.”

QUOTING:

If Israelcontinues itsmilitant march,

fabulous glittering city, as previously described.
“The rebuilding of that city is apart of
the plan of the ideal country, Zion. JemsaZem will be the capital of Zion.”

Ben-Gurion,- daring, arrogant premier of Israel, knew his Zionist program
when he moved the capital of Israel from
Tel Aviv to fabled Jerusalem (in defiance of
the timid, spineless restraints of the Western nations). Why should Ben-Gurion fear
the wrath of Harry Truman, the total politician? Not a finger was lifted to restrain
the rugged Zionist enemy of Western nations and races, though he provoked our
Arab allies almost to the point of war which
might then-and
may yet-atomize
the
world.
Mr. Higger’s dream otworld peace
andtheconstantUpropagandaforpeace”
by the Zionists (like the Communists
whose basic literature always calls for
an ultimate war to destroy the free
world) are not to be taken seriously, in
view of his revelation of the plan to
deliberately bring about the mighty Armageddon-a
war to make the world
destroy itself.
Peace probably is the
dream of all races and tribes. But a study
of the racial history of Europe indicates
that there would have been few wars,
probably no major wars, but for the
organking of the Jewish peace-propagandists to make the non-Jews grind
themsehres to bits. The supposition is
permissible that the Jewish strategists
want peacder
they rtrbjugate all
opposition and potential opposition.

-The question is, whose peace or
whose wars are we to ‘enjoy”? Is man to
be free to follow his conscience and worship his own God, or must he accept the
conscience and God of the Zionists?
THE REOUIREMENTS FOR THE
“RIGHTEOUS”
What specifically is or are the requirements ofjoining the righteous? What
must you do to be saved, by the Zionist
standards? What is the Israelitic, or Zionist program we must embrace?
Everywhere, the author makes the answer clear:
We must embrace world brotherhood
and internationirm; we must oppose the
capitalists and embrace Socialism, and
we must hate and oppose the %ntiSemites”.
These are the requirements for the
-

nations; they are also the requirementr
as he repeatedly makes
clear. For instance:

for individuals,

The ideal Jenrsalem, the capital of
the idealzion, headed by the ideal house of
David, will have herfoundations
rooted in
8lnimmalbB”
Your couatry
will be called
- _- .-.
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it is a capitalist nation; (2) if it opposes
Israel; and/or (3) if it does not embrace
the above mentioned universal brotherhood.
“The unrighteous nations, as typified
in the traditional Esau.. . .will not share in the
ideal era. Their rule will be destroyed and
will disappearfrom
earth before the usheringin of the miZZennium. The wickedness of
these nutions will consist mainly in accumuZating money belonging to thepeople, and of
oppressing-and
robbing the &or...Another
group of wicked nations, as typified in the
traditional Edom and Rome (Rome burned

Jerusalem trying to suppress Jewish subversion) will suffer the same fate as thefht.

Theirunrighteousness
will be characterized
bywrruptgovernmentsandbytheiroppressions of hlel.”
Notice that it is wicked for other
nations to have money, for they oppress
the people; but it is “ideal” for the
Jewish Utopians to take over all the
wealth of the world.
Notice that it is unrighteous and
wicked (%nti-Semitic~)
to oppose Israel, but the entire plan of The Jewish
&@z
is a plan of opposition to gentiles, a plot to subjugate them or wipe
them out.
Thus, the present Zionist and Communist programs
preaching brotherhood, racial integration,
Socialism,
UNESCO, the Genocide Pact, the socalled Covenant of Human Rights, the
glorification of the United Nations, the
constantunderminingandridkulingand
belittlingofpatrioticna-(among
nondews), the swift andviolent attack8
on any non-Jews who express pride in
their race, the coercive uFair Employment Practices” laws ~“FEPC”-40rcing
the white man to employ persons of the
various races in his community, though
white men may go jobless); the cry of
anti-Semitism; the world give-away program of our money to uplift all the other
races at the expense of our children and
grandchildrenwhoarethussaddledwith
fantastic debts-all
these propaganda
andorganisationaldrivesidentifythemselves as part of the program of Jewish
nationalism, or Zionism, all moving us
toward the goal of The &wish Utopitz

Now that we have seen the full plan,
the goal of “world brotherhood” under a
Jewish dictatorship, we need not ask who
originated the above mentioned propaganda
and organizational drives which sweep and
shake our country like a windstorm. Jewish organizations and newspapers make
no secret that Jews inspired all these internationalist movements; but we no longer
need to be told, for the Jewish fingerprint
is on them every one.
By the epiundefmition,
religion is
no longer the worship of God; it is the
-political-economic-social-racial
gospel
of
_’

Communist ‘fronter” Bishop Oxnam and
fellow travelers:

(SOUL) FOR SOUL IS “LIGHT” AM) LIGHT
IS ALL COLOR-ALL
THAT “IS”!

a. . ..religion
is to be the love of
Another reason for racial degeneracy
mankind....lVations as well as Zocul organi- and the decline of white civilization wherzations will have toestablish btvtherhood.. . . n ever the white race progressively inter-

How plain could theauthor make it3 breeds with the dark is the much lower

Think of the thousands of local, national
and international ‘brotherhood” organizations which have been put together in
our time, and think of their influence in
softening and intimidating our neonle.
It kill give us a fai’, if frighiening,
estimate of the ability of the Zionists and
Communist machines to reach a dominant
position over our unsuspecting people, to
remind ourselves that in many of our
schools, especially public schools, mental
exertion and intelligence have been largely
subordinated to “brotherhood”-“social
adjustment’, meaning largely racial “adjustment”-the
acceptance of all the dark
races in our social life in utter disregard of
our own racial and family future. Our
teachers, oblivious to and unaware of the
Jewish power machine, have adopted its
program.
The master strategists must know
what they are doing to us. They must know
that never in history have white and dark
peoples mixed socially that they did not
presently interbreed, and never has such
interbreeding reached advanced degrees
that it did not result in chaos and general
degeneracy, with utter moral abandon,
and crime rampant.
I do not pretend to be wise enough to
explain all the reasons why this is so; I d-o
know that it is so. One obvious explanation, at least in part: As long as a racial
element, or tribe, white, black, red, yellow,
or brown, lives in homogeneous relationship, having its own culture and conscious
obligations of tribal or racial citizenship,
the accompanying pride and the training
in the ancestral code of conduct maintains
moral stability. When the tribe or race
breeds out with others, it loses the pride,
the consciousness, the sense of obligation.
Even the Jews, despite their rigid
code, interbreed quite a bit, in contact with
other racial elements; but their interbreeding is nearly always upward in their own
opinion. Our out-breeding can only, therefore, be downward (by their own estimation). The Jews stand to gain; we stand to
lose. (H: Please understand that this

does not have to be “factual”; it simply
IS true-whether
it be by intent or simply by accident, you come out with the
same conclusion. A white child cannot
help being white any more than a darkskinned person can help being darkskinned. There is obvious difference iir
physicalaspect-THEREPORE,ITAGAIN
COME8 TO REASON
THAT IN THE
EQUALITYOFGOD’8PROJECTIONAND
LIRENE88 OF “IMAGE” IT HAS TO BE

REFLECTED
:,

I?J . THE
@m#M3V,.,HPRH
2

level of moral requirements and the lower
level of energy and constructive imaginaAs for
tion among the dark elements.
crime, the police records in all our big cities
show a fantastic difference and the FBI had
the courage to publish a pamphlet Uniform
Crime Reports For the United States and fts

Possessions, issued by the Federal Bureau
OfInvestigation, United States Department
of Justice, Washington, D.C. Volume XXIII,
No. 2, Annual Bulletin, 1952, showing an
analysis of the principal crimes in our
cities, by racial elements. Under the caption ‘Race”, on page 117, this bulletin
(available at the Government Printing Office) reads:
“More than 98pemm.t of thepersons
arrested in 1952 were members of the white
and Negro races. Almost 73 percent were
members of the white m.ce while slightly
more than 25 percent were reported as
members of the Negro mce. The balance
were Indians, Chinese, Japanese and other
mL!es. n

(R: There is a breakdown according to
arrest, type of crimes and thus and so
but the date of 1952 so far outdates the
reflection of today that there is no real
purpose in reprinting it here. It is noted
that Jews are not separated
from
I feel that repeating such
uwhiteW.
information as given in the breakdown
gives nothing except more basis for
%ate”-which
we have to assume was
the overall purpose in such a publication in the first place. The point is to
bring race against race, creed against
creed, religious doctrine against same
andsoon.
Ifyoufailto8eethisimtest
then you are bound to be swallowed up
in the co&sion
and lose direction.]

[END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT.]
***

Maywepleaseleavethisnowasweneedto
be elsewhere for the next seveml hours. Thank
you for your continuing attention. May you be
given into insight without pm-judgements for
hereinliesthefoundationuponwhichyoumust
build structures for pmgress& out of the incredible confusion thrust upon you. Note,
however, that the ones “close& to the viperwill
be smitten and that means those who =think
themselves to be of the ‘Jews” but are NOTof
thisgroupsetforthtotaketheplanet. Itisasthe
Black Widow who takes what she wants and
kiLLs
and devows even her mate. Themis no
honoramongth~thievesandyouareapeople
betmyed,anationbetmyedandaplanetbetra.YOUHAVEBECOMEPEOPLEOF’lHE
IA3
S@u,.Ijatonn t@ clear: ,, .. : ,. -, / <.
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Let us now continue with The Ultimate
World Order as pictured in The Jewish
Utopia.

QUOTING:
MR. HIGGER INTERPRETS
THE PROPHETS
In the first part of this small book we
asked the question whether or not Mr.
Higger interpreted the Prophets of the Old
Testament as trying to unite their people in
a movement of Jewish nationalism, or did
Higger accept the version held by most
Christians that the Prophets were simply
preaching individual morality and the worship of God. No doubt the reader has
answered that question for himself by now.
But the author answers it specifically on
page 113, in his final chapter, The Kingdom
of God:
“We are now in aposition to discuss the
Jewish conception of the Kingdom of God.
The contrast between Christian dogma and
the Jewish doctrine of the Kingdom is evident. The dogmatic doctrine of the Kingdom
of the New Testament is not a continuation
of the prophetic hope at all. Nothing is
mentioned in the New Testament of the
spiritual and material glory of Palestine in
the day of fuZjiZZment. The Kingdom that
Jesus, according to the New Testament acwunt, speaks of is more mystical, inward
mdpersonal.
The New Testament is mainly
concerned, not with the earthly, but rather
with the heaven2y Kingdom ofGod. We read
thus in John 18-36, ‘Jesus answered: My
kingdom is not of this world. If my kingdom
were of this world, then would my servants
fight, and I should not be delivered to the
Jews.
But now is my kin.gdom not from

who am to constitute the ideal communia at the be-dnnin_cr of the ideal em,
wi2Zbe. insteadofaremnant,
theentirv
idea2 peopZe of Israel.”
[H: If you cannot see that MAN (from the
beginning) wrote “the way it willbe” and
foisted it off on you unsuspecting people
then lookagain at the LAST SENTENCE:
u THE PEOPLE WHO ARE TO CONSTXTVTE THE IDEAL COMMUNI TY AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE IDEAL ERA, WILL
BE INSTEAD OF A REMNANT, THE ENReTIRE IDEAL PEOPLE OF ISRAEL.”
member: “Israelites” are “Zionists” by
their own definition-not
just “Jews”.
In fact it is said that the “Jews who are
not Zionists and of the superior ‘tall and
handsome’ race will not even share in
the ultimate world.” Where does that
leave you nice “Jewish” neighbors who
thought you were God’s chosen? These
Zionists are working toward a species of
ONLY fair-haired supreme humans who
bear NO RESEMBLANCE TO THE PERCEIVED “JEWS”. THIS INFORMATION
IS FROM THEM (THE HORSE’S MOUTH)
SO DO NOT DENOUNCE ME OR MINE,
FOR YOUR FAILURE TO READ THE
PRESENTED
DIRECTLY
WRITINGS
FROM THE SAME ONES WHO WROTE
YOUR INSTRUCTION BOOKS.]

(Though the author shows that he interprets the prophets as working for a Universal State-of Israel-the reader may observe that he seems to contradict his earlier statements that only certain chosen
Jews will be “invited” to Israel-unless he
means that only ths.yjdeal” people of Israel
‘s*
will be chosen.)
The Shinto-like character of the Zionist
religion, the religion of Jewish racial-politico-economic nationalism (as contrasted
with true religion, the worship of GOD, for
hence. ’
instance, of the non-Talmudic Jews) is
“Unlike the prophets, therefore, Jesus inescapable. The Jewish and non-Jewish
thought of the Kingdom as having actua2Zy flocks are to be made to believe that the
be-gun with Him and his disciples...
“righteous” Jews are descended from God.
“The Kingdomof God, aspictured by the The ruler shall be the =Holy One” [and
;/ewishprophets,
on the other hand, is an very human]. All the world must WOR-

Obviously the setting up of a Jewish
state in Palestine was a milestone. The
Zionistsdid that in 1948-without God but
with the help of Harry Truman and the
Soviet Union. p: Why do you think there
is so MUCH reference to your candidates
to being somehow “like” Harry Truman?
Does it not appear to even be ridiculous? y”our George Bush constantly (like
a robot) constintly refers to himself and
hiscampaignasbeinglikeneduntoHarry
Truman%. Harry Truman was one of the
blackest tools to walk your planet and
you have all the candidates comparing
themselves to this ’ il little trollop.]

Israel is being dr- !oped and beautified
(with foreign capital, of course). FOURS]
The papers all the way back to August,
1957, announced plans for building a
$500,000,000 port at Ashdod. The will of
the BRITISH ROTHSCHILDS leaves fabulous millions to help erect and beautify a
capitol building and perhaps museums
and the like. Plans are proceeding for
development of irrigation. Israel is developing some atomic plants, “for peaceful
usess of course, and some other industry-with secrets taken quite openly from
American industry and laboratories, as for
instance, through the information-gathering agency (normally called an espionage
net) known as Technion, which operates in
universities and industrial establishments.
The United Nations has been established, and the Congress of the United
States officially authorized the flying of the
United Nations flag above Old Glory on the
UN Building. (You or I would be held guilty
of treason-and rightly so-if we flew a flag
above our flag.) Thus begins, and grows,
the nucleus for the world police force, and
the UN is purely a Jewish invention.
Higger says:
“The nations will first unite for the pur-

pose of caZZingupon the name of the Lord, to
serve Him.”

If the UN is to have a religious aspect, as
here stated, its inventors intended the
religion to be Jewish-and
could that be
the reason why religion has been conideal society of nations on earth, living SHIP that Jewish King AS GOD.
“And heshaZZgattiertogetheta
hoZy spicuously kept out of the UN so far, leavin accordance
with universal ethical
n&s of genuine justice, righteousness
peopZe...for he shall know them, that ing the way clear? [H: Ah, but has it STILL

been kept out-what
about the U.S.
and peace.
The ideal Kingdom is a they are all sons of their God.=
PUBLIC LAW 102-14 NOW PASSED? IS
unbersal
idealization of the most imIT NOT THAT THE UNITED STATES NOW
porbrnt eqerlences
of Isnare in the
WHEN WILL THE “JEWISH
OPERATESUNDERTHEAUSPICESOF
past
The Davidic ruler, to be recogUTOPIA” BEGIN?
THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER AND
nized universally,
will be the perfect
ethical chamcter.
The people who are
When is the Utopia to be established? NOT UNDER THE PUBLIC LAWS AND
.w con&&&&-the
ideal community at’ Do the Zionist planners expect to bring CONSTITUTION
OF THE‘ UNITED
the &@u&#
of the ‘ideal future a= a&bout the commercial and political fulfill- STATES? T0U HAD BEST GO-CHECK IT
rremnant..
ment of their interpretation of the Prophe- OUT LITTLESLEEPYHEADS.
THAT PUB“What the prophets anticipated did ties, what they call God’s promises to the LIC LAW WOULD NOT HAVE PASSED IF
not
come to PUSS.
The rabbis, uncon- Jews, in our lifetime? What is the time- IT WERE NOT ALREADY LOCKED-INTO
scious&, took up the idea of the Eingr table of these pc :. ; lovers for bringing THE UNITED NATIONS!]
The East-West division of the world is
dom of God, wherre the prophets left sff. about the final war?
The spiritual leaders inbraelexpanded
We find many partial answers in The nearly complete; the Moslem world of some
and developed that
nloriozls dream of Jewish Utopia, many milestones by which 300,000,000 people has largely been shifted
*’I’ ’ away&or&u3 towar&he&3znmunist camp.
an’ ideai LFnw&t’SSate;
‘TThe pk?opl&~
weean at lta’st~h’&ard somejguesses:
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The Zionist Jews have done a clever job in
this maneuver, taking land away from the
Arabs, bayoneting their women and children, thus making the whole Moslem world
(with the possible exception of Pakistan) so
hate us for backing the Jews that the
Moslems may at last accept arms from and
cooperate with the Soviet Union.
We might well say that this milestone
has been erected, for it now awaits only an
incident to set off Armageddon. Israel can
attack Egypt and possibly set off the war.
Or the Jews who dominate, or vastly influence, the Soviet dictatorship from within,
through the hidden, secret power circle
called the Communist Security System,
perhaps can order or induce the Communist government to attack, or cause some
Arab country to attack Israel-whenever
the Jewish strategists are ready. They will
not do so till they are sure the Zionists in
the West can induce the President of the
United States and the British government
to support Israel, we can be sure. Whatever the gentile Communists may want, it
is logical that the Jewish Communists will
not want war with the West till the West
can safely be sucked in to fight the Arabs
for the Zionists.

Comparing plans and objectives revealed
in The Jewish utopia with the present
world situation we can arrive at a rather
clear picture of the future war and even see
which countries are to be wiped out as
wicked and unrighteous-if
the Zionist
plans succeed. We can at least see what
the Zionists are trying to bring to pass.
Since Israel must expand and since it can
expand only at the expense of the Arabs,
the Israelitic group must destroy the Arab
states. Already the Arabs and their Moslem sympathizers are vilified in the Jewish
press, and in planted stories in the general
press, as “anti-Semitic” (though the Arabs
themselves are Semites). The Moslems are
wicked and unrighteous (though all they
have done to become unrighteous is to
oppose the Jewish invasion of their lands).
But now the Communist Empire is supplying arms to some of the Arab states T)I:
As so too, have you!] and, though certain
Jewish nationalists, or Zionists, originated
Communism and imposed it on the Russians and Eastern Europeans, and though
some Jews still occupy powerful positions
behind the iron curtain, it seems certain
that at the proper time, the Zionists in the
West will launch a campaign of abuse and
fury against the Soviet Union (not against
Communism as such) as anti-Semitic and
ungodly! How else could the Zionists bring
about a mighty war in the Middle East?
And without the war, how could they get
the Arab lands? And how else could they
bring about further disintegration of the
non-Jewish nations and races? Without a
frightful crisis how can they and their
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rendering our freedom?
The Russian people, the Ukrainians
and the overwhelming majority of Eastern
Europeans are anti-Semitic (in the sense
that they resent the bloody Jewish-inspired
terror which gripped them under the Communist regime). But the Communist governments, on the other hand, have been
overwhelmingly Jewish or pro-Jewish, so
much so that all of these Red governments
incorporated in their constitutions specific
prohibitions against “anti-Semitism”, the
only countries in the world which singled
out the Jews for this special favor.
To get the full benefit of the next world
war, however, the strategists will have to
raise the cry of ofFcialSoviet anti-Semitism,
just as they did in the second world war
against the Nazis. Our sons must fight to
save the persecuted Jew and thus make
every American or Englishman afraid to
criticize any Jewish individual or machine,
however subversive, for fear he will be
smeared as pro-Communist!
It is a fact
that any American today who could remotely be called anti-Semitic is anti-cornmunist; but no matter: the Zionist press in
the West is so powerful, the newspaper
publishers so fearful of losing Jewish department store and other advertising, and
elected.offrcials so cowed by any thought of
being called anti-Semitic, that when some
patriot is smeared in the propaganda releases as anti-Semitic hardly anybody has
the character to stand up for him. The silly
little scare word anti-Semite has made us
a generation of cowards; this one little
word is conquering the world.

mation carefully and at not too much leisure for you are IN IT.
Salu, Hatonn to clear.
g/27/92
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Let us start right off this morning with
our subject in point for we do not have long
to devote to writing this day:
The UZtimte World Order as pictured in
The Jewish Utopia:

QUOTING:
ARMAGEDDON TO “RESCUE”
THE JEWS
Given another World War to save the
“persecuted” Jews, and our children will
be doomed to subjugation and probably
enslavement, simply because their fathers
and mothers had not the foresight or character to light to save them.
How can the propagandists make
the West believe the Soviet Union has
turned at last against its founders? Already since 1948 we have seen the preview
more than once.
Whenever the public
began to talk about the fact that so many
Communist spies and Communist fronters
were Jewish, the Soviet government always officially came to the rescue of the
Jews in the West by holding a big public
trial of some “Jewish”

official, or off&

cials. The charge always was treason or
disloyalty to the Communist order! Just
right to make the students of history in the
[H: I find that doubly interesting since it West look ridiculous when they tried to

has NO MEANING WHATSOEVER
OF
TRUTH. The Khazarian Jew6 are most
CERTAINLY NOT SEMITES any which
way you cut the cake or pie. This is
SilZlp1~a term used to get a point (LcTO66
and confuse everyone all the while. It is
the same thing a6 introducing a word
into language of any kind-watch
and
6ee how long it take6 to become law of
the land and accepted terminologyeven though it be a lie. YOU ARE WITNESSING THE MASTER-LIAR AND DECEIVER AT WORK-AND
HE IS WORKING ON (OR OVER) YOU!1

[END OF QUOTING FORTHIS SEGMENT.]
***

Let us take a rest, please. When we have
next opportunity to write we will take up
with how ‘Armageddon” is supposed to
rescue the ‘Jewsn so that the Zionists can
take over the whole kit and caboodle. Ifyou
think the “Soviet Union” and “Communismn are dead and that the above will not
happen-INDEED,
YOU ARE MOST
SURELY ALREADY “DEAD” IN FACT.
I think it is time for you to stop asking that
“the Force” be with you-but that you get
as rapidly as possible on the side of “THE

warn their neighbor6 that Communicrm
was a Jewish invention.
p: Thi6 has
been the biggest mode of operation for
decade6 and in the meanwhile the one6
persecU tedweretheinnocentonesthiuking themrrelves to be uJew6” a6 now
defined-but
are NOT. Oh indeed there
have been Judaists persecuted-BUT
NOT ZIONISTS~

The trials did not necessarily prove
that Jews still had the upper hand in the
invisible Soviet government, the Communist Security System. For it may well be
that Zionist agents could get the particular
Jewish officials to spy for Zionism, then
betray them to the Communist government, and thus bring about the public
trial-which our stupid “liberal” newspaper correspondents and the Zionist press
and infiltrators into the wire services almost always represented to the American
public as anti-Semitic!
Fantastic, certainly; but indisputable. Facts cannot be denied.
Whether or not certain Jews continue to dominate or hold influence in the
Communist regime need not make any
Even if nearly every Jew is
difference.
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Curtain by the Zionist machine, before Aday (for Armageddon or Atom-bomb day),
and even if the remaining gentile Communist dictators are wise to the plot-the
Zionists no doubt can produce such incidents, get some Jews indicted and tried,
and picture the Moscow regime as officially
anti-Semitic.
If the enslaved people of Russiacome
to believe their Communist slave masters
have thrown off the Jewish yoke and are
anti-Semitic, they will fight for the regime.
If the indoctrinated, tolerant Anglo-Saxon
thinks the Red regime is anti-Semitic, he is
apt to fight against it. Thus the Zionists
can make the East’and the West fight a
desperate war-each side actually fighting
against its own future welfare.
And assuredly the Zionists can maneuver in the Middle East to steer the war
to cause thousands of Israelis to be killed.
And it does not take many to give the
Zionist propaganda machine in America a
chance to go into hysterics over persecution of their people by anti-Semites.
And politicians who have to be reelected may not dare try to get the facts to
the American people, to keep us out of the
planned war. These politicians, in fact,
may not at all understand the game, for few
of them seem to have the courage to glance
behind the Zionist curtain, even in the
dark, to see what goes on there.
At the risk of making this picture
even more fantastic, I am forced to point
out the opportunity such a war will. or
would offer the Zionist ‘idealists” to help
purify their tribe. It has been evident for
some years that the Zionist redistributors
of their people, through HIAS (Hebrew Immigrant Shelter and Aid Society, organized
in 1881, which has branches and agents
all over the world), were letting few of the
most unsightly Asiatic Jews come to
America; shunting most of these to Israel.
Also, they have been stirring up anti-Semitic
outbreaks in various African and Middle
Eastern countries so as to make Jews there
migrate to Israel. Not -only do they need
them in Israel, to fight and to work, but, if
my guessiscorrect, they expect toget most
of these low class Jews wiped out. [H:
Indeed, you do not 6ee Kirrrringer or
Falwell
or Robertcson
Eagleburger,
(pledged Zionirtr by their own lips) going to live in a K3bbutz in the delcert
66nd6
of 16rael. No, the elite or “higher
class” by thet own distinction, inf%
trate all other nation6.1

Actually, we are not just guessing,
except as to details, for Mr. Higger himself
told us that the Zionists would build a race
of tall, handsome men, eliminating all the
Jewswho were not talland handsome, who
had physical defects and so on. And it
must disturb the high-class Jew to think
that eventually his line must blend with
‘the’ Negroid ‘-and-. Mongoloid ;Jews; the
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Yemenite sheep herders (often the butt of
snide jokes in the Jewish press) and the
other dregs of their tribe.
In summary: there are three plausible reasons why the Zionists keep on
pressuring their people to come out of Iron
Curtain countries: ( 1) They must get most
of them out so that few will remain to be
slaughtered by bombs and the “antiSemitic” people, when they turn loose of
the beaten, abused Bear’s tail; (2) They
need them for work and for cannon fodder
in Israel; and (3) In Israel, the master
strategists could maneuver to get them
(the short and the un-handsome ones)
wiped out.
How soon the Zionists will complete
the operation of getting most of the Jews
out of the Communist countries and thus
will be ready for A-day, we can only guess.
They have been getting them out ever since
the end of the Second World War, and
almost every issue of the many Jewish
weeklies in- America tells of some more
Jews coming to America or going to Israel
from a Communist country. Most of these
reports picture the Jews as suffering under
the Communist regime but some reports
(in the Jewish papers, which gentiles rarely
read) flatly deny that Jews behind the Iron
Curtain are discriminated against.
The LosAngeZes B’nai B’rith Messenger of July 26, 1957, quoted Dr. Nahum
Goldman, president of the World Zionist
Organization, as telling the Zionist Action
Committee at Jerusalem:

the mighty Red army, unseating the Moscow Communist dictator and replacing
him with a Polish Communist (who oddly
enough had just been released from prison
by the Moscow government and allowed to
go to Poland in time for the uprising).
MORE MILESTONES
TOWARD A-DAY

The whitewash Polish “revolutions
worked, for the “liberal” internationalist
Eisenhower-Dulles administration immediately began asking Congress for aid to
thenew “independene Polishgovernment!
And the Supreme Court has come dangerously close to saying that the Communist
Party in America no longer takes orders
from Moscow (and therefore isjust another
American political party.)
(2) The Zionists wanted to get nearly
all (not quite all, it seems) of the Jews out
of Poland, mostly to Israel. So there appeared some anti-Semitic acts in the ‘revolt”.*
(A dispatch from Jerusalem on page 1
of the Los Angeles B’nai B’rith Messenger,
August 16, 1957, quoted “two American
Jewish scholars....at the IntemationalIdeological Conference now taking place” as
saying that *any strategy of trying to
frighten American Jews into settling in
Israel was futile.” They did not, however,
condemn the scare technique as a failure
in getting Jews to Israel from Iron Curtain
and Mediterranean countries. [End footaThe time has come toplace the ques- note.]
However, the Polish revolt did not
tion of Souiet Jewry before the barofpublic
opinion... m Dr. Goldman revealed that he quite come off, as regards scaring the Jews
had met during thepust yearwitha number out of Poland. The Hungarian revolt did
of Russian representutiues and believes better because, after the first few days,
that there are good prvspects for the de- genuine anti-Communist citizens rose up
mund, through confacts in the Communist and were joined by a stream of deserting
governments ofEastemEunqe,
forthe tigI7.2soldiers from the Hungarian and also the
of Soviet Jews to migrate to Ismel.
He Soviet Red armies (some bringing their
cautioned, however, that Jewish demands tanks and ammunition).
The Hungarian revolt came off at the
must not be tmnsformed into a crusade
against the USSR.
same time as the invasion of Egypt by
We may be sure the Communist Israel, France and Britain, and it seems
governments are not doing anything to possible that the Zionists expected the
hurt the Jews for if they were, we would invasion to ignite the World War. Or perhear a mighty tirade against the anti- haps theywere not ready for the World War
Semites. So the time has simply not yet but decided to get most of the Jews out of
come.
Hungary, in case the war unexpectedly
The strange revolutions which broke became general.
out in Poland and Hungary in the summer
The Toronto Globe and Mail of Januand fall of 1956, it now appears, were at a,ry3,1957, ran along and revealing article
first incited by the Communists them- on the evacuationofJews from Hungary. It
selves (quite possibly in collusion with the waswritten by correspondent James Senter
Zionists) for two or more purposes: (1) The from London and later I phoned Mr. Senter
Communists all over the world were off on in Canada to clarify certain details. The
a new Party line designed to appear to article reported:
divorce the satellite governments and the
“A high mnking Canadian official
Communist Party in America and other sZipped across the Austm-Hungarian
borWestern countries, from Moscow domina- der recetiZy as part of a dmmatic story of
tion. In a little sham battle, which actually uq&zcency, fearandintemationdintrigue.
lasted only a few hours in Poland, the
*The pwpose of the trip was to pervirtually unarmed Polish mobs “whipped”
suixie 150,000 Jews tb kti’ti Hz.G@iq bkl
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fore it was too late. Sworn to secrecy,
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the

Canadian....waited seven days before turning the details of the trip over to me.. . m

anti-Communist

Iron Curtain

revolutions behind the the nun?ber of Jews who have come out of
are in some measure anti- Hungary since October vary from 17,000 to

Semitic because the enslaved people have as high as 100,000. They kept coming out all
The Canadian official met secretly at to overthrow a secret-police rule which still winte:- and the Jewish papers and some
U...one of Vienna’s largest homes is highly Jewish in complexion. Hungary correspondents kept saying there was to be
where he found 15 prominent leaders of had been under the Jewish Communist another revolt in Hungary in the spring,
intemational Jewry assembled. They were regime of Bela Kun (or Cohen) during the followed by another one in Poland, and ceran alarmed group from Israel, Switzerland
short-lived Red dictatorship right after the tain incidents hinted that athird would follow
andelsewhere.
Forseveral weeks they had First World War; and Rakosi, the strong in Romania (where there were, by Jewish
been sitting on the border with unlimited man of Hungarian Communism after the newspaper estimates, a few years ago, as
fundsat theirdisposalin
ViennaandZurich
Second World War was a Jewish monster many as 400,000 Jews).
[END OF QUGTING FOR THIS SEGMENT.]
Yet, despite all their efforts, they had been of the crudest character.*
***
According to the “liberal” writer, John -unable to persuade more than 3,000 Jews to
leave Hungary. In the same period, how- Gunther, who knew him and interviewed Let us leave this now so that we might attend
ever, 2,000 Jews had disappeared
in him, Rakosi ‘is of Jewish origin and the other duties. I would hope to finish this
Gunther volumewithinthenextcoupleofdays,please.
Budapest alone. It was feared they had family name was Rosencranz”.
said Rakosi was “one of the half dozen You readers are running out of time to have
been deported by the Russians.
most important international Communists the facts available to you. This Communist
“Hungarian Jews were complacent,
the group explained. They had little contact in the world today”. See Gunther’s Behind segment is already infiltrated into your lands
and preparations for the war, which will
with the outside world and were subject The Iron Curtain, 1949. [End footnote.]
If the Zionists expected to launch undoubtedly end as Armageddon, is settingonly to Communist propaganda.
Since the
end of the Second World War they had done Armageddon by their 1956 invasion of up positions (on American soil this timewell in business, in the civil sentice, and in Egypt, with France and Britain, they mis- amongeveryother%ee~nationontheglobe).
Eisenhower (who was also May you heed the warnings. Salu.
government.
Some had become well-to-do calculated.
land owners. They felt they were secure.” Jewish in origin), who had positively crawled
When it became apparent that the before the Jewish bankers and political
NEVADA CORPORATIONS
Jewish leaders of Hungary who met with and organizational leaders since he was a
ASS~p~YI-EC&TION
the delegation at “night, inside Hungary, lieutenant colonel under Mac Arthur in the
could not be induced to get their people out Philippines (where be began courting the
ESTATE PLJWNING
REDUCE OR ELJMINATE TAXES
of the country, the head of the delegation Jewish political machine by going to the
B’nai B’rith club in Manila and playing
ordered them to do so:
FOR INDMDUALS AND BUSINESSES
bridge with its members), now suddenly
- “‘It has been-decided’, the Canadian
CORPORATE ADVISORS
quoted him as saijing
‘These’are orders stood still. He was supposed to back Israel,
CORPORATION
from the top.* You”must come out. ‘#
of course. Some unseen force held him
2810W. Charleston Blvd., Suite C6723
luOrders from the top” confirms charges
back. The only sizeable force other than
made by patriotic citizens, generation after Zionists (since the death of Robert Taft)
generation* that the Jews still maintain a known to influence his policies is the Stansecret tribal government, with power over dard ‘Oil-Chase National Bank crowd.
WEMUSTTAKEBACKAMERXCA
Jewish citizens of gentile nations. [End of Dulles is a relative of the Rockefellers and
a member of this crowd, and Eisenhower
footnote.]
Words and Music by
A quick recapitulation of the above made Nelson Rockefeller one of his aides
Steven Vaus
1992
report reveals much: The Hungarian Jews and advisers.
Audiocassettc
$5.00
The Rockefellers are in many Comhad found a Promised Land; they were
doing well under Communism; they felt so munist fronts and work with the Jewish
Former
RCAa&t SteveVauscan?understand
why
RCA recentIy
puIIedhis single“We Must Take
secure that they would pay no attention to bankers in almost all international frnanItdebutedat68onthechartsandwa
AmerkaJ3acV.
the pleas of their brethren, till they were cial and political exploits and plots; but
themostrequested
songatmanyradiostations.
Y&
they apparently do not want to give up the
finallygiven outright orders’from the topl.
RCA killed
it,abandoned
plansfora followupsin&
[H: You are in grave error ifyou fail to fabulous oil fields of the Middle East to the
dumpedhisalbum,canceledhiscontmctandwon’
understand
that these Zionists have Jewish expansionists.
aIIowhimtousehisma&iaIthou&heywiIlnotma
When the President would not be
“found their Promised Land” in the
itavailable.
United States for “the chosen people”.
drawn in against Egypt, the Soviet Union
RCAinside~~&ing anonymitysaidtbatthemove
The seat of the “temple” activities is did not come in. Israel, France and Britain
wasinresponse
tomajormarket
radioprogrammers
intended for Jerusalem but the Prom- were left out on a limb (one which promised
objectiontothematerial’s
cortscrvative
content
ised Land is any and all places of great no foreign aid billions); and the invasion
wealth and natural resources.
At this was called off.
RCA claimsthat the songwasn’tpopular. Ifthatwere
reallythecase,
RC.4wouldsimply have put out the
In scrutinizing the Zionists’ timetime in evohmment of the PLAN-it now
second single and akmm and kept plugging
table it would be interesting to know
represents “THE GLOBE”.]
In view of their favorable situation whether or not they intended the Egyptian
Vaus is hop&l the p&lic won’t allow RCA or radio
and their sense of protection by the Com- invasion to start the final war.
stations to silencs hk~ “I pray that people will call
In any case, they kept their agents
RCA and radio sbtioris b-mnding answers and airmunist apparatus, and in view of later
play.
PIhosecortq~-ks nefxlto fsl theheatof public
reports from numerous sources, we know on the Austrian border of Hungary (which
opinion.”
that it was not the Communists that they border, by the way, the Communists left
were supposed to escape from; It was the practically unguarded. for weeks) herding
revolting Hungarian and Russian soldiers the Jews across and resettling them. Many
and Hungarian citizens, who had risen they flew to America in U.S. Air Force
above the original whitewash revolution of planes rushed to them by President
l
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WHAT HAPPENED TO BONNIE?

EARTHOUAKES
No, do NOT unhook your bungies or set
out your best crystal goblets on the window
ledge, along the Western ‘front”.
The
quake at Santa Rosa should have told you
all you need to know. It was inland from
the San Andreas and is simply more of the
same tactics as in Southern California.
The intermittent eruptions of volcanoes
such as Spurr (Alaska) are indications of
continued bombardment.
Out of the Philippines will come the
hope and assistance to God’s troops and
therefore is the reason for continued
Pinatubo activity. God will prevail, it simply takes awhile to arrange the mechanism
for transfer and receiving.
Clean your
houses while you are able, friends.
By the way, the whole of California and
inland a thousand miles is still trembling
like a ship at sea as the breakpoints weaken.
The symptoms to the bodies physical are
under assault by viruses and other substances that distract you from your symptoms of dizziness, instability and inner eargastrointestinal ‘seasickness”.
The evidence must point to physical ailments lest
you notice the motion under your feet.
California is ONLY an example for the
entire globe is under attack in one way or
another to bring about the depopulation
mandated, by the year 1998-99. By year
2000 the ULTIMATEWORLD ORDER plans
to have a working society with no more
than 550 million people.
The “rulers” are prepared with supplies which will last them until enough of
the lands recover to again support that
many physical beings. But, things will
continue to go wrong in the “movement”
and we shall see. God wins-it is HOW HE
wins that becomes most interesting. IT
WILL NOT BE THROUGH FORCE NOR
BREAKING OF HIS LAWS FOR THOSE
WHO ARE OF GOD WILL REMEMBER
AND THE MIND IS MIGHTIER THAN THE
SWORD. FIRST YOU MUST BECOME INFORMED. THAT IS OUR PURPOSE AT
THIS TIME-NOT TO SNATCH UP NOR
SAVE YOU FROM YOURSELVES. IF YOU
WANT TO SAVE YOURSELVES IN THE
PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE, ALONG WITH
YOUR GLOBE-YOU WILL WAKE UP AND
GET BUSY IN THE WAYS OF GODTHROUGH THE SPIRITUAL POWER WITH
WHICH YOU WERE GIVEN CREATION.

The hurricane Bonnie served her purpose and will be moved off into northern
waters without further notice. There are
others forming which will serve as the next
“either/or”.
Note that the hour the shuttle was
returned to base WITHOUT launching the
satellite system intended to interconnect
with “launched” rocket payloads, the storm
began to weaken.
Everything tried last
week could be called a failure because the
hornets and frogs were nothing but silly
cover to tax your intelligence and insult
you-the-payors.
The major intent was for
Japanese benefit but that, too, failed to
materialize. You STILL DO NOT have much
going in “space”. You can still do a lot of
damage from within grids inside your atmosphere but you are in a REAL deficit
position as regards overall power.
Why? Because it will never be allowed
that your global squabbles reach out into
the cosmos. The facts are that ones from
your own place have control in the arena
which contains you. These are human
physical beings who are simply a long way
ahead of the would be world rulers.
Why doesn’t the “Command” step in
and let your toys work? Because you are
the forefront nation now bringing the world
into slavery. The United States of America
as it has become has pulled away from
every thing Godly, including the dumping
of your Constitution, even to setting up a
required religion under the requirements
of the Talmud. This is PUBLIC LAW 10214. I suggest you either get the tapeswhich
I will make this day-and/or-get
the writings regarding same on page 15 of last
week’s L~l3l?ATQR.
This became law on
March 20, 1991-wiping
out freedom of
religion. It simply hasn’t been brought
down on you. You are moving into the
“rules and regulations” by your accepted
actions. You are being comnletely stripped
of your spiritual conncttions with God
Creator, thus lilmiting yrjur experience and
existence to the PHYS!CAI.. STATE. That
state of being only lasts :r, its cycles on
physical dmension
so:..:- averaged 75
years, In the scheme ot iatfinity, that is a
rn;-r-tz
yyy-tllnk, if that m?:c’I!I However, in
tl :c gt~>sical c*;:tranmerrt also resides the
&jA’h~q
‘;hlnks so is that
;rLl’ptir-fi
. .$p>;:
,* !~r gsmsb
?.ifi, You +.,u4not rise higher in knowing
RANDY WEAVER UPDATE
$1!:‘I’ t:re C’CJII~OUS‘being is trapped in
nlry::t.:;j;. pp-i;~~j~~j.. .$o. b-e it, _ 1_. __^
*, __.__Iam r.e.missfor,not.c.a&hingy~uupmid~

week but our load is tremendous and time
waits not for any man.
Randy has been indicted and charged
with heinous assaults against Federal
agent-which brings alife sentence to prison
or DEATH. He was disallowed bail, much
less, “fair” bail as demanded by the Constitution. What has transpired since is not in
my attention at the moment of writing. The
children are placed in “mental institution” to
reprogram their thinking. Indeed, this is
what your nation has become-God will help
you to %ee”, HEwill not attend this FOR you.
[See also p. 33 for important information.]
AS TO OUR AUTHENTICITY
I herein respond to D.E. Jones. I would
appreciate it if you would come from under
the bushel, sir, and share with us that
which you are being given. You are given
this insight to assist in opening the eyes of
your brothers in a format which they WANT
to believe. The prophecies are now in the
fulfilling and the meanings of the puzzles
are coming forth. YOU cannot know of the
importance of that which you are gifted to
‘see” as well as that which simply comes
into your attention.
For you who want to unravel more of the
puzzles of, say, Nostradamus-read
or listen on. Thus far only small fragments have
been identified and correctly displayed. I
chuckle as to that which is presented as
“truth” in presentation, from Cheetham to
Cannon.
Some is valid-most
is total
drivel.
Indeed, D.E.J., Nostradamus surely DID
SPEAK OF BOTH THE COMMAND AND
THE PHOENIX. Thank you for sharing
insight and just clear your spaces a bit
more completely and great and wondrous
insights will be given into your care. You
have some interesting energy forms working you over and I can only suggest you rise
beyond them for your insight is good and,
‘yet, the information is so important that
you will be blasted by the adversary at
EVERY TURN.
I would like to share a portion of the
correspondence received from D. E. Jones.
(D.E.J.). Would you find it interesting to
note that my scribe’s initials are the same
as is the surname?
Ah, indeed, some
coincidences are more interesting than are
others. Her name was “Jones”, her birth
labels Doris Eloise. Birthed in the realm of
the Eagle in the accepted sign of Scorpio.
These are simply “signs” to give you clues
along your own pathways.
QUOTE:
CENTURY VIII:27 (Nostradamus)
. . . .The original French is:
“La voie auxelle, l’une sur
l’autre fornix,
Du muv deser horn-&brave - - -

.,
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et gene?,
L’ecrit d’Emperpeur le fenix
Vu a’celui ce qu’a nul autre
n’est.”
Nostradamus spoke of the “Commander
of the Phoenix”.
“The road of the soldiers of
the One, certain the other
(Hatonn, et. al.), isoftheVault.
(It meant Heaven then.) Due
to the moving desert, saving
the brave and the gorse. The
writing of the Commander of
the Phoenix, Observed by the
One. Those whom are hopeless are not.”
. . ..It is not hard, just very tedious because I use the Old French, not anyone’s
interpretation, but from the true quatrains
in Old French to translate and go from
there. I send this because I was so disgusted at P.C. letter. . . . . I knowwhat Hatonn
writes is Truth. (I ain’t crazy about it, but
I do know it is the Truth.)

FOUND: FAMILY TOMB OF PRIEST
WHO TRIED ‘JESUS”
New York i%nes News Service:
Israeli archaeologists have discov.ered [H: And I’%tilP have THAT bridge
for sale.] the family tomb of Caiaphas, the
Jewish high priest who presided at the trial
of Jesus and delivered him to the Romans
to be crucified.
Buried in an ancient cave on the
outskirts of Jerusalem, the family’s bones
were sealed in ornate and elaborately carved
ossuaries, ceremonial boxes used widely
by the Jews of the late first century. [H:

solidly into the Zionist movement and simply collecting more and more of your willing
contributions to pay for your own death
squad-” they” won’t even give you a ‘funeral”, you know.
History also will prove that what is given
in AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL is absolutely true. Even Mr.
Nostradamus
documented
that Esu
Immanuel did not die on the cross. (There
is proof of this and yet, had you been given
simple English by one, Nostradamus, HE
WOULD HAVE BEEN BURNED AT THE
STAKE FOR HERESY.)
Some of you continually write that I,
Hatonn, should 4. ..get with the program
and do a little show and tell”. It is not ‘I”
nor ‘we” who had best ‘get with the
program”, friends.
May you walk this day in greater understanding and with more insight so that you
find your way in TRUTH and gain freedom
from the lies.

How is it that the Israelis seem to “find”
and get “control”
of EVERYTHING
ABOUT YOUR RELIGIONS? How, too, is
it that the term “JEW” is so widely used
in descriptive information.
Could it be
that the assault on Southern Iraq is to
continue to keep the Sugaring information buried away from your searching
eyes? Better begin to read the informa9122192 #3
HATONN
tion such as the Dead Sea Scrolls with a
[H: Referring to the fust paragraph
more perceptive eye to detail-for
you
As we sat to dictate I perceived a need to
are being fed bunches and bunches of
(in French):]
write
longer instead. I have asked Dalene
. ..much was phonetically spelled then! lies piled upon lies.]

One of the rules of Nostradamus’games.
It
is from the book by Edgar Leoni, done in
the early forties. He kept the Old French
pure, (God Bless him for that). This is from
over a decade of research, not hocus pocus
speak to spooks. (Ones that lie too).
‘Emperor”in Latin meanscommander
or general, to capitalize the word was a sign
of respect. I will not bore you with all the
details of Old French, Latin or Greek, but
essentially, those strong enough to keep
their faith, one that must be greater than
Faith, will be saved. The meaning is very
clear, but then I have spent a decade at it.
No, I’ve never offered them up to anyone
,else-for my own reasons. All too soon,
those who mock will be, u, . .gnashing their
teeth,” and many will be no more than Hot
ashes on the winds.
I will say that things will begin to really
get ugly in late 1993 and just get much,
much worse.. . . .
END OF QUOTING AND PLEASE, D.E.,
KNOW THAT I KNOW THAT I HAVE RESTRUCTURED THE UTILIZED SEQUENCE
OF YOUR LETTER IN STATING THE
FRENCH FIRST. THANK YOU FOR SHARINGAND FORYOURSUPPORT-PERHAPS
IT IS TIME, SON, TO PUT THESE THINGS
TO PRINT THAT YOUR BROTHER MIGHT
BETTER SEE HIS PLIGHT. I WOULD WILLINGLY UTILIZETHIS FORMAT FOR YOUR
SHARING, BUT IT IS PERHAPS “TIME”.
NEXT QUOTE:
From S.Y. in West Palm Beach from the
newspaper on or about g/20/92:
a

BO

GRITZ’ PLATFORM
CONSTITUTION

,I . .-.-

IS THE
.

Archaeologists say no comparable
evidence exists for the remains ofany other
such major figure mentioned in the New
Testament.
After 2,000 years,’ the presence of
Caiaphas’ bones in the tomb cannot be
verified. But the age of the bones, the
inscriptions on the ossuaries and the artifacts that surrounded them all point directly toward his influential family.
One of history’s most reviled and
enigmatic men, Caiaphas has often been
portrayed byhistoriansasmalevolent,
mad
for power and blindly eager to please Pontius
Pilate, the Roman governor.
Academic debates about Caiaphas’
role in condemning Jesus and his desire to
please the Romans have raged for nearly
2,000 years. [H: And all the raging didn’t
make a bit of W” truth.]

Some historians contend that he
played only a minor historical role; others,
supported largely by the Gospels, suggest
that without the decision .by Caiaphas,
Jesus would surely have lived.
Like many such discoveries, this one
came by accident, when workers widening
aroad in Jerusalem’s Peace Forest in 1990
stumbled across an unusually large burial
site.
Although it has been nearly two years
since the site was uncovered, researchers
have taken until now to assure themselves
through the . . . . . . . . . . . [H: And, thus and so it
goes.]
[END GF QUOTING.]
You are getting into deeper and deeper
yogurt every day, chelas, as you accept all
this propaganda piled upon you. Most of
the Evangelical .preachers on the TV are

to handle the tapes on these subjects of
Public Law 102-14 and The ultimate
World O&er (through the information in
The Jewish Utopia) as “regular meeting”
tapes [to be listed in 7’zZ?f!!%‘O%.Z)
advertisement when done]. It is such important
information that I do not know another way
to make sure it is digested. Dalene balks a
bit as I understand some of you have
indicated that written material not be considered ‘meeting tapes”. I shall study the
circumstances and then decide toward the
We will have a rather large
weekend.
meeting dealing with the Constitutional
Law Center and hopefully some extremely
This will be a
important participants.
selected “business” meeting regarding approaches to common law integration. It
cannot be opened to the public for we have
no space available for such so it will have
to be put to tape even for those in the local
community. My intent is NOT to burden
you with expenses of having to get tapes
but I know no other way to reach you with
information other than to make it available
in this format. Further, the information is
so timely that waiting for ordering of the tapes
is not acceptable either. We need to worka bit
on integrating ability to purchase tapes
through I3& %‘m
on THE LIBERATOR’s
credit machine ifthat is nowvalid so that calls
for tapes can be accepted instead of the
waiting period. I believe that could be worked
out somewayshall ask someone to look
into the matter in exchange for some other
type of service in equity. If I had time
_ - and
space I would put it onto the telephone
“Hotline”-1 consider it that important.
It is hard to offer such information for
ones do not read or listen far enough into the
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body of the information to glean intent from
the offerings. Immediately, according to your
training, you shout bigotry, anti-Semite and
I won’t listen further. Chelas, ifyou refuse to
“hear”, howcanyou everdiscern truth?-for
you negate through the refusal the ability to
gather enough information upon which to
base any reasoning conclusions. It is your
choice to turn down the evidence if, after you
receive all, you still cannot find balance from
that which is given. But I plead with you to
not cut your own throat with the razor placed
in your hands by your enemy claiming to be
your guides, friends and “leaders” of authorily.

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
hearts open, please brothers, for there will be
even greater need for your discernment and
action AFTERthe fresco than now. Thingsare
happening so quickly now that you are apt to
get completely lost in the fogwhichwill be put
down around you.
YUGOSLAVIA

What you are watching in the area recognized as Yugoslavia is the typical “ethnic
cleansing’ program of massacre and looting
engaged in by the Serbs following EXACTLY
the patterns established by Israel in its ?var
ofindependence”. You see, “if” another does
same it is called ugenocide”and “holocaust”HENRY KISSINGER AND
if Israel is behind the action it is called
OTHER LIARS
martyrdom and ethnic cleansing. Keep your
head in the sand-bucket and you wont need
to
cover the part remaining exposed, much
Ifyou can stomach what is being given in
regards to your POWs and MIAs through the longer.
mouths of the liars and murderers, then you
The barbaric murder-and-plunder onare in serious trouble. There have been ones slaught of Communist-led Serbian militias
in the past days who proclaim the proof of against other nationalities of the former
men left behind in the Southeastern Asian Yugoslav federation resembles nothing so
Wars. Today HENRY KISSINGER sits as much as the terror campaign waged by Zionauthority and lies through his teeth as he ist guerrillas in 1948-49 to ‘cleanseA Palessays no men were “knowingly” left and ifthey tinian Moslems and Christians ‘from their
were (which of course there were) it’was the ancient lands”-how quickly a world forgets
fault of the evil enemy and Congress and you- if the liars tell their lies big enough, loud
the-people who insisted on ending negotia- enough and in enough confusion.
tions to end the war. He is blamingYOU for
This is now the consensus among policy
the loss of your own fathers and husbands, analysts and historians who have been r-esons, friends and comrades. “Knowingly”? viewing newly released documentation indiMy goodness, beloved ones, there were al- catingthat Israeli forcescarved out astate for
most 400 men left standing on the tarmac themselves by inflicting widespread atrociwhen the last planes departed Hanoi. They ties, rape, looting and massacres on the
were not picked up so where are they?? He is civilian population in their way. THIS IS NOT
giving all sorts of last ditch cover-ups in OF GOD OF LIGHT-THIS
IS TALMUDIC
treachery such as, “rhey were shot down in HORRORBASEDONTHEULTIMATEPLAN
cold blood as they parachuted to the ground FOR GLOBAL ORDER.
in that awful, cruel place,” and “rhey were
This information has been made public
bombed without mercy by those evil enemies recently, by independent Israeli historians,
and the administration did all it could to save and has provided confirmation of the piothem.”
neeringreseamh compiled by respected scholIt becomes more imperative to finish the ars and observers at the United Nations.
written document so you can better label the
From eyewitness accounts and contem“players” than to put it to tape today, so here porary documents the steps have been reweare againa.ndIdo thankyou, Dharma, for traced and out comes the proof of longdoubling up on the work today. The players suppressed ‘war crimes, crimes against huare becoming known by their “works” now, manity and genocide” committed by Israeli
chelas, so please pay close attention to the militias in their drive to leave key regions of
descriptions so that you can see the bound- Palestine “cleansed” of its historic settlers.
Among them:
ers among you.
Israel “violated the territorial integrity of
Palestine and.occupied 80 percent thereof’.
PEROT AGAIN!
By “violence and massacre”, Israeliforces
I am again petitioned for update on Perot. expelled more than 800,000 Palestinian ArIt is exactly what it appears to be. Of course abs from the native land of their families and
he will “run”-it was never planned other- forefathers.
Israeli forces “looted, pillaged and plunwise. It was good strategy and it has worked
so far. It also keeps truth fi-om entering dered” 95 percent of the houses, apartments
through the pearly gates of the White House and commercial buildings, as well as “the
in the form of a patriot. I have compassion for machinery, furniture, merchandise and all
you who seek to do that which is for your worldly possessions of the Palestinian Arabs
brother and your nation-1 hope it does not in 80 percent of Palestine.” *
Fearful that the civilized world would
have to turn from compassion to “pity” for
the blunders about to be made. Eyes and recoil-and withdraw itsrecognition-froma

new state created by such brutal and lawless
means, Israel ordered all records and documents of its conquest in Palestine sealed for
40 years. (Sound familiar?)
The massacres have now been verifledhundreds of them now-after those forty
years of silence. At least 580 civilians were
methodically slain in Doueimah alone. This
testimony has been suppressed for these four
decades but it now is being proven by the
corpsesre mainin~withcrushed
skulls, etc.
From almost every long-suppressed report in the Israeli army’s archives about the
occupation of Arab villages, there comes the
smell of massacre. Even the ones, Shamir,
Sharon and Rabin were actual “hit men” in
thestemgangwhokilledeven U.N. representative+-themselves, with their own hands
on the gun and finger pulling the triggers.
The records reveal a pattern of deliberately inflicted Israeli terror designed to cause
flight so that regions of Palestine would be
‘cleansed’ of Arabs.
Littlewonder,chelas,thatafterretainAssociates
as a WratePJc
in the 19SOs, the hard-line Serb
Communistleadershipdecidedtoseizeall
of the former Yugoslavia’s ethnic regions
bv replicaIsrael*s genocidal conquest
of Palestine. This is now comiug forth
directly fkom veteran UN observers.
As a former Rockefeller house scholar,
White House consultant and finally as
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger and
Acting Secretary
of State Lawrence
weburger
led the way in cuvering up
terrorism and looting that gained statehood for Israel. They could assure the
Serbian leadership that Kissinger Associates knew how to wipe the public record
clean of such atrocious crimes.
All we can do is continue, even if you
become bored and object, to bring you
TRUTH and hope that you will see and
hear.

inrr wa
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UN TROOPS ALL OVER USA
It is far more serious than presented to you
ones. Indeed there is massing of U.N. troops
by the thousands, in Michigan as stated, and
in other places as well. Remember the Japanese in “blue hats” into California several
months ago? They are ALL STILLAT READY,
chelas. I remind you that great and horrendous things are going to come down on your
nation and your people.
Indeed, there are thousands (by the hundredsof - ) requested to move into your nation
to subdue the uprisingswhichare destined to
come. Theywere ordered up at the time of the
Weaver” incident in Idaho because there is
no intent of the patriots remaining in what is
left of your‘ military to SIT STILL for $he
takeover of your nation. YOU LITERALLY
STAND ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE EVE,
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OF REVOLUTIONAND YOU SEEM TO SEE IT
NOT EXCEPT AS THE DRUNKEN CHILD
WITHOUTABILITYTO FUNCTION.
As Commander of a mighty fleet at ready,
I seem to have no ability to cause you to see
or hear. I see you as another Sarajevo or
Sodom as the bombs burst upon your cities
and all the while the cry will go out, oh God,
how could you do this to us? You have denied
God and his Messengers sent to give you
insight-whatdoyou wantofusnow? Doyou
wish to come aboard the sleek ships which
you just an hour ago denied as reality? Ifyou
arc of God Creator in Truth-you are fme
wherever you are--if you are NOT then you
are not safe ANYWHERE! DO YOU UNDERSTAND? You are IN the trap whether or not
you want to believe it. The only thing in

question at this moment is, “What willyou do
about it?
The “leak” of information is somewhat of
a “trial balloon” even to the extent of seeing
what I will say and do about it. I have no
intention of doing anything or even saying
much more than I already have, about it. I
have told you there is massing of military
equipment of foreign origin all about your
nation-WHAT MORE DO YOU NEED? I
have given you drawings of facilities and
spots wherein the troops are actually stationed and given you pulse by pulse blasts
against your natural faults and against your
large man-made structures such as dams. I
can’t do more and I can’t tell you more-the
ENEMYIS AMONGYOU! 1fthisis”doomand
gloom” to your eyes and ears, I am sorry, for

Connections

it IS the way it IS.
The thing you might well remember also,
is that the “adversary” is an enemy of the
factions which wield the most lethal power on
yourglobe. As the”adversary” in the form of
this wondrous Mossad U.N. Bankster’s Ultimate World Order moves into action-I seriously DOUBT if the enemy in the
Cosmospheres are going to sit still while you
take his part of the world and HE IS GOING
TO GO AND BE WHERE THE ENEMY NOW
RESIDES IN GREATEST POWER-THE
GOOD OLD U.S. OF A.
Yes, Dharma, I think it is most appropriate to put thison the phone lin*ifyou make
it till tomorrow in functioning condition. The
days grow short =as you reach September”
salu.
and so does your Cosmic ‘clock”.

and Deceptions

To Ponder Carefullv
g/24/92
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ON THE POLITICAL SCENE
DECEPTION
I don’t want to go into the subject in
depth. Ijust want you to note what is going
on with hearings regarding POWs, Kissinger
involvements and other obvious things and,
then, note that Kissinger’s henchmen,
Eagleburger and Scowcroft, along with
William Clark are running your govemment and “doing” all the foreign affairs
and decisions. Bush is only allowed to act
on such stupid things as =family leave”
and other things which distract from facts
of what is going on.
Meanwhile-WHERE
IS BAKER? HE
IS SUPPOSED TO NOW BE RUNNING
THE BUSH CAMPAIGN, RIGHT?
Well,
for one thing he is having MEETINGS
UPON MEETINGS WITH ROSS PEROT!! I

American plates. It won’t be for much
longer, however.
Next, I ask that the article from News
Straits Times, Sept. 22, 1992, be printed. It
would seem to have little to do with anything presently going on in current importance. The incident in point occurred in
Malaysia and, unless you served in Vietnam, Korea or, or, you probably don’t even
know where it IS. The focus is around and
about Kuala Lumpur and obviously will be
lost. to most of the population.
Kuala
Lumpur is to the south of the Malay Peninsula and now the important landmark:
North of Singapore on the Western coast of
that land-mass. What do YOU think would
happen to SINGAPORE if a massive split
and dumping came across that Peninsula?
It would take out one of the last remaining massively important money networks in the WORLD.
Any “natural”-

appearing happenstance would HAVE to
guess I’ll just let you chew on that one and come across that area (of Kuala Lumpur) or
move on to some very important =connec- a bit north because that would be the
vortex area of the volcano which formed the
tions” you will have missed.
peninsula in the first place.
HEIGHTENING BOMBARDMENT
POUND STERLING
ON PACIFIC PLATE
POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS
Do any of you readers, not in financial
Please note that the continuing bom- circles, recognize the importance of Great
bardment on the San Andreas Fault line as Britain pulling the “pound” from the marit moves off-shore in California is causing kets-even briefly? Sharri, precious, can
swarms of quakes in the area which are you now see why I wanted you out of the
going unreported. This is a crucial point of intrigue of this money confusion? It would
“friction” between the Pacific and North seem that, whatever happens; thingswould

simply be transferred across the board into
new currency-but
alas that is not so. All
of the money hoopla is going along with
Global currency change, the European
Community, the U.S. elections and monetary collapse planned for October (as presented). The attack on Singapore is a direct
attempt to get the major point of transactions outside of Hong Kong shut down. It
is fully intended that all be in chaos before
even “thinking” about turning over Hong
Kong to China. China knows this and has
no intention of sitting still-even
if
Eagleburger and Clark spend the rest of
their natural lives in China.
Every effort was made to bring Taiwan
into the fold by lumping it, tradewise, in
with Korea (NORTH Korea). This would
seem totally remote from Singapore but it
is politically not distant at all. Singapore
(open banking) is attached to Thailand
which is then adjacent to Laos and Vietnam. Now go back and remember something we have already discussed: The docks,
etc., from the Philippine U.S. bases are
now established in Vietnam. Why would
this be do you suppose? Why also does all
this come at the same time as the investigations into POWs in your Congress? Oh,
indeed it IS all connected. The only problem you should have, if you have been
reading and studying your homework is
WHO is causing the bombardment on
places such as the Malay Peninsula.
The Bolshevik Khazarians which were
driven out of Russia moved to the U.S.,
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mostly, as well as continuing to control
Banking and business through steel-trap
enterprise and usury. The tentacles have
reached out through ones such as Kissinger
Associates and the Ruling Global Banksters
into parts of the Asian world where they are
NOT LIKED VERY MUCH. However, there
is now a stronghold of Bankster operations, with massive interrelated interests
with Israel going on all over the Asian
World. They are hated with a passion you
cannot believe in those areas. You as a
world, global-wise, are on the brink of
entering into a massive Third World War
which will likely be Nuclear War One-and
possibly, ‘Last”.
Now, if you go further back and read the
writings about the Falkland Islands invasion and things happening about that time
in history, you will find that there was a
massive encounter
going on between
Rockefeller interests and these Bolshevik
Zionist interests. It matters little except
that the Zionists always seem to win these
encounters under the guise of “something
else”. In this instance, the Rockefeller
brothers were simply taken out and replaced over a period of time-including
Nelson.
You will now HEAR, FROM HIS OWN
MOUTH, that Henry Kissinger awas a
Nelson Rockefeller man” and was actually’
campaigning AGAINST Nixon and Reagan;
etc. This doesn’t mean that he particularly
disliked the Republicans but, rather, that
it was intended that Nelson get IN. Actually, it wasn’t even planned that he get INonly appear to ‘get in”. IF you have
produced/created
.ALL the players in the
game+m both sides-you can hardly lose,
can you? Well, now you have Ross Perot
who is an avid friend of Rockefeller and
thus a friend of Bush.
But-t he
Bilderbergers
(Kissinger, et al,) have
=groomed” Clinton for the =job”.
What I am saying to you is that you
must go back and study your lessons as I
have given them to you and then you can
sort this out nicely. IT IS ALL A PART OF
THE ULTIMATE PLAN 2000 FOR GLOBAL
WORLD ORDER UNDER THE KHAZARIAN
ZIONISTS--according to the plan expressed
in Ihe Jewish utopia. ALL information is a
fabrication to deceive you the masses of
people, including those people who call
themselves =Jews” because they ‘think”
that is what they areyet,
ARE NOT.
The acting head of the Zionist movement in your immediate administration
representing the Mormon element of the
Zionists-is Brent Scowcroft. You will find
that Scowcroft (a Kissinger Associate) was
also completely entangled in the POW disaster in Southeast Asia. Eagleburger is
also a high ranking member of Kissinger
Associates and rubber-ducky,
William
Clark, now “Assistant Secretary of State”
and is in China making deals that will do
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you in as a nation.

It is not you-the- where there were several chemical plants
people that anyone of these so-called and oil storage depots which could be on
“adversaries of the Khazarian Zionist fire and few thought it could be a huge
Banksters” is against-it
is your infil- bomb blast.
trated elements which have come to
Checks with police and fire stations
dictate your government and already and hospitals in the Klang Valley failed to
have full control of you.
reveal what had happened.

So, what happened in Malaysia? We
will write it and then we will write about
Eagleburger and Scowcroft and others,
who set up a bank called “LBS” in New
York for the purpose of funneling weapons
money, etc., to Serbia (where Kissinger
Associates act as advisers to the war strategies). Ah, the tangled webs are tightly knit
but when they begin to unfold it will be
much as a ‘lockstitch” zipping apart if the
proper thread is pulled.
LOCATION OF BLAST CANNOT
BE TRACED!
QUOTING:
Deafening
blast
heard
in city,
Seremban: By K. Vijiyan and SuflYusoff.
KUALA LUMPUR, Mon. 22 Sept.- 1992:

Police and fire officials reported no
major disaster while hospitals also did not
have patients with injuries from such incidents.
Selangor Criminal Investigations
Department Director Assistant Commissioner Mohamed Ismail Yaman said police
were unable to source the blast but were
continuing their probe.
Checks with the Department of Civil
Aviation showed there were no plane
crashes nor any report of a sonic boom
from aircraft.
A Defense Ministry official said there
was a tattoo rehearsal at Stadium Merdeka
but no cannon was fired during lunchtime.
The Ministry said no explosion had
been reported at any of its army installations.
Quarries contacted said they usually carried out blasting with police help
around noon. They, too, could not locate
the source of the blast.
A company dealing in explosives in
Petaling Jaya said 95 percent of the quarries in the KIang Valley were using
‘emulite”, an emulsion explosive, for blasting operations.
“They only purchase 10 to 20 kg
daily and only five to 10 kg is used for each
blast.
‘It would take many tons of the
explosive to produce the effect felt today
and this is not possible as the authorities
are strict about how much is used by each
quarry.”
The official said he had also not
heard of any mishap at any of the quarries
today.

Police and fire officials are stumped
over 4 deafening blast heard across the city
as far as Seremban and Klang.
The blast, akin to a sonic boom
caused by supersonic aircraft breaking the
sound barrier, left housewives, office work;
ers and shopkeepers in jitters and wondering about its source.
Some offices and homes also reported that their windowpanes
were
smashed and cracks had appeared on their
walls. In some areas like Taman Tun Dr
Ismail, electricity supply was cut off.
Housewives left their homes, shopkeepers abandoned their premises and
office workers scurried for safety, believing
the blast was an earthquake.
This was pooh-poohed by the Meteorological Services Department (MSD).
A spokesman for the Department,
when contacted in Petaling Jaya, however,
[END 0~ QU~TINGJ
admitted that the blast was loud enough
for it to record a seismographical reading
You cannot know what goes on in the
registering a 56mm ground movement.
secret places. You don’t even know when
However, he said the department massive rockets are blasted off in your own
was unable to trace the solljtce of the nation or for what ‘real” reason they are
launched. You HAVE global involvement
ground movement.
He added that such a reading sug- in a well-orchestrated “PLAN” for world
gested a violent explosion which was defi- domination working right on schedule. It
nitely NOT caused by thunder or an earth- is time to get straight with God Creator
quake.
because the ‘adversary” is a long way out
The explosion occurred at 1:56 pm front of you and the intent is to suck you in
and lasted several seconds.
before you get that relationship with CreFire and police stations and newspa- ator sorted and your protection in place.
per offices in the Klang Valley were flooded
Now, let us move right on to the subject
with calls from curious and frightened of the scam scandal on its way regarding
people.
Scowcroft, Eagleburger and other top adSome said it was experimental blast- ministration figures and the LBS Bank in
ing work by the Defense Ministry or even New York City.
For the writeup which I will use, I recogexplosions ‘of its ammunitions depot in
Batu Arang, others pointed to Port Klang nize Spotlight and do believe it is the first in
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breaking the news of this to the public. I long-standing contacts among the Serbian
don’t wish to spend time sorting of it so leadership.
“For the relationship that
please accept this as valid information.
developed, built on payoffs, a bank is the
ideal instrument,” related the congresQUOTING:
sional prober.
LBS Bank was set up in New York
BUSHIES FINGERED IN SCAM
City as the wholly-owned subsidiary of
Ljubyanka Banka, Serbia’s second-largest
Top aides to Resident George Bush money center. Eagleburger took over as
have been implicated in sordid money- chairman of the board. Scowcroft served
laundering scandal. Exclusive by War- as adviser on behalf of Kissinger Associren Hough.
ates, where LBS Bank joined a list of blueActing Secretary of’ State Lawrence chip corporate clients.
Eagleburger as well as White House NaLBS Bank, backed by the Kissinger
tional Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft consortium,
soon developed profitable
face full-dress congressional hearings and European contacts. Among them was the
possible criminal indictments after the elec- Trans K.B. Corporation, a cash-rich Swiss
tion, congressional sources have reported. investment fund. Headed by two rising
[H: Realize, please, that this is election Swiss lawyers, Hans Kopp and his wife
politics but where there is this much Elizabeth, Trans K.B. was rumored to have
smoke and other similar incidents exist, considerable influence in Washington: Mrs.
it is valid. However, due to “timing” of Kopp, nee Ikle, was the niece of Fred Ikle,
“leaks” you can know it is being done one of the most powerful U.N. national
“now” for obvious political reasons.] A security bureaucrats of the 1980s.
An ally of Kissinger, Ikle served as
bank they set up and promoted in New
York City has been involved in laundering under secretary of defense for policy durnearly $2 billion in stolen funds.
ing both Reagan administrations, a post in
On the trail of covert cash transfers which he became known as a key supinvolving vast sums, Swiss authorities have porter of Israel’s interests.
uncovered links leading from major finanOne of the shared interests of the
cial institutions in Switzerland and Bul- United States and Israel at the time was to
garia to LBS Bank in New York City, an keep thp gulfwar between Iraq and Iran
international
money
center
where going, until both belligerents were exEagleburger served as chairman of the haunted. “It was an era of covert arms
sales, intelligence exchanges, and other
board in 1980-81.
LBS Bank was born of an intimate back-room dealson which the players made
relationship between Eagleburger and overnight fortunes,” says Swiss journalist
Scowcroft-who were serving, respectively, Ernst Boegli, a veteran investigative reas president and vice chairman of Kissinger porter. “Trans K.B., the fmancial firm of
Associates at the time-and Serbia’s Com- the well-connected Kopps, had all the right
munist leaders, congressional investiga- tie-ins to make a killing in the murky
market.”
tors say.
It did just that, Swiss law enforce‘In simple terms, the Serbians were
looking to buy influence in the United ment sources now say. In 198 1, the Iraqi
States; Eagleburger and Scowcroft were government chose Elizabeth Ikle (Kopp’s
selling it ,p explained a veteran House firm) as the confidential transfer agent for
prober, who has given trustworthy infor- $2 billion, intended to pay for the purchase
Italian
mation for nearly a decade, asking only not ofninehigh-speedgunboatsfrom
to be quoted by name. jH: Note that it is tiPyards*
What happened next is still under
not an “accident” that one, Panich,
goes to %an” Yugoslavia just when he investigation, U.S. probers say. What is
was needed by these turkeys. That very known is that:
l Iraq never got its warships;
man is a wealthy attachment to the San
Luis Obispo Connection and the connecl $1.84
billion of the cash intended
to pay for them vanish&, and
tion might as well be DIRECTLY placed.]
* Earlier this year, Hans Kopp was
convicted of fraud and related ofHIGH-FLYING CAREERS
‘
fenses in aSwiss court for his part in
the Trans K.B. affair.
‘Both men had built high-flying careers in the Washington national security
SOUNDPROOF COVER-UP
bureaucracy as proteges of former SecreWhen
tary of State Henry Kissinger.
At the time Kopp was found guilty,
Kissinger decided to cash in on his worldwide contacts, he set up Kissinger Associ- his wife Elizabeth Ikle had already lost her
ates, a high-priced consulting firm in New post as Switzerland’s first female minister
YorkCity. Eagleburger and Scowcroftjoined of police and justice in the wake of another
money-laundering scandal. (H: I wrote
his firm shortly.”
Moreover, the two bureaucrats had about
__ _ -- this
____ incident
_ _~~ long asro so can onlv-
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ask that you review

that information for
I do not wish to go into it at this writing
in more detail than is given herein.]

“The Kopps have been linked to some of the
biggest financial scandals of the 198Os,”
says Boegli.
“But apparently because a number
of other influential players, including the
U.S. Defense Department and the CIA, are
also implicated in the clandestine transactions, a soundproof cover-up was lowered
over the entire billion-dollar mess.”
Privately, however, Swiss authorities warned the U.S. government that one
of the money laundries linked to the disappearance of the Iraqi government’s billions
lost in the Trans K.B. affair was the LBS
Bank.
This was the mysterious New York
clearing
house operated
jointly
by
Eagleburger, the Serbian government
and the dealmaking
firm of Henry
Kissinger-Red
Me’s long time ally in
the Washington national security bnreaucracy.

Congressional investigators are pawing the ground to get at this scandal, House
staffers have told the Spotlight.
‘Just look at the setup,, says one
veteran prober. UUnder ked Ikle, the
Pentagon adopts the policy of covert
support for Iraq’s war machine; so does
Israel. Soon afterward, Elizabeth Ikle
Kopp’s Swiss investment firm receives
an eye-popping $2 billion cash transfer
from Iraq for discreet military purchases
in Europe. The money--and $2 billion is
a staggering lot of dough-appears
into a dependable money laundry.”

LBS Bank, U.S. law enforcement
sources say, was just such a well-established transatlantic cash cleaner. In 1982,
it was indicted and eventually convicted on
money laundering charges in a different
case. But that affair was also smothered in
a high-level cover-up; Eagleburger was allowed to resign from LBS Bank’s board
without public censure, and soon he rejoined the Washington power elite as the
new Bush administration’s deputy secretary of state, the second in command of the
U.S. Foreign Service.
Scowcroft
followed
him from
Kissinger Associates into the White House,
where he has reigned ever since as head of
the powerful National Security Council.
The bitter price of this blatant highlevel corruption was paid by the former
Yugoslavia’s ethnic minorities. Linked to
the murderous
Serb leader Slobodan
Milosevic
through
the LBS Bank,
Eagleburger was in no position to rally U.S.
influence against the mounting genocide
launched in Croatia and Bosnia by the
militias of Milosevic.
“What began as a typical Kissinger
and Associates scam for a few million dollars ended up. as a bloodbath of innocent
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Salt Lake when she passed a man walking
on the street. She felt compelled to stop
and take him in. He came into the car and
as they drove along.he told her he was to
[END dF QUOTING.]
tell everyone to prepare with emergency
gear and foods for within the next 30 days
g/24/92 #2
HATONN
would come horrendous things. He then
In the interest ofcurrent, tq the minute, asked to be let out. She stopped and let
updates on urgent and important happen- him out of the car and then pulled away
ings of immediate alert, I shall write on that from the curb only to look back and note
which is going on this day. I ask that the that there was NO SIGN OF THE MAN IN
information given last evening as to influx POINT. She was so shaken that she drove
of UN troops into Michigan be the lead-off
for the phone message. However, it must
be updated now to state that in Michigan
there are now confirmed UN insignia-bearing, black uniformed troops moving door to
door in selected areas (to be given at later
update when information arrives), entering dwellings and businesses
without
knocking and confiscating firearms, communications equipment and ESPECIALLY,
J
If this seems like a
SURPLUS FOOD.
nightmare in happening-it
is. It was
g/25/92 Wl
HATONN
projected to you to begin in August by
several sources. As long as you can get
As we sit to work this day the sadness
news by regular means, I shall refrain from
lays heavy on the heart for it seems that
comment.
Ones of the “Special Forces” are noti- ALL is somehow “betrayal”. No, friends, it
fied as is the Gritz organization so if you is NOT. Finding TRUTH is most wondrous
have nothing to add to the information indeed for as you find TRUTH you come up
first-hand, please do not tie up their phone from that which is false into the light of
lines.
seeing. Betrayal is painful because it is
There are now some 300,000 troops usually by one(s) you thought to be loyal in
You
headed toward New Mexico with tanks and friendship, duty and brotherhood.
heavy armored equipment. There are gun- must understand that for long it has been
boats in the Gulf of Mexico and this is that perceptions are one sided, most often,
causing inquiries from all over the map as as to “friendship” for the “norm” is now to
gain for self at another’s expense and to do
to “just what is taking place”.
Ones are now personally seeing influx so requires the pretense of loyalty and
of troop carriers in large numbers entering friendship. To actually betray you must
often ones “pretend” to
the Luke Air Force Base and area north- first belong-and
belong so as to be included and trusted
west of Phoenix.
Is this valid?
Valid enough to pay with thine property, including your love
attention for it is indeed most serious. It is and own friendship.
Remember that even though the one
“take-over” time and you have slept too
long, it would seem.
If these are but betrayed feels the treason sharply-it is
planted rumors, it will surface and I will the traitor who stands in worse case of woe
only tell you what is being given through for he becomes totally without friend in the
This is because of cause and
the “networks” to protect my people and ending.
keep information flowing as well as pos- effect-that which is senfiforth will always
sible. May you ask God in to walk and sit return in kind unto the sender and when
with you in these days for the time is at the return hits, it is undoing indeed.
There is always talk of betraying one’s
hand and your buckler and shielding shall
country or lover, spouse or nation-but
come from Lighted Source.
this is not the ultimate betrayal for there
must always be a moral bond first. All a
A STORY FROM SALT LAKE
man can actually betray is his conscience
A lady called to give the following story and for that betrayal the cup returned is
of two days past-in Salt Lake City, Utah. most bitter.
As we write of things which are so
George Green was on the Sam Russell
radio show and this lady heard it and painful as to cause denial of possibilities, it
therefore had a number to call to share this is not easy to allow passage of new perceptions for betrayal following trust is devasinformation.
She said that she was NEVER given to tating to the emotional stability. Nothing
pick up hitchhikers under any circum- hurts more acutely than betrayal of race,
stances but on the day before yesterday creed or nation for those things reach
she was driving on South State Street in beyond the mere self-inflicted belief sysMoslems and other minorities,” concluded
Boegli.

Meditation

on about a block or so and, seeing a police
officer, she pulled over and told him of the
incident, being totally “undone”. The offlcer simply said: “Lady, you are the eighth
one today! I do not know what to make of
it.”
The messengers are at hand, chelas,
will you not see or hear? We cry out to you
and plead with you to hear and you turn
your eyes away and hear not. THE TIME IS
AT HAND TO HEAR FOR GOD IS CALLING
OUT UNTO HIS OWN.

On The

Betraval Of Truth
terns of the singular individual or narrow
perceptions of groups.
I know that to
uncover these truths, again, is painful and
will be denied for some simply cannot
accept that they have been sorely dupedeven though you KNOW that what we
have given unto you is TRUTH!

We are told to STOP or we shall be
destroyed, discounted and our workers
shall reap a barren harvest. NO, we shall
not stop bringing TRUTH unto you for you
cannot destroy TRUTH-you can only cover
it, deny it and/or bury it. Itwill always come
forth into the light again at some point in
the passage of experience. TRUTH is all
that will last into the eons of infinity for3
is of spirit and spirit is infinite.
You can refuse to read the material,
hear the facts presented, deny and have
great television programs to effort to prove
that which we bring is false-you can even
have Larry King Liue on CNN on the same
night Ross Perot is made a great spectacle
of “surprise” at his running again-but it
will change nothing. Do you see? It will
change nothing!

GO WITH GOD
The world has been duped in mass and
now the penalty phase of allowing it to
happen is rested upon you-the-people. The
worst part that our people have is that ones
wish to start some “new” something or
other and account us with “followers”. No,
go with GOD, do not trouble yourselves
with E.T.s and who-dunnits.
GOD IS
WHAT IS IN POINT HERE-YOUR
RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD!

The subject continually comes up as to
names and readings and great scriptures
presented as if the mere presentation somehow is the miracle. No, call God what you
wish., call the “son” Christed that which

.
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you wish for it matters not what label you

place upon ‘a “thing”-it
is thine heart
TRUTH and intent which is heard by Spirit.
You are judged in spirit by spirit-things of
flesh are but actions which may or may not
Every
present what thine spirit holds.
“language” of the planets and cosmos will
call God by a differing chant or tone-evil
will likewise take the labels for confusion
and deceit-it matters not. If you call God
“Devil” and your intent is Godly and summons God of Light, it will be God who will

attend for God is within and can only check
that which is given in intent in the secret
places of intent.

This is fully known by the “Adversa@
and his henchmen-this
is WHY the lies
instead of TRUTH. Lies will manipulate
you, TR’UTH gives you freedom and freedom is of GOD. When you learn this great

lesson you will be ready for graduation-

GOD IS TRUTH-EVIL ADVERSARY IS LIE.
Even when THE TRUTH is told by the

adversary
confusion

it is given in such a way that
can be the only accepted out-

come-for
it is the nature of the beast of
physical presentation.
‘The tencommandmentsaremostlyfalse
TRUTH rs THAT WHICH
presentation.
RESIDES WITHIN IN KNOWING GOD’S
LAWS. You can tell by the way the Commandments weregiven that theywere tampered with by men who wanted power and
goods of physical claim. Your books have
been twisted and the lessons “voted in or
outA at the whims of the ruling and controlingmasters of the “game”. Get yourself RIGHT with GOD in TRUTH of HIS
LAWS and the rest will take care of itself for
if you will only accept TRUTH you will
KNOW the guidelines for ALL discernment.
~youcovetQnothetmQn~swyeQnd
bedfm-itissimplywmtg.
1y WQS
wmngbcouetherforth&is~usV'Qnd
qu&’
tS- of the JZesh onLy. WVE mquirw NoTHIN
OF THE PwpIsIcAG--IT
IS PURELY SPIRITUAL.
ExpmGions
of
Low or hate am all that can be physiCQt@
acted out
Bbther,
them am
Qcffol~s short of physiccrl encounter
which Mica*
intent of emotions in
deception-but
it remains ti
~&ions
and deceiuings of secti
encounters
-whichW@dgedl
What w
do in the
*cZa+m#
ot in Qn efloort b be undiscovered is that whfch Is alntent? hnd
ftWQSU?WS

the

Q&On.

Morremr, if thine chUdmn z&bress
ULe su&titfzqe you b=
trunsgmssed
upon them Q&O for they ftuLst expertenee the qie" and they ctzn only be
taught to Qct Likewise or be in feeZings
of %etmgtx1?
Peoplejindotherpeople
whof?ll needsof
spirit but those needs can begifted inpurity
ofactioninZovingftiendshipthatonZyGWE3
unto another greater support and LOVING
ftiendshipwhereinallattachmentscanben-

efit in open sharing ofrelationships

instead
efforted at the
hiding. Fonder it carefully.
God allows,
chelas, soitis alwaysup td you. It is not your
mission to judge another, either, but ye do
not sanction or aid and abet such actions for
the betrayed are too pained already without
assistance of others unto the betrayer.
Ones must, however, recognize that the
betrayal of origin was not usually what
“appeared” to be the deciding action. The
betrayalis mostoflen long ago committed in
emotional con.ict-aZlowingfor
outside influences to intrude. This usually comes in
the form of sympathy, tinderstanding and
lack of responsibility to the circumstanceonly the need to listen or interact in some
wayphysically or emotionally. Theproblem
rests still with the original interchange persons. This is why uaffairs” are so prevalent. Most couples in an affair could not last
in marriage with responsibility six weeks for
if the problems of the persons involved are
mtsoZvedthentheywiZZonZypnesentin
patif
show and tiZZ when bound by
the some set ofci=mStances
us origina11y displayed.

of clandestine encounters

and bring hope unto the Spirit
so that the gifts can be received. Salu.

physical

* * *

FOR THOSE WISHING TO HELP RANDY
WEAVER’S FAMILY, you MAY SEND YOUR

DONATIONSDIRECTLYTO:

Weaver Children’s Trust Fund
c/o: Deep Creek Resort
Route 4 Box 628
Bonners Ferry, ID 83085
***

Would you like to know what really happenedon
that mountain in Idaho? The Bo G&z-affiliated
“We The People Commitiee” now has available
the 110 minute video titled: Fire On 7%eMountain,
for $25 (money orders, prefe&ly

Weaver Children’s Trust Fund. To order:

FireOn The Mountain

We The People Committee
11910-C Meridian E, #142
Puyallup, WA 98373

Randy. Weaver
Update
#l

HATONN

SHARING WITH RANDY WEAVER
AND KEVIN HARRIS
Our beloved Laurie and family received a beautiful letter from Randy
Weaverinappreciation
forhercontinuing loving letters. He asks that ones
also write to Kevin Harmiswho is at the
same address for Randy says he needs
encouragement.

Remember what
said to his-disciples:
gry ye fed nie; when
ished me; and when

your ‘TEACHER”
*When I was hunI was sick ye nourI was in prison ye

visited me.” They then proclaimed

that

they had never done such unto Him and
He replied: ‘When ye have done it unto
the least of Mine-so
have ye done it
unto Me!” Hold these ones in Love for
the pain of loss is so great upon them
and onlyYOU ONES can set them free for
they can do NOTHING for selves.
Randy also says that his children are
doing well on “Grandpa’s farmn. They

need your support and love as well. They
are at Rt. 5 Box 199, Ft. Dodge,

50501.

Iowa

postal, or ash

only please). $5 of this fee will go directlyto the

C/O:

g/25/92
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Patriots in jail often feel isolated, alone
and out of touch with the great causes
they have set into motion. Randy 86Kevin
have paid dearly for the Idaho Standoffi Please send an encouraging letter of
support to:

Randy Weaver & Kevin Harris
Boise County Jail
7200 Barrister Drive
Boise, Idaho 83704
_

..

WY

WEAVER UPDATE
(9/28/92,5PM)

The indictments against Kevin Harris and
Randy Weaver were handed down on Septem-

ber 16. B&thKevin Harris and Randy Weaver
are charged with assault with a deadly
weapon* Haiiis is also charged with first

degree murder of Marshal William A. Degan.
Randy Weaver is also charged with aiding and

abetting Kevin Harris.
The trial is scheduled in Boise, Idaho on
October 26.

Thank you for these might well The Weaver children (girls) are not charged
be your own children in these days of with anything [. . .yet]. They are currently in
darkness upon your place., I can attend good health and care in Iowa, as explained at
the Spirit-ye

ones

must

attend

the left*

.

-- PHtiENIXLIBERATOR
STAFF

-
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Look Between The Lines
As Things Come Together
9126192 #1

HATONN

LOOK AGAIN
As we gather thought for today’s writings I would ask that you see between the
lines as things are coming together here
and there around your globe as well as at
home. I wish to finish our document in
compilation but I think it necessary to
share a few directed attention focuses to
help in clarifying just who are your global
would-be dictators, persons and nations.
ISRAEL IN PANAMA, NICARAGUA,
COLOMBIA, ETC.
Keeping in mind the involvement of
Mossad and Israeli dealers of guns and
associated drug and money laundering
activities in these drug-ridden and enslaved countries-look
what is happening
NOW. This to the “people” who were most
Catholic in belief and, at least, spiritually
set in Christian dogmas, good or bad:
Bill to Legalize Satanism Proposed
in Colombia: Senator Parmenio Cuellar (a

U.S. select), member~of the Liberal Party of
President Cesar Gaviria (a U.S. select),
introduced a bill Sept. 7 that legalizes
Satanic practices (remember, this includes
murder, blood sacrifice, animal mutilation
and bleeding, sodomizing and sexually
utilizing children and babies, as well as
sodomizing animals, etc.) in Colombia,
under the guise of protecting “religious
freedom”. Cuellar made the pro-Satanic
aim of the bill explicit by stating in its
preamble that freedom “should not only be
for those who worship God, but respect is
also due to those who claim to be atheists
or even those who consider Satanism a
valid practice.” He admits that: “human
sacrifices and sexual practices are very
much in vogue in Satanic rites, which are
constantly increasing in number,” but this
should not be of concern, he says, since
these practices are prohibited by separate laws. [And how is your day?]

SERBIA

advise Serbia in her activities and supplied funds for and arms (among other
horrendous things) to Serbia. If you can
abide this connection with your own
acting Secretary of State, Eagleburger,
and Brent Scowcrof’t and Henry Kissinger
(Associates
included),
Bushies
and
Twigs-then
you don’t have a problemyou are already “dead”.

GOODNESS IN ISRAEL?
Rabin got his Loan Guarantees from
Bush recently while he visited in Washington, and after all these months of nagging
over building in occupied territories, etc.,
came out with absolutely NO restrictions
on use or conditions attached. The Rabin
government has not, despite other accounts, stopped its colonization of Palestinian land by one iota.
Could it be that Rabin is another
Kissinger man? Ah so: Henry Kissinger
has praised this Stern Gang killer as being
“the most intelligent of Israeli politicians”
and then turned about immediately and
pounced on Bush for the intent to sell more
military equipment to Saudi Arabia. Bush,
of course, has assured him “that Israel
would be allowed to keep its military superiority for the U.S. will see to it.”
So what do you think is happening
where upeacen is proclaimed, as the latest
state of the art and intent? Who knows?!
But: Israel Frees Terrorist for Good Behavior-the story reads. It has been released, by authorities, that convicted ultra-Zionist terrorist, SHIMON BARDA,
has been released from prison long before his sentence was completed. According to the ~ushington ?hes for Sept. 14,

Barda was caught in 1984, hauling 28
pounds of explosives and 15 hand grenades to the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, which he planned to demolish.
In 1988, he broke out of prison and
stole weapons and tried again. Israel’s
High Court of Justice even asked the parole board last month to reconsider its
incredible recommendation that he be freed
early for good behavior,
insisted.

but the board

In view of what is coming out in the
You be the judge on the bench today
news this day regarding Serbia’s murder- and consider what this means. ,Obviously
it is “TIME” to get on with blasting the
ing of Moslems in old Yugoslavia-please
do not lose touch with who was hired to Mosque and Dome of the Rock off the map
.
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to make way for the new evil-oriented
TEMPLE OF SOLOMON BY THE ZIONISTS.
DEPOPULATION MOVES BY
UNITED NATIONS
Get ready for the sanctioned depopulation of aglobe. The site for the 3rd International Anti-Population Conference will be
held in Cairo. Prior ones have been in
Bucharest and Mexico City as late as 1984.
The conference is jointly sponsored by the
United Nations Fund for Population
CONTROL and the UN Population Division.

Within weeks an anti-population initiative will be launched, the Pentasilgo Com-

mission
(after
Maria
Lourdes
de
Pentasilgo, former Prime Minister of
Portugal and a Zeading member of the
CLUB OF ROME (Committee
sf 3001.
THE PATRONAGE
FOR THE COMMISSIONCOMES FROMTHE ROCKEFELLER
FOUNDATION, AMONG OTHERS OFLIKE
STATURE WITHIN THE ELITE CLUBSAND WILL ACT AS ADVISORS FOR THE

CAIRO EVENT.
I just thought you would like to know
who the executioners are.
HIDDEN AGENDAS AND “THINGS”
I think you should know, if it hasn’t
been put on the “hotline” phone service,
that along with the massive numbers of
troop carriers being run about your nation
of the U.S.A., there are tanks and vehicles
now being shuffled about by commercial
lo-boy trucks, also. Some of these are
jointly relocated by rail and road. Interesting thing about the most massive transfer
is that, in addition to armored vehicles,
tanks and troop carriers (with, presumably, troops) there is one “shipment” that
has over a hundred Black Hawk hclicopters in cover. A great deal of the activity in
the West is centered around New Mexico
and an alert has been issued to be at ready
for “possible Russian invasion (military
term, not mine) through Canada but more
probably through Mexico”. The big iron
barriers were not put up to stop aliens
crossing the border (which it has not); it
was structured and is being lighted to
hopefully slow up the armored vehicles
The massing of troops
coming across.
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near Montreal and Laval Airport.
excellent pictures. Perhaps we can take up
These come on the heels of a new that subject in the near future for most of
fleet of submarines (eleven million each). the information “guessed at” by “experts”
(Ed. Note: Better Bargain?) And we, too, do is not accurate any more than are “abducnot have sufficient funds for domestics. tions” and “bloodsuckers
from outer
This presents a new question: “How many space”. I also appreciate the sharing of
countries are tooling up for an ‘insured’ &technical” information as sent to Dr.
Peace? (Gee, 7.)
Young. Please understand that at present
Now all this while our already-mea- we are infiltrated by a couple of “so-called”
ger Forces are again sent abroad-a ‘con- technical people with (Iwondrous” infortingent’ of 200 here; of 300 there, under mation and “stuff-they
avoid ME like a
‘Blue Bonnet’ control, as a ‘peace keeping bad case of Plague so I think you can
force’. May we use your excellent study in understand the intent and it is NOT toward
“Space reading” (between the lines?) and helping God or mankind-it is used as a
means of infiltration of some kind. The
see this term-peace
keeping force-mirwhole thing is silly for you don’t have to do
rored/ reflected as “force keeping” peace??
This equates to Peace or else! (We too give anything to “infiltrate” here-there is nothyou a choice already, ‘to make m day”.) ing to “infiltrate”-ask us and well tell you
anything you want to know. The Adversq
I shudder for the innocents.
Now, Commander, I realize that this simply cannot play a game, however, that
is not ‘most recent’ news but then-when
is not clandestine and secret, dark and
our own most cherished Word comes from hidden. What astounds me is how many of
you fall for the bait. So be it. I thank you
Stateside, it is always ‘old hat’............
for not jumping ship, friend, for we have
***
much work to do and so few to do it.
What would please my heart is to have
Just one more private notation to New
Zealand. I have the information sent Ex- this LBERATORturn into a paper made up
p&s.
I will utilize it when the attacks on of this type of information FROM all of
constantly-for
this KIND
“Brother Edward” back off a bit. It does you-updated
not help the work if our people are incar- OF PAPER will be your only network of
cerated, whether it be on trumped up “men- Truth. Truth is among you the peopletal confusionb with enforced ‘help” or you need no ‘space cadet” except as a seer
simply ending up in prison for speakirig for continuity and confirmation. It is fine,
out. I am monitoring closely and you ones we are getting where we need to be--God
must realize that no matter how bad you and messengers have every one of you
perceive it to b-it
is worse. I.do not want beloved brothers and sisters ‘on-line”.
SHARE THE LETTER
any of you in more jeopardy than ‘you God’s work is coming together even though
already are and dispersal of information it appears otherwise, so be it. The purpose
FROM CANADA
can be traced. Do not concern that ones of the regular JOURNALS was and is for the
reaching out unto you awaiting your ‘call”.
Before we move on to the writing on the cannot come into “comfort” with “me”. I
subject of Zionism, I wish to share with you am a messenger and it will come into its Many will come forth claiming desire to
serve-few will remain-but
there will be
parts of a letter from an old friend, V.S., proper place in its proper time.
P.C.: Thank you for the information on enough for that which must be done. I
who writes from your Northern neighbor,
%rop circles” and the Journal with the salute you who serve.
Canada.
Commander Hatonn: A word and a
Salute! from the Northwest mountains. I
send a few ‘newsworthy’ reports from just
beyond (STOur’borders.Our ‘daybreak news’
frequently offers a singular insight into
new ‘deals’ of State by Big Brother/Big
Sister that often are not heard of again. I
list here a few news items from Canada in
the past sixty days.
9127192 Wl
HATONN
context can be twisted into scenarios which
The British Queen made a flying trip
are painful and often give a false picture. I
to Ottawa in the expediter ConcordALONE.
I hope that you ones within this small shall no longer tolerate it.
I note that ones who claim to be in our
Contracts have been given (just like working crew can see that we are “cleaning
that!), for three dozen ‘state-of-the-art’ he- the decks” in readiness for further growth work also continue to fail to follow through.
licopterscosting4.4 billion, ‘for Coast Guard without the disruptions of those who sim- I am asked for insight and %olutionsn and
and military’. (No mention of population ply wanted to “be” here, etc. It is not only yet, when given, the “advice” and/or dicontrol.) (Ed. Note: What kind of helicopter that some ones abuse our generosity and rect requests are ignored and deliberately
“take” without Godly intent in the pic- not acted upon. This is fine, but do not
costs $122,222,222.00?)
A recently-closed truck assembly ture-but others, who are needed, are sepa- then blame GOD for that which YOU do or
do not DO. I am a messenger bringing the
plant receives large orders for military ve- rated out by their mere companionship
with such poor choice of company, to pre- word, and to save time and searching I will
hicles-(“their future assured”).
The ‘immediate commencement’ of a vent our own sharing, and thus to be used give unto my own crew, the needs. It is NOT
huge (50 million dollars), Armed Forces against us by our enemies. We have noth- as simple as “I will do that which you want
training center-(brand new!! to be located ing to hide but anything taken out of AND that which I perceive to be better FOR

“seems to be” (I am told) in conjunction
with that “crossing”, and the troops are
being shuffled right on down to the borders
of Mexico/New Mexico/Arizonaand on into
Texas. UN troops from Japan, and your
own U.S. troops, are also at ready at California crossings.
You want God to fii it? Do you think
that to be quite “cricket” what with voting
in Satanism and blatant contradictory laws
AGAINST GOD? You have already voted it
in in the U.S. so why should “Colombia”
shock you? No, chelas, GOD WILL NOT FIX
IT FOR YOU. IF YOU WANT GOD’S HELP
THEN YOU WILL GET BACKTO HIS RULES
AND REGULATIONS. WHEN YOU PLAY
THEADVERSARYSGAMETHENYOUARE
CAUGHT IN THE ADVERSARY’S TRAP.
GOD WILL NOT HELP HIS ENEMY OF
ENEMIES,THEDESTROYEROFALLWONDROUS CREATION. IFYOU BE WITH THE
ENEMY IT IS HIGHLY UNLIKELY THAT
YOU SHALL HAVE MUCH HELP, EITHER.
I DO SUGGESTTHATTHOSESPACECRAFI’
MIGHT NOT LOOK SO GOOD TO YOU IF
YOU SERVE SATAN AND GOD’S ENEMY,
FOR WE OF HIGHER COMMAND SERVE
GOD AND THAT MAKES US, OUT IN THE
COSMOS, THE ENEMYOF GOD’S ENEMY.
WHERE DO YOU FIT?
By the way, OUR relationship with the
Russian Cosmosphere operators is pretty
good. Why should GOD serve his deadly
enemy and destroyer of HIS property?
Ponder it-if yo u have “time”.

On Housecleaning And
Responsible Behavior
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ME.” You can do that which you want to 3ver to anyone who does not even know the WHICH THE CHILD HAS BECOME.
do, but examples, in this instance, are Petiodic Table Of The Elements, much less
Each adult (of age) must be allowed to
most important and if your example is one to ones who do not even know what the go his own way-but
if he comes back
of digression or total abandonment of our ‘term” means. Ponder it. We already have within the circle, then responsibility rerequests, then obviously you are NOT in Enough ‘misfits” and undisciplined par- sides therein again, even if it only be to
tune with our work or THE WORD. This, :nts so that I need no more right under my disattach and serve notice of same.
I‘
too, is fine-just don’t go about being angry nose! Thank you for hearing me for I am guarantee that, in everyway--even unto
because you received an answer to some- running out of ability to square these top- the rearing of a child-you
shall reap
thing and you do not like it. Some of you its with you as we move on into greater and that which you sow and if you give bad
FORGET that that which YOU DO reflects greater service and work. We have spent reflection and example it shall come
on another who may well be asking God to these years in preparation and learning back unto thee in pain and regret. Ponsolve their problem in a most “just” way, factual insight and now you will either der upon these thoughts because, living in
and so HE does.
1be ready to move on with us or we shall this time of chaos and confusion in such a
It is time you consider your “anger”
outrun you and if you are responsible for physically-oriented world, it becomes most
with God’s suggestions because the ‘sugthe child being left to the sid-onsider
difficult to bear that kind of responsibility.
gestions” are so much better than HIS it most carefully for they can only be I shall write soon on these “rough Times”
“actions” if, indeed, your request came
that which you reflect in them.
and see if we can offer some often over:
forth as’in the highest and best good”. HE
If a child has no goodly parent in re- looked thoughts to achieving balance and
will always choose that highest and best sponsibility then the child cannot grow possibilities.
good and YOU MAY VERY WELL NOT LIKE beyond that reflection of what he has to
Does this mean that to be in my presOF IT. If you live in the context of YOUR emulate. And, being a “parent” NEVER ence you must have perfection in thought
OWN INNER AND OUTER CIRCLE OF RE- ENDS, ONCE BEGUN. WORSE, THE RE- and deed? NO-but neither may you go
LATIONSHIPS, FOR INSTANCE, THE AN- SPONSIBILITY WAS ‘ACCEPTED” FAR forth and state that “Hatonn said it is
SWER MAY COME THROUGH A CHILD LONGER BACK IN YOUR JOURNEY THAN alright” if it is NOT, and you know very well
PETITIONINGFOR GUIDANCE UNTO THE INTHISAPPARENTMANIFESI’ATION.Once that which is right and that which is not
PARENTSORTEACHERS OR OTHERCHIL- the child has reached ‘maturity” in age, sanctioned by God. I AM A MESSENGER,
DREN. THE ‘ANSWER” MAY WELL BE you are obligated to allow it to choose its HEAD OF THE ‘HOSTS”-1 MAKE NO
APPEARING UNFAIR-IT WILL ALWAYS path but must be ready to undo that which EXCEPTIONS REGARDING GOD’S LAWS!
BE JUST.
is in error if given the opportunity. If YOU NONE! AND YOU MAY NOT GIVE INDICAAS THAT AND THOSE WHO REPRE- have set the wrong.-stags for growth, TIONTO ANYONE, ANYWHERE,THAT I DO
SENT OUR WORK HERE IN THIS PLACE then the responsibility is greater for the SO-NOT EVEN IN “OPINION”.
ORTHROUGHOUTTHEWORLD, WE MUST %ins of the Father shall rest upon the We work within the laws as written in the
NEVER ALLOW NEIGHBORS TO INFER sons.” God will always show the way in land and within, ALWAYS, the LAWS OF
THAT WE BREAK LAWS OF THE LAND, every instance+BUT YOU WILL FIND IT GOD. I did not, however, say ‘the laws as
SHYSTER ANYONE, AND/OR LIVE LIFE- WILL ALWAYS REQUIREYOUR RESPON- given in that book of rules as presented by
STYLESUNACCEPTABLEORIN DEFIANCE SIBLE ACTIONS IF YOU ARE RESPON- your adversary”-1 said “rHE LAWS OF
OF “REASONABLE” EXPECTATIONS IN A SIBLE IN ANY MEASURE FOR THAT GOD”. So be it.
GIVEN SOCIETY. EACH MUST DETERMINE ‘WHY” ACTIONS AND/OR NONACTIONS ARE ENTERED INTO, AND SEE
IF IT BE GENUINELY BECAUSE THE ACTIONS MAKE THE SITUATION AND THE
(Continued from page 1)
GROWTH OF “ANOTHER” BETTER AND
HIGHER-OR IF IT IS FOR CONVENIENCE
AND/OR DESIRE OF SELF. THIS AL- play and a nation exists wherein political governments have been brought into bankWAYS MUST BE CONSIDERED WITH ALL uprising is a breath away, is being disci- ruptcy, the world is in massive ‘depression”
INSTRUCTIONS AND ACTIONS REGARD- plined. France will more happily join with and you are INTHE TRAP WITHTHE DOOR
ING CHILDREN WHO CAN ONLY DE- the European Community or be devas- SHUT-will the fmal turning of the key end
PEND UPON THE ELDERS AS GUIDES tated. The eyes can see clearly if the mind your misery? N&you have not yet fulfilled
AND EXAMPLES.
IS WHAT YOU DO be cleansed and truth be fed into the the adversary’s plan against you-it includes
THAT WHICH YOU WISH YOUR CHILD circuits. The message is: “You will join our much more deadly games to come. If you
TO REFLECT?
HE/SHE WILL, YOU ‘free’ community or perish!” Always it will don’tawakenandseethatyouDONOTHAVE
be violence and “stuff thrust against the TO PLAYOUTTHIS GAME, you are not going
KNOW.
Moreover, for you who perceive these most helpless of the nations because they to make it. I can only offer insight-I cannot
children to be GOD’S and/or minehave no way to make REAL BIG trouble. make you accept it. I can only ask, again:
they ARE, but they are PLACED INTO This way the lessons can be given without LOOK AROUND YOU AND WHAT DO YOU
YOUR CARE TO NURTURE AND DISCI- fear of worse than bread lines. At some point SEE?
CAMBODIANS IN IDAHO
PLINE AND EXAMPLE FOR THEIR PRO- however, it doesn’t work too well as is, eviTECTION
AND GREATEST
GROWTH
denced by the French Revolution (which was
Did I forget to mention another situaPOTENTIAL, AND YOUR WISDOM MUST also bought and paid for by the EliteBankster
ALWAYS BE GREATERTHANTHEIR
OWN Zionists). Indeed, chelas, these would-be- tion which has now been given reminding
LEST THEY BURY THEIR OWN.
Lords have been at it for avery long time while to me? I don’t think I passed the news
A child cannot get through life and enter they put the world’s populations to slumber. along that there are some 1,500 Cambointo %ervicen with nothing save shop
These floods around the world give ample dians imported into Idahoto pick mushTo pick mushrooms?! I didn’t
courses and no disciplined mathematics, opportunity to destroy water and food sup- rooms.
realize
Idaho
HAS mushrooms, much
science and other skills only learned in plies through scarcity and contamination.
programmed school experiences. I most You cannot have over-flooding of the lands less enough to have to import, from
certainly shall not turn my laboratories without resultant infectionsand famines. All abroad, mushroom pickers from Asia. I
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suppose the migrant mushroom picker
union is not sufficient in America.
Guess who heads up the su,petvisor
crerus? The same Cambodians who am
in chame sf the Cambodians alow the
Mississippi Riuer stmteaic
disruption
points which we have written aboutfor
we22 oue+tzuo _rlea+s. Et would certainly
make -vau ponder VUST
WHAT Is IN
IDAHO THESE DAYS?
would it not?
Su&w tie=
must be somethinrt motre
than RUR& Weand a few U.S.
American patdots?

ASIAN REFUGEES IN GERMANY
I won’t even play the 20 questions game
with you on this subject because it goes
right along with our subject in point: Zionists and The Ultimate World Order.

In the Second World War the intentwas
to get rid of the Jewish people in Germany-either
ship them out and/or, as
they did with thousands, send them to
Palestine. We are going to put aside all
‘extermination camp” lies and move with
truth of operations at that time. The Zionists had already moved into Germany and
taken over the economy and, basically, the
government. The Zionist desire for this
superior race, as we have been outlaying,
went into full action through a stupid little
dupe called Hitler. He was a nothing and
the epitome of that which the Zionists were
trying to *breed out”--he zuas, infact, u
clrew. That is not news unless you have
been isolated in a cave for most of your life
and know no history.
They cannot do that again and so
bunches of ‘Asian refugees” have been
deliberately brought into Germany and set
up in places where jobs are already non
existent and where the local economy cannot hold and attend the needs of these
people who do not even speak English,
much less German.
The obvious reaction is to have confusion. Enter into this, groups both trying to
save their own race and nation, and also
stirred by placed troublemakerz+call them
*white supremacists out to destroy the
helpless minority”--and you have the same
identical set-up as in pre-war Germany
almost 60 years ago.
If you cannot see that this is deliberate
and that the same ‘groups” are paying for
the transfer of refugees (why in the world
would Vietnamese and Cambodians end
up in Germany?), you are still sleeping.
Who, except the would-be Kings, could
afford to arrange for such transfer? World,
YOU ARE IN IT!
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“pestilence”-the
grain this year has been
wiped out in the U.S. by storms, and the
“whiteflies” are wiping out your garden
crops in the West, and -now, fruitflies are
introduced again into the citrus crops.
Indeed, get gour head out of the bucket
and look arvund .vou. The waters of your

mandments as you got them dont either.
Those were given mostly to insure control
over the students who would then remain
meekas sheep and not DARE act outside the
laws of the Rabbis and Priests.
AS A CHILD-NOT

CHILDISH

nation are infected with viruses which are
not cleansed from the systems by normal
means soyou ALLcontinue tocontaminate
selves. Remember, viruses are not even
tested for in the water supply and the
viruses being currently utilized are VERY
SIMILAR to HIV and would not show up on
regular testing equipment.

When you are told to come unto God as
a child it MEANS: uCome with the open
searching wondering of a child”. It does
NOT mean in *childish behavior” with
closed minds and tantrum tactics to get
your way. To experience the wonder of life
through the eyes of a child is the most
rewarding feeling in the world. The most
STRIVE TO BECOME INFORMED
deadly experience is to never grow beyond
the childish things.
And again, it comes again to the ‘child”
Well, the old Commander is feeling a bit
old today, weary and wondering-how many for, no matter how you wish it to be otherwill awaken IN TIME? I also know, how- wise, you can’t expect your children to
ever, as you must learn, that if I focus on listen to your advice and ignore your
mygoalsand serviceuntoGodand
brother example. What examples do you give
instead ofon regretsand things pastwhich unto your children and those of the
cannot be changed-I don’t feel either my world?
A continuing question to me is ‘How
annoyance or my ancient age.
I continue to gather information so that can God and you ones allow the suffering
I am not at disadvantage and, then, through of the children about the world? I remind
DONT, YOU DO. How many
KNOWING my strengths, I win without you -m
having to do a thing in violence-the
fat- children does God and we of His crew save?
tionsoftheenemywillbreakoffanddevour
ALL OF THEM! PONDER IT. WE HAVE
THEM
ALL, AFTER YOU DO YOUR HEIself. It is now under way.
NOUS PHYSICAL DEEDS UNTO THEM.
Do these things worry you? Really?
OBNOXIOUS HENRY KISSINGER
All you really had to do was watch and
listen to Henry Kissinger’s inability to even
*double speak” at the subcommittee hearIt gets
ing on POWs/MIAs this week.
harder for these liars to hide truth, does it
not?
MORE OBNOXIOUS PAT ROBERTSON
By the way, the network (TV) that Pat
Robertson just purchased was owned by
Ted Turner. Now, realize, please, that Pat
Robertson is a POLITICALevangelist with
GOD not even running a close third in
importance. The proper WORDS are uttered to get your contributions and the
blessings are handed out to “give you
your salvation without do;ing anything
except contributing” and you’re off on

your fantasy land la-la journey to doom..
He (Pat Robertson) gave Ted Turner his
start in the industry. Ted Turner, by his
OWN MOUTH has said: ‘Don’t expect God
to help you ‘cause HE ain’t there and HE
won’tl” (And thisisTHE best buddy ofyour
Pat
friendly
“savior
and teacher”,
Robertson.)
Ted Turner went further and publicly
denounced and threw out the “TEN COMGET SURVIVAL SUPPLIES
MANDMENTS” as presented in the Bible and
I, again, cannot urge you strongly WROTE HIS OWN called the ?‘umer Ten”.
enough to get in some survival stores for Believe me they do not resemble anything
the time is at hand for the “famines” and from GOD-but then, some of the Ten Corn-

Well, I have seen that “worry” is most
often a “substitute for action”. So, what
are YOU going to do about this mess in
which you find yourselves? I know what
I am going to d-o
it remains only that
YOU decide what it is that you will do.

MORE IDIOTIC UM) GAMES
As a parting udaily thought”, I understand that Don Ecker has given another
part of his series in UM). I sincerely hope
he doesn’t weary of the subject because we
have only “just begun” in seeing “who is
who”! I do understand that some are
confused and frightened and we are proven
to be false speakers and, in fact, “secret
agents” 3 Good, the perception of “secret
agents” is most easily cast off for we are so
“secret’) that everyone in the world knows
about every last thing we d-cept,
perhaps, disinformed Don Ecker.
If Jim ‘F” is such a good information
source I wonder why it is that Jim FENTON
attended so many of our “meetings” but
his lady friend soon became too dark in
intent to even walk in our room? He takes
the word back to Ecker that “Doris and
E.J. are surrounded and protected by exSpecial Forces people.” So be itl I am
pleased about that-1 hope you all now feel
a bit more secure for certainly Doris and
E.J. DO. I am sorry about J.F. for he truly
desired that I do something to PROVE my
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reality to him so he could take it back to
those‘7ntheknowinthecixl~. Hetoldmethat
he%newandwasrespectedbymanyofthem”
and that he “could get a lot ofword out the+.
No, we do not play in the evil children’s camp,
bmther. Youwillbe“used”andspatoutlikethe
lemon pits when you are discredited for your
eamestinqui&!s.
These people are adversarial dis- mis-information plants and if you bumble into their
clutchesinworkllylackofprotectionandbehavior~stthelawsof~,youwillbelefttotheir
instructionand, finally,destruction. You, Fenton,
had an opportuni~ to find Truth and walk
amongthe&arz+youchoseDonEckerandtbe
UFOhuman despots. I suppose, now, you will
blame GOD for your own poor choices?
Iftherebe”SpecialForces”amongus,would
it not appear that some of Those who wee
within the system” found out how vile and
txtasonist are the “rulers”? Would it not seem
that those ones, if they be in our midst, have
SEENandKNOWthatwhichwegiveisTRUTHfr-ornthe reality of the massive undmund
basestotheintendcddestxuctionofyournation
and globe? Why do you ones continue to
play in the ‘mystical” and refuse to see the
reality of your circumstance?

CUL.. JAMES “BO” GRIlZ
TEHAChXPl, CALLF.
AUGUST 16,1992
VlDEO TAPE
$12.00

\

&is videotape covers the rousingCitizens’
Rally held on August 16, 1992. Bo delivers
a Patriot’s “Call To Serve” to all who will
awaken and become informed about the
corruption within our government. This is a
message of plain talk about what Bo will do
clean house once elected President.
/
See Ihe WovCt ordering information for
Tapes, Transcriptions
& Videos (to right).

LET’S TAKE OUR NATION BACK
WORD!5 & MUSIC BY

BRENT MOORHEAD
Audio Cassette

sS.00

Brent Moorhead, a valued member of THE PHOENLI
UBERATOR staff has put his creative talents and THE
TRUTH to music.
This song tells the story of the Elite Banksters, the IRS,
Gestapo and the criminals in the government that we nee4
to get rid of in order to TAKE OUR NATION BACK!
IF YOU HAVE ACCESS TORADIO PROGRAMMER5
OR RADIO TALK SHOW HOSTS, PLEASE, HELP IN4
TRODUCE THIS SONG TO THEM, REQUEST m
PLAY AND LETS GET THE WORD OUR BEFORE I?
1s la0 LATE.
See ME WORP ad for Tapes, Transcriptions
& Videos for ordering information (to right).

CALLED

TO SERVE

BY JAMES

“80” GRRZ

This is the definitive account of a nation betrayed. A spider web of “patriotsfor protit, operating ilwn the
highest positionsof special trust and confidence, have successfullycbmrmventedour Constitutionalsystem
in pursuit of a New WorM Order. They have infuse9 America with drugs in order to fund covert operations
while sealing the fate of our servicemen Ml in Communistprisons.
At the very least this bookrepresentsa factual, true-lit%!
adventwe that willtake you on a rivetingjotnney from
the white House, down a heroinhighway, to Bumx#s Gokten Trianglewhen you willmeet General Khun Sa
- undisputed drug overlord. You will infittratethe jungtes of CommunistAsia to rescue U.S. POWs , and in
turn be pursued. You’llbe taken behind the veil of U.S. wvefl operations to view deceit and betrayal. At
best, this wiiipmduce a cxackinthe facade of 20th - centuryAmericangovernment,throughwhichwncemed
citizens can view the looming peti and act in time to reserve our course while God gives us time.
l

“*k’snotjust the titk of my book,it’s tbepnrpose
ofmylijk
" -Bo Gr&

see back page for ordering information
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Tapes, Transcriptions

& Videos

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of some taped topics, T’ffE w(ZVX) is now also offering other tapes and videos on
selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs oftapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50
per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are $3 .OOeach.
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and transcription prices.
Since we are not set up to take credit card orders, please send check or money order to:
7% WORV, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 93582. Call 805-822-4176 if you
have questions.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least .a
$50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your
balance reaches zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since this material
is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in
parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
3/2 l/92(2); 3/28/92( 1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community Church;
4/13/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“;
4/17/92(l) # “Who Were the First Christians?”
4/25/92(2) * # “The Photon Belt”;
4/26/92(3);
5/1/92(l) “L.A. Riots and The Bigger Plan”;
5/2/92(3);
5/g/92(2) radio talk show;
5/9/92(4);
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent WeaponsForQuiet Wars”;
5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European visitors over
lunch;
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2);
5/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In
Between” tapes 1-3;
6/l/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
6/l 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3); 6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt
LakeCity, UT;

6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In
Between”tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK,
Salt Lake City, UT;
7/12/92(3);
7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake
City, UT;
7/26/92(3).
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake
City, UT;
8/8/92(2);
SPECIAL AUDIO 8/ 16/92(3)*, Bo Gritz speech
in Tehachapi;
SPECIAL VIDEO Tehachapi Citizens’ Rally
featuring Col. James “Bo” Gritz available for
$12;
9/5/92(2);
g/9/92(2) radio program, KTKK.
SPECIAL AUDIO Steven Vaus-“WE MUST
TAKE AMERICA BACK” availablefor $5;
SPECIAL AUDIO Brent Moorhead-“LET’S
TAKE!OUR NATION BACK” available for $5.
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Connection

Serih

JOURNALS

EFFECTIVEI&IMEDIATELYTHE of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmoFOLLOWING JOURNALS MAY nauts * The “Golden” Age * The
purpose of planetary cycles * Rules
ONLY BE PURCHASED FROM:
governing Pleiadian Contacts * The
Ancients/Native people and their conTehachapi Distributing, Inc.
nection to Pleiades.
P. 0. Box 1911, Suite 122
Tehachapi, CA 93581
(#31) GOD SAID:
(805) 822-9545
LET THERE BE LIGHT
*******
Pieiades Connection
Vol. H
by Hatonn & Germain
(#8) AIDS: THE LAST
$10.00. ..223pp
GREAT PLAGUE
ISBN: O-922356-42-4...6/91
by Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar,
or Audio!lb!lk(8 tapes)
Tesla & Russell
.
$10.00...150 pp
ISBN: 0-922356-04-l
The nature of God and Creation is
The deceptive origins of this man- LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a
produced disease are revealed, includ- comprehensive understanding of our
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- very nature, where we came from and
ruses. The sobering introduction of ultimately return to, and how to create
AIDS as a means for population reduc- balance. Among the vast array of
tion by the World Health Organization concepts which are presented: Expanthrough the Smallpox Vaccination pro- sion and Compression equals life/death
gram is exposed, as well as involve- cycles * The true meaning of sensation,
ment by the Public Health Service consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness,
through a Hepatitis B study on homo- “thinking”, Imagination and Inspirasexual men in New York, Los Angeles, tion * Illusion and Reality * How to
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique KNOW God * The Voidance Principle
mutating ability of this virus and why * Two-Way Universe * Polarity * The
there is no such thing as “safe sex”. principle, law and symbol of Love *
Viruses axe crystalline structures, and Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and
therefore, may be destroyed through Spirals in Nature.
the use of electromagnetic sound and
(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE
- light fiqwmies.
The cutting-edge
research of Strecker, Rife, Priore,
ONE
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are
Pkiades Co~ei#ion
all explored in this profound and trouVol. III
bling work. Become informed by the
by Hatonn & Gemain
story behind the story you are being
$10.00...238pp
told.
ISBN: O-922356-46-7...6/91
or Audi&g&(9 tapes)
.
PLEIADESCONNECTIONSERIEs:
Master Germain details the nature of
‘Ihe following series of JoumaIs (or GodKreatorand how He Creates. The
audiobook sets) are caiIed “The pie- various explanations include: the True
iades Connectionn series because a Nature of electricity, gravitation, maggoodly number of Earth humans are netism * heat and cold * The undivided
from the Iineage of ones from PI&a- light, the divided light * cubes/spheres
des.
* centering * the power of Desire *
simulated idea and energy * duality of
(#22) PLEIADES CONNECTION electric effect * the nature of matter *
Vol. I
theOneidea(love)ofCmation. Germain
by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
also explains the misconceptions of
$10.00...165pp
science about energy and matter * The
ISBN: O-922356-31-9...12/90
Mother/Father light is defined.
or Audi&gk(7 tapes)
.
(#33) M-URLXZLXZ;;
ATOMIC
Pleiades Connection
What are the origins of human? What
is man’s purpose on earth? In this
Vol. Iv
compelling and profound JOURNAL
by Germain & Hatonn
the direct link with the star system
$10.00...148pp
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast
ISBN: O-92235&47-5...7/91
range of topics, a number of important
or Audiollyb(5 tapes)
issues are explored, including: The
.
basic differences between the religious
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual Germain presents the details of what
“Christ” way of life * The advantages radiating atoms are, why certain atoms

and Audio Books-

and minerals are to be left in their
natural state and the consequences of
violating Nature’s laws and processes.
We are warned about the danger and
seriousness of atomic energy and the
resulting nuclear contamination to the
survival of all life on this planet.
(#34) PHONE HOME, ET
Pleaides Connection
Vol. v
by Hatonn & Gmnain
$15.00...190pp
Includes Two Audio Tapes
ISBN: 0-92235648-3.. .8/91
or Audiogb(7
tapes)
.
Germain stresses the importance of
communion (meditation) with God and
gives excellent “how to” instructions to
accomplish successful communication
with God. There are two instructive
audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clearing your space and relinquishing your
ego-consciousness to receive inspiration, knowledge and guidance from
God.
(#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT
WlTHIN
Pleiades Connection
Vol. VI
by Hatonn/Aton & Germain
!§10.00...239pp
ISBN: 0-92235650-5.. .8/91
or Audi&M&~(6 tapes)
.
God will work with you; notfor you.
Within these pages, find the wisdom of
thistruth. Germain,inhisusualdistinct
style, clearly explains and defines:
Higher Knowledge * Cause and Effect
* the Mystery of Gravity *the Spiritual
basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmic
Balanced Interchange in nature * the
Birth of Character and Righteousness *
Cosmic Consciousness * How EqualOpposite pairs achieve unity * Universal Rhythm * why the Laws of God
bring Balance * the Paralyzing role of
Fear * the Nature of Free Will.

Light Wave Principle * Desire based
upon Knowledge * Why Action/Reaction are equal, opposite and simultaneous * What is Motion? * What is
Time? * the principles of Manifestation
* the Voidance principle * Senses vs
Knowing * Soul-will vs. Egowill *
Radiation and Generation * more on
Cause and Effect * Perfection of God’s
Law * and the Purpose of Creation.
(#37) SCIENCEZo”s”THE COSPleiades Connection
Vol. VlIl
by Hatonn/Aton & Germain
$10.00...197pp
ISBN: &922356-52-1...9/91
or Audioltyb(5 tapes)
.
Germain presents more of the working
details of the Cosmos, Universe and
what God is and how the cycles of
perceived death and life actually function. Also: How to Know God *
Manifestation of Love in Character *
God’s Purposeful Intent for Man * the
tragedy of Modem Science * the Principles of Heat and Cold, water and fire
* the Seven New Laws of Thermodynamics * the Spiral Principle * Nature’s
sex principle * the Nature of Light *
Transmutation of matter * Purpose of
the Cube in Nature * more on Expansion and Compression.
ORDERING iNFORMATION
No Credit cards,
Billing, or COD Orders

Shipping charges for individual JOURNALS are $3.75 1sttitle for UPS shipping, $0.75 each additional title; or
!K2dTK200krate 1st title, $1.00 each
10% pricediscount on4 or more JOURNALS when not ordering complete sets
(same shipping rates as above).
Pleiades Connection Series* (81:
shipped UPS = $78.25
shipped Bookrate = $81.75

(#36) HUMAN, THE SCIENCE
OFMAN
pleiades Connection
Vol. VII
by Gem&n & Hatonn/Aton
$lO.oo...l%pp
ISBN: &92235&51-3...8/91
or AudiF2yk(6 tapes)
.

Pleiades Connection Series* (8) +
AIDS*
shipped UPS = $87.75
shipped Bookrate = $91.25

The very nature of God and the structure of the Universe are examined. The
vast range of topics in this JOURNAL
include: Reincarnation, cycling and
Immortality * Inter-workings between
the Divided and the Undivided Universe * God creates one basic form * the

PLEIADES AUDIO-BOOKS
PleiadesConnection Setof 8 = $194.50
includes shipping (and 15% discount);
individual audiobooks = $3.75 1sttitle
for UPS shipping, $0.75 each additional title; or $2.50 Bookrate 1st title,
$1.00 each additional title.

*(prices on sets include 15% dis
count)
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Please Help CLC!
Dear Readers,
The Constitutional Law Center
wishes to thank al1Of you for your
support and prayers. It is because
of your dedication toward preserving the Constitutional rights of
everyone that we continue to become increasingly effective.
Currently, we are seeking experts in Constitutional Law, as
Well as other areas of law, to assist
us with the tremendous research
that we must develop. This research can be done in your area
and forwarded to us via fax or
mail.
We are especially in need of the
legal knowledge of suspended, disbarred or retired attorneys and are
desirous of establishing contact
with those who are naturally
“drawn” to the study and practice
of Constitutional (Common) Law.
We urge you to contact us ifyou,
or someone you know, are available to perform such research for
the Constitutional Law Center.
And again, we thank you for your
tremendous support.
Sincerely,
Gene Dixon, Director
Constitutional Law Center
916-485-7901

THE PHOEMX

PHONE

LIBERATOR

LINE

805-822-0202
Announcing
a new service for our dedicated
readers.
Today’s Watch
phone
line will carry
news
and comments
fromCommander
Hatonn’s writings.
This
is our way of keeping
you
informed
about
breaking world events.
The announcement
machine will answer after 2
rings if there are any new
messages for that day,
and after 4 rings if not.
In that way daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings
and save toll charges if
no new message
has
been recorded. The message update(s),
if any,
occur by6PMPacificTime.

PHOENm

JOURNALS

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE PHOEMX JOURlpAcs AND HAVE BEEN WRIlTEN
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER CRITICAL
MATTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
SPECIES. JOURIUALS ARE $10
lZACH pLus SHIPPING*
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS

NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
FEET FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
PHOENIX
13. SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON
17. THE N&ED PHOENIX
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION

PLANET ZIONISM I8 RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
VOL. I
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES I 8b II (BOOK)
$15.00
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES III & IV
(BOOK) $15.00
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES V 8&VI
(BOOK) $15.00
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV
(BOOK) $20.00
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI
(BOOK) $25.00
FOR IBFORMATIOB ABOUT
AMY JOURBALS OR BOOKS
MBBTIOIED IB THIS HEWSPAPER, PLEASE COHTACT:
America West Publishers,

a Nevada corporation
P.O. Box 2208
Carson City, Nevada, 89702
1-300-7394131

or

21. CREATION, THE SACRED
UNIVERSE
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
30. MATER ANTI-MATTER
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II
4 1, THE DESTRUCTION OF A
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